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PREFACE 

Tills little book has no scientific pretensions. It is simply 

an attempt to give a descriptive list, what the French call 

a catalogue raisonne, of the hardy Bamboos in cultivation in 

this country, and to focus such information in regard to them 

as could be obtained from Japanese as well as from European 

sources, and was therefore not readily available to the general 

public. Some of the matter has already appeared in a series 

of articles which I published last year in the Cardo/' news

paper; but all of these have been revised and corrected, 

while the descriptions of species have been almost entirely 

rewritten. The task has not been an easy one, and would 

have been impossible but for the very kind encouragement 

Ilnd assistance which I have received from Sir Joseph Hooker 

and Mr. Thiselton Dyer, the director of Kew Gardens. I 

have also to acknowledge the help so cordially given by 

Messrs. Nicholson, 'Watson, and Bean of Kew Gardens. The 

latter gentleman's articles on Hardy Bamboos which appeared 

in the Cardenas' Cltrollicle in 1894 contain much valuable 

information. Some of the chief growers of Bamboos in this 

country, notably Lord Annesley, Lord de Saumarez, Sir 

Edmund Loder, the Right Hon. A. Smith-Barry, M.P., and 

Mr. ru\sllleigh of Menabilly have very kindly communicated 
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to me their experiences of Bamboo cultivation in various 

parts of these islands. M. Latour-Marliac, of Temple-sur

Lot, Lot-et-Garonne, France, the greatest European importer 

of these plants, has always been most amiably ready to 
furnish me with the results of his observations. To all of 

these gentlemen my thanks are due. 

Messrs. Riviere's beautifully illustrated book, La lJamoouJI, 

and the late General Munro's monograph, published in TI,e 

Transactions of the Linnean Society, 15th November 18G6, 

are respectively the French and English classics upon the 

subject. I have not hesitated to draw largely upon 8uch 

rich storehouses of knowledge; but since the publication of 

those works many new species have been discovered, and 

they are therefore not up to date, otherwise there would Le 

no reason for any further book treating of Bamboos. 

One attraction, at any rate, I may claim for my book in 

the admirable drawings so kindly furnished by Mr. Alfred 

Parsons, whose life~long devotion to the portraiture of plant 

life found a new scope in the flora and landscape of Japan, 

of which his transcripts by pen and pencil have charmed 

the reading and the artist world of England and America. 

24th Fe1nuary 1896. 
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CHAPTER I 

THE BAMBOO GARDEN 
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more than any other dis
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their ease, playing their rub. 
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of Arundinaria Simoni, the trembling grace of rhyllo
stachys Henonis or P. viridi- glaucescens, not to speak of 

many others, have added to our borders, our shrubberies, 
and more especially to our wild gardens, a wealth of 
beauty which a few years ago would have been deemed 
beyond the craziest dreams of the enthusiast. It needed 
the energy and enterprise of such collectors as Messrs. 
Veitch, the brothers Villa of Genoa, and above all 

M. Latour-Marliac of Temple-sur-Lot (a name which will 
always be associated with the hybridisation of Water-Lilies) 
to establish the fact that, even if we may not hope to 

see our Bamboos grow to the huge dimensions which they 

attain in their native countries, there are many the hardiness 

of which is proof against our severest winters. Surrounded 
as the present writer is by a great number of varieties of 

these famous Grasses, it is impossible for him to douut 
their powers bf resistance. They have stood through four 

winters and 26° of frost; they have resisted an even more 

deadly enemy than frost in the droughts of 1892, 1893, and 
1895. In the more congenial summer of 1894 they shot 
into life with a vigour which gave the best promise for a 

future when they shall have been thoroughly established. 

But, alas r the great Sun-God, who should have ripened the 
shoots, hid his face throughout the year, and when the grim 

winter of 1895 set in the culms had not the enduring power 

to. resist its attacks. .All the tallest shoots of Phyllostachys 
mitis perished, and many species were badly cut. Evidently, 

,moreover, what took place above ground was only a repetition 
of the havoc which was going on underground. The rhizomes, 
which must have made rare growth during a wet summer and 
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an autumn which lasted beyond Christmas (witness the 

roses 0, can have been no more ripened than the culms, and 

must have been cruelly pinched when at last the frost came 

armed with its iron nippers. As a matter of consequence, the 

first shoots of 1895 were not as strong as they would have been 

but for this combination of adversities. The normal yearly 

increase in the size of the young plants was not observable. 

But there was no faUing out of the ranks, not a single species, 

hardly a single plant was lost; and now at the end of a hot 

but terribly dry summer the plants have increased in bulk, 

if not in height, and hope again tells the most flattering 

of tales. 

From all quarters-I am writing only of places under the 

normal climate of England, and not of the favoured regions of 

the Far West and South-the same report reaches me: a severe 

check, but no deaths. As for Phyllostachys nigra, nigt·o

punctata, Boryana, Henonis,: and viridi -glaucescens, they 
simply laughed at the thermometer, and were as bright at 

the end of the winter as at midsummer. 

Hitherto our plants have had to struggle for bare exist

ence against every disadvantage. Ruthlessly torn from their 

native soil, sent away with hardly so much root as would 

furnish an adequate knob to a walking-stick, condemned to 

undergo the horrors of a journey of several weeks by sea and 

by land without light, air, moisture, or soil, what wonder if 

the poor home-sick starvelings have found it a bard matter 

to retain a spark of life in a strange land, where they find 

neither the glorious sunshine nor the bounteous rains which 

gave them birth? But the fight is over now and the victory 

is won. The death-roll is practically nil, and the survivors 
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are thriving peacefully, accommodating themselves to new and 

altogether strange conditions of existence, proof, to all appear

ance, against any treachery which the climate of the Cotswold 

Hills may bring to bear upon them. We need not despair 

of seeing in a few years miniature groves of Bamboos clothed 

in all their marvellous grace, and lacking no native beauty, 

save only at night the myriad darting lamps of the fire-flies, 

by whose light, as the pretty fable runs, Confucius and bis 

disciples used to study. 

Up to the present the nomenclature of the Bamboos is 

more or less in a fog, and of the many varieties grown here 

some will doubtless prove to be identical with others sent out 

under a different name. Making allowance, however, for this, 

there will yet "be nearly fifty distinct types which may be 

successfully cultivated in all but the most inclement and 

exposed portions of our islands. From the horticultural, in 

contradistinction to the botanical, point of view it may be 

hoped that the determination of the relationship of the 

various species to one another may never be arrived at here; 

for this can only be attained with accuracy by the inflorescence, 

and when the Bamboo flowers and fruits it dies, or at best is 

so weakened that it takes years to recover ita pristine vigour. 

Messrs. Auguste and Charles P..ivi~re, in their treatise on 

Bamboos, observe that a large number of the family, unlike 

the rest of the Graminere, are very miserly in the production 

of their flowers, which they only show at long intervals

sometimes of more than thirty years, and they cite Colonel 

Munro and others in suppott of this as~ertion. Humboldt 

says that Mutis, during twenty years of botanical work in the 

swampy forests of the Bambusa guadu&, never once saw it in 
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flower. Roxburgh only once came across the flowers of 

Bambusa Balcoa. On the other hand, the male Bamboo 

(Dendrocalamus strictus), Dendrocalamus ednlis, Arundinaria 

Hookeriana and Borne others, flower every year. But the 

most noteworthy phenomenon is the simultaneous flowering 

of certain Bamboos. When the given moment has come 

round, every plant of the same species, whether old or young, 

over a vast region will put forth its flowers at one and the 

Bame moment, and, having seeded, for a time the plant dis

appears. Auguste St. Hilaire, the botanist who explored 

Brazil, mentions a forest of the Toboca, a gramineous plant, 

where he was entranced by the aerial beauty of the long 

canes, from 40 to 50 feet high, bending in elegant arches, 

crossing one another in every direction, tangling their huge 

panicles and giving glimpses of the deep blue sky through a 

spreading aud diaphanous web of foliage. "The plant was 

then in flower. When I passed that way a few months later 

the forest had disappeared." Colonel Munro called attention 

to the reports upon this subject contained in vols. xiii. and 

xiv. of the Journal of the Agricultural and Horticultural 

Society of India. Sir W. Sleeman records the fact observed 

by him that in 1836 all the great Bamboos, which for 

twenty-five years had been the most beautiful feature of the 

valley Dehra Dun, between the Ganges and the Jumna to 

the south-west of Gurwhal, began to flower and seed-canes 

which had only been transplanted during the previous season 

following the example of their twenty-year-old mates

after which all perished together. Wallich tells of a grove 

of Bamboos surrounding the town of Rampore, in Rohilcund, 

which flowered and died in 1824. He was informed that the 
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same thing had happened forty years previously. In 1839, 

according to Spilsbury, all the Bamboos between Jubbulpore 

and Mundlah died soon after flowering. Similar annihila

tions of whole forests of Bamboos are noted in the case of 

Melocannabambusoides, which disappeared after flowering 

throughout Tipperah, at Runipore, Arraca, and Chittagong, 

causing a great inconvenience and loss in Tipperah through 

the want of Bamboos for building. All the famous botanists 

-Humboldt, Bonpland, Roxburgh, Mutis, Spence, Wallich, 

Spilsbury, Gray, Hooker, Brandis, Bory de SL Vincent, 

Auguste St. Hilaire, and others who have travelled through 

the Bamboo forests-are agreed in confirming the facta given 

above as to the simultaneous flowering of the species, the 

death of the plants after flowering or seeding, and the rare 

recurrence of the flowering period in most species, a fact 

which sufficiently explains the uncertainty which surrounds 

the nomenclature of the Bamboos which are now cultivated 

in Europe. 

On the other hand, as against these observations, Dr. 

Anderson, superintendent of the Botanic Gardens at Calcutta, 

,reports that in 1857 and 1858 many Bamboos flowered and 

seeded near Calcutta, when, contrary to expectation, there 

was no general mortality among the plants. So far as he 

was able to ascertain, only the culms which had flowered 

perished, and were replaced by young shoots which came 

from the roots; but before flowering and seeding, the foliage 

of the canes almost entirely disappeared. He further states 

that in 1861, when Bambusa gigantea flowered for the first 

time for thirty years, the plants, though weakened, lived. 

Having dealt with the suicidal mystery of the flower of 
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the Bamboos in their own country, Messrs. Riviere proceed to 

examine the phenomenon as it has been observed in Europe. 

It appears that in 1867 or 1868 flowers began to appear on two 

fine clumps of Arundinaria japonica (Bambusa Metake) in the 

Bois de Boulogne; at the same moment they were noticed on 

the same species in the nursery gardens of Messrs. Thibaut 

and Keteleer at Sceaux, at Marseilles, in the pleasure grounds 

of M. Paulin Talabot, and in other European collections. 

What is more strange is that the infection crossed the 

Mediterranean, for the plants of Arundinaria japonica in 

the Government gardens of the Hamma at Algiers flowered 

in concert with their European brethren; and not only did 

the whole of the canes, old as well as young, bear flowers 

together, but the very shoots as they showed above the soil 

were transformed into flowering stems. Yet were the plants 

not altogether killed, though weakened and exhausted by 

this exaggerated inflorescence. The new shoots were but 

from 3 to 4 inches high, and even these were covered with 

flowers. For a long time the plants remained paralysed. 

Still, careful nursing and coddling saved the few rhizomes 

which had resisted the epidemic; the species was preserved, 

and in 1878 the canes had reached a height of from 10 to 

12 feet. In 1875 M. Carriere noted in the Revue H01·ticole 

the appearance in the autumn of that year of flowers on 

Arundinaria falcata 1 in Brittany and Normandy. The plants 

at Angers, at Nantes, and in Algiers followed suit. In 

March and April 1876, those in the garden of the Luxem-

I Under the description of THAMNOCALAMUS FALCONERI will be fonnd 
my reasons for supposing that these plants which flowered over France and 
in Algiers were THAMNOCALAMUS FALCONERl, and not ARUNDINARIA 
FALCA'fA. 
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bourg, even the specimens in pots, did the same. Mr. 

Osborne, gardener to ]\;fl', SmiLh-Barry at Fota Island, Co. 

Cork, writes me word that his plants of Thamnocalamus 

Falconeri, then named Arundinaria falcata, flowered and 

fruited the same year. His diary for 11th August 187G 

records the gathering of Bamboo seeds. A third instance 

has been recorded in the case of Phyllostachys flexuosa. 

It was in the garden of the Hamma at Algiers that the 

flowers first made their appearance in the month of February 

1876. In the month of May following they were observed 

at Toulon in M. Tunel's garden, and in July in Messrs. 

Thibaut and Keteleer's llUrSeJ'y at Sceaux and in the .Tardin 

d' Acclimatation in Paris, Allowance being made for the 

difference of climate, it is evident that these plants practically 

flowered together. In these three species it was remarked 

that immediately before flowering the leaves turned yellow, 

withered, and fell off, to be replaced by the inflorescence. 

Xow comes the question whether it is to be taken as 

proven that the Bamboo after flowering and fruiting 

necessarily dies. Some eminent botanists, as we have seen, 

have described the death of whole forests of Bamboos from 

this cause; others hold a contrary opinion, notably Dr. 

Anderson, who observed the exhaustion of the plant after 

flowering, but saw the new growth spring from the roots. 

In the cases recorded above of the flowering of Arundinaria 

falcata (or Thamnocalamus Falconeri) and Arundinaria 

japonica, ,the canes died, but new buds came from the 

roots. In the case of Phyllostachys flexuosa, new stems 

came in the same way. It is true that the plants suffered 

greatly from exhaustion, but they did not perish. 
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On the whole, modern opinion appears to incline to the 

belief that the older botanists and travellers caItle to rather 

hasty conclusions in this !Datter, which could only be 

determined by protracted observations on the spot. For 

instance, take St. Hilaire's case of the vanished forest of 

Toboca. What happened in the ensuing season? Were the 

plants renewed? There is nothing to show. How are the 

forests renewed? Hardly by seed, for the seed falling on a 

soil encumbered with the remains and roots of the dead 

plants would scarcely find the nourishIpent essential to its 

successful germination. Moreover, experience shows that 

even in the wildest nature one kind of tree, if destroyed,. 

is followed by another totally different species. Is it not 

more probable that, given the wonderful powers of vegetation 

under the conditions of tropical rain and sun, the rhizomes 

having preserved some degree of vitality should quickly 

replace the dead by living canes 1 Sir Joseph Hooker, in 

a passage of his Himalayan Journals quoted below in 

Chapter IV., distinctly states that the small Bamboo Praong 

sends up many flowering branches from the root, and "aiter 

maturing its seed and giving off suckers from the root, the 

parent plant dies." That is the point-" after giving oil 

suckers from the root." Surely this is strong evidence in 

favour of the theory that the Bamboos generally do not 

reproduce themselves solely by seed. If we consider what 

a stemless particle of Squitch root will do in our climate, it 

needs no great effort of the imagination to realise the rampant 

power of growth in the rbizomes of these monstrous Couch 

Grasses in the Tropics, or in those countries, like China and 

Japan, where the rainy season occurs during the great heats 
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of summer. This, at any rate, is the view to which their 

unrivalled experience in the gardens of the Hamma at 

Algiers has led ]\fessrs. Riviere. 

·We should note that, although in late years large 

importations of all manner of Bamboos have taken place, 

at the time when the simultaneous flowering of Arundinal'ia 

japonica (Bambusa Me take) took place, the whole of the plants 

then in cultivation in Europe and at Algiers were but offsets 

of the parent plant introduced by Siebold in 1850. . It may 

be urged, therefore, that it was in truth one and the same 

plant, reaching maturity at the same moment in its various 

parts, wherever those parts might be distributed. Possibly 

the same way be said of Arundinaria faleata (or Tham

nocalamus Falconeri) and Phyllostachys flexuosa. Even so, 

the wonder is great. 

It might at first be imagined that the period of flowering 

would recur at regular fixed intervals, when the Bamboo has 

reached the length of its tether to life; but Sir Joseph 

Hooker in his Himalayan .r07~Tnals, p. 107 (ed. 1891), says, 

e< At about 4000 feet" (on 110unt Tonglo, near Darjeeling) 

"the great Bamboo (Pao Lepeha) abounds; it flowers every 

year, which is not the case with all others of this genus, most 

of which flower profusely over large tracts of country once in 

a great many years, and then die away, their place being 

supplied by seedlings which grow with immense rapidity. 

This well-kllown fact is not due, as some suppose, to the life 

of the species being of such a duration, but to favourable 

circumstances in the season." It used to be commonly said 

by natives of Bamboo-growing countries that the plants 

flowered once in thirty years, and that the age of a man 
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might be determined from the number of times that he had 

witnessed the phenomenon. It is, however, now established 

that the flowering is variable, infrequent, and due to climatic 

causes. 

Arundinaria Simoni furnishes one exception of a Bamboo 

which flowers in England without dying. It has not infre

quently borne seed in this country, and has been apparently 

none the worse. Last year (1895) it flowered and seeded in 

more than one English garden. I myself gathered seed from 

one culm of a large clump in a garden in Surrey. The 

remaining culms were all in their normal condition, and 

there was no sign of the leafy stems being replaced by flower

bearing branchlets, or of any injury to, or exhaustion of, the 

plant. 



CHAPTER II 

PROPAGATION OF HARDY BAMBOOS 

THE following observations are taken almost entirely from 

Messrs. Riviere's very able treatise. Personally I have had 

but a very limited experience in Bamboo propagation. Nor 

indeed, for obvious reasons, climatic and other, is it very 

likely that it will ever be a successful industry in most parts 

of this country, though if seed could be obtained it would 

not be a difficult matter. In Cornwall, however, and other 

favoured localities where the climate is not very different 

from llhat of Japan, and . where it follows that root action 

must be far more free than it is in the Midlands, I have little 

doubt that the methods recommended by Messrs. Riviere 

might be followed with most profitable results by nursery 

gardeners. There is a large and growing demand for the 

plants; they are expensive and difficult to obtain-in many 

instances we are compelled to seek them in foreign nurseries

and I feel sure that any enterprising man, taking advantage 

of the rare opportunities afforded by the conditions of soil 

and climate in the far west of our island, and in parts of 

Ireland, wmild reap a rich harvest by starting this new 

industry. To send to Japan, or even to the South of France, 

for plants is an expensive ,and risky process. Why should 
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our own gardeners not have the profit which now goes 

abroad 1 
The hardy Bamboos may be propagated in anyone of 

four ways:-

1. By seed. 

2. By division. 

3. By cuttings of the base of the culm, with or without 

the rhizome attached. 

4. By cuttings of rhizomes. 

A fifth process, propagation by layering, is available in 

the case of the autumn-growing or tender Bamboos, but it is 

impossible in the case of the whole family of Triglossre to 

which our hardy Bamboos belong. It may be well before 

going any further, in order to save beginners from the 

disappointment of a vain attempt, to explain the reason of 

this impossibility. The two or three knots at the base of the 

stem, which are close together and barren of branches, 

contain in a potential state the bud from which a new culm 

springs upward and the roots shoot downwards. The upper 

knots contain no such buds; they calTY only their two or 

more branches which are absolutely barren and unproductive. 

As it is, of course, the upper part of the stem which would 

be bent down to the ground for layering, it follows that the 

effort must be abortive. Endless experiments conducted by 

Messrs. Riviere in Algiers have resulted only in proving the 

futility of the attempt. It is not uncommon to see a new 

culm shoot out of a branchless knot of the base of a mature 

stem. Great care must be taken not to brush against or 

interfere with this young growth. The roots do not develop 

downward until after it has ripened, and the attachment is 
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exceedingly brittle. I have before me such a culm which 

was snapped off by a hen pheasant; it is fully branched, 

but much smaller than the parent stem. At its base 

are two new knots ready appal'tlDtly to start into life; 

the verticillate roots are on the point of taking their down

ward course. Had that end been accomplished, the new 

stem would have been safely fixed in the ground. In its 

frail condition it fell a victim to the rush of a flightened 
bird. 

This more productive character of the upper branches goes 

to show that the method of planting horizontally adopted by 

some Bamboo growers cannot be so advantageous 88 they 

believe it to be. I have seen it asserted that by laying 

newly-received Bamboos horizontally in the ground roots are 

struck and culms formed all along the stem. I have never 

tried the method myself, though I intend to do so as an 

experiment. But it seems to me that, in the case of the 

Triglossre, Messrs. P..iviere have established the fact that, at 

most, roots and new culms could only be produced from the 

few branchless nodes at the base of the stem. 

1. PROPAGATION BY SEED.-Owing to the rarity of the 

occurrence of the fruit-which, indeed, in some species has 

not yet come under the observation of science-this must 

always be the least used method. On one occasion indeed 

we received some seed of a Bamboo under the name of 

Bambusa siamensis, probably from its habitat a tender 

species, which germinated freely, but which we did not 

succeed in rearing beyond the first year, with the same seed 

Kew fared no better. We also raised from seed a number of 

plants of the Burmese Bamboo (Dendrocalamus membrana-
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ceus)-scarcely a grain missed fire-but we have never yet 

been able to get· ripe seed of any of the hardy species. 

The seed should be sown sparsely in pansfiUed with garden 

soil-the more silicate it contains the better-and well 

drained with broken potsherds or stones. Cover the seed 

with fine soil about a quarter of an inch deep or less. If the 

seed be sown too thickly, the development of the young plant 

is hindered. Water well with a very fine rose until the 

whole soil be thoroughly soaked. The pans should be placed 

in hotbeds and frequently watered, great care being taken to 

prevent the soil from drying. The frames should be partially 

shaded from the sun and kept fairly ventilated, more air 

being admitted as the seedlings gain strength. Assuming the 

seed to have been sown in the latter end of March or in 

April, the young plants may bear full exposure to air and 

sun in June. In the following spring the plants should be 

pricked out into 3-inch pots, which, after generous watering, 

again sbould be placed under glass upon a botbed to help 

the plants to root in their new abode. At first the outer air 

should be excluded or very sparingly admitted. By degrees 

they will bear longer exposure, until in the latter end of May 

or early June the pots are plunged in open beds, buried a 

little below the surface, and covered with a mulching of dead 

leaves or straw. The beds should be well watered during 

the summer. In the month of October the pots must be 

taken up and placed in a cool or temperate house, or under 

cold frames, which must be covered up during severe frosts. 

In the month of May following they may be planted out in 

their permanent places. The very slight variations necessary 

if the seed should not be sown until the summer or autumn 
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will be patent to every gardener. In the latter case germina

tion may possibly not take place until the following 

spring, and even then it may be advisable to help it by 

again having recourse to the hotbed. In all cases be it 

remembered that moisture is the first essential element of 

success. 

2. PROPAGATION BY DIVlSIoN.-The best moment for this 

operation is, in our climate, the latter end of April The 

process is very simple. The plants should be divided into 

clumps of two or three culms with their rhizome, in order 

to ensure a new growth from the buds on the internodes of 

the root-stock. If the tufts can be lifted with a ball of 

earth, so much thEl better. They should be planted in beds 

at distances of 2 feet, carefully watered, and protected by a 

top-dressing of well-rotted cow manure and dead leaves. 

With the same care they may be planted at once in their 

permanent homes. 

3. PROPAGATION BY CUTTINGS or THE "BASE or THB CVUl 

WITH OR WITHOUT THE RHIZOME ATTACHED.-Cut off about 

a foot's length of rhizome bearing a stem; cut down the 

stem to about the same length. Plant at such a depth as 

will ensure the two or three lowest and branchless knots at 

the base of the culm being covered with earth. This may 

be effected either in pots or in the open ground. It is 
essen~ial that the stem should be cut down, otherwise it 

begins to wither downwards; a sort of creeping paralysis of 

the whoie plant ensues, ending in death. Reproduction is 

also possible without the attached rhizome, and this method 

is specially valuable where, owing to the rarity of the plant 

or for other reasons, economy is an object. For the rhizome 
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being left in its place continues its work of multiplication 

undisturbed. We have seen above that the lower knots, 

occurring at short intervals and barren of all ramification, 

are each furnished" with verticillated roots and a reproductive 

bud j indeed, the former may often be seen falling downwards 

to the earth in a little cascade all round the culm, sometimes 

burying themselves and rooting in the ground, at others 

remaining in an abortive or embryonic condition. This 

reproductive power may be turned to account by cutting the 

stem with a very sharp instrument as close to the rhizome 

as possible. The stem is then cut back and the lower 

nodes buried in a pot, allowing only the end of the last 

branchless internode to protrude. Slight warmth and 

moisture are all that is required to ensure rooting. The 

operation should be performed in the spring, and by 

the end of the year a new plant will have been ob

tained. 

4. PROPAGATION BY CUTTINGS OF RHIZOMES.-This is a 

very simple process. It takes place in the spring, and 

consists merely of lifting the rhizomes, cutting them into 

lengths of from 6 inches to 8 inches, which are planted at 

1\ depth of from 4 inches to 6 inches in good rich loam 

and copiously watered during the summer. Care should be 

taken to see that each length, which will have three or 

four knots, should be the growth only of the preceding year, 

containing living eyes or buds, for the older rhizomes are 

sterile, those buds which have not shot up into canes having 

withered still-born. It is therefore only the young rhizome 

which is reproductive. 

If the end to be attained be commercial the third and 
c 
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the fourth of these methods are those which will recommend 
themselves to those who desire to propagate Bamboos ill 

this country; and in that case potting will be substituted 
for open ground cultivation; in other respects the procedure 
will be the same. 



CHAPTER III 

CHOICE O~' POSITION, SOIL, AND CULTURE 

BAMBOOS are hungry plants and well repay generous treatment. 

They should be planted iIi rich loam, not too stiff, and for 

the first year or two should be well mulched. A good plan 

is to cover the roots with a liberal dressing of cow manure, 

adding a thick layer of dead leaves on the top. This 

protects them from frost in wInter, and, by preventing 

evaporation, keeps the underground stems moist in summer. 

In order to prevent the leaves from being blown away and 

to keep out rabbits, the clump should be surrounded with 

wire netting. In three or four years, when the plants shall 

have been thoroughly established and made good growth, 

they may be left to take care of themselves, but they need 

a little coddling at first. Where water is available they 

should be well irrigated during the period of growth, but 

a wet place is very hurtful and often fatal to them in 

winter when the frost sets in. The more they are sheltered 

from wind the better; especially must they be protected 

from our cutting north-easterly winds in spring. PlantS 

that have to face the terrors of the typhoon in their own 

country are not so liable to be injured by the softer and 

damper southerly and south-westerly winds. Still, shelter 
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is a great object. It often happens, especially in the case 
of the more flexible Bamboos (such as Phyllostachy. IIenonis, 
or viridi-glaucescens, for instance), that the culms, which in 

a young state are extremely slender and delicate, just at 
the moment when they have grown to a level with the 
older stems are flogged by the latter under a gale of wind 
so that their tops are destroyed, an~ in this way the year's 
gain in height is lost. The 'plants, it is true, do not sutTer 

in health, but it is a great disappointment not to Bee the 
new culms like spears overtopping the arched plumes 

of the previous year. This mischief was very observable 
here during the late summer of 1895. After the ex
ceptionally hard winter and the drought of early summer, 

the new culma of Phyllostachys Henonis did not start 
into growth until late in' July. In one clump, too much 

exposed to the south-westerly gales which raged with 
great ,violence some five or six weeks later, all the tender 

points were beaten back and the plants are no higher than 
they were last year. This is a danger to guard against. 

\ 

Therefore again I say, shelter is a great object.' 

A rich, warm spot with partial shade and a good screen 

oil the north and east, especially under the influence of aea 
air, is the true home of the Bamboo. Sea mists bring 
moisture to the leaves and are Nature's syringe. Nothing 
revives the plants more thoroughly, or more, etTectually 

brings out the brilliancy which is one of their characteristics. 
The worst living enemies of the plants, especially of the 

dwarf species, appear to be the rats and voles, which 
will burrow under the wire netting and gnaw through 
the stems in order to carry away the leaves for linings 
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to their nests. It is not easy to suggest any remedy for this 

nuisance. 

From the landscape gardener's point of view it seems 

almost unnecessary to say that a good background. is of the 

first importance to show oft· the beauty of the Bamboo. A 

bay in a. clump of Hollies or Evergreens will afford the most 

appropriate setting. The tall culms waving their dainty 

green foliage against such a backing, under the influence of 

a gentle summer breeze, are the embodiment of all that is 

graceful, while the tender leaves look like a flight of the most 

delicate green butterflies hovering in the air. A group 

planted on a. lawn may be very effective, but Bamboos are 

seen at their best when their gracefully bending culms are 

shown in contrast against stiffer and darker foliage. If such 

a position can be found on the banks of running water, with 

here and there a rugged moss-grown rock cropping out of 

the hillside, there you have the ideal composition dear to the 

Japanese landscape painter. Grent care must be taken to 

assign to those sorts which are rampant at the roots (such 

as Arundinaria Metake, Arundinaria Simoni, and some others) 

isolated positions where they may run riot as they please. 

FniUngthis precaution, there will in a very short time be 

endless work and trouble in checking their invasions. Above 

all let the groups be as big as may be suitable, but do not 

mix the species. Let each variety stand out by itself: As 

Mr. Bean says, .. If this is not attended to, and the spreading 

rhizomes kept within certain bounds, the different kinds run 

into each other, and the whole eventually becomes a hopeless 

jungle." 

Messrs. Riviere and M. Marliac both recommend that 
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Bamboos on being planted should be cut down. The latter 
even advises that the branches should be shortened back. 

The Encyclopa:dia Britannica, without, however, giving any 
authority, says: "Various expedients are followed (by t1le 
Chinese) to obtain good Bamboos, one of the most usual 

being to take a vigorous root and transplant it, leaving only 
4 inches or 5 inches above the joint next the ground. The 
cavity is then filled with a mixture of horse litter and 
sulphur. According to the vigour of the root the shoots will 

be more or less numerous; they are destroyed at an early 
stage during three successive years, and those springing in 

the fourth resemble the parent tree." It may seem pre
sumptuous to question such high authorities. Still, difference 

of soil and climate must count for something. and it must 
be borne in mind that plants in an enfeebled condition after 
a long journey may require different treatment from that 

which is suitable for those which are being propagated in 
their full vigour upon the spot. Certain it is that I have 
never cut down an imported Bamboo stem without having 

reason to regret it. In 1893, the P.oyal Gardens at Kew and 
myself imported a number of the same plants (Bambusa lfazeli 

or Quilioi) from Genoa. They were fine stems, about 10 feet 
high. :My plants were cut down, the Kew plants were not. 
Although mine had if anything the advantage over the 

others as regards soil, they all died save two, which are 
feebly struggling for life, while their fellow-travellers at Kew 

are arching high overhead in all the pride of strength and 
beauty. Lord de Sanniarez, who, like myself, has had ex
perience in the cultivation of Bamboos both at home and in 
Japan, writes to me as follows: «In transplanting I have 
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never followed the recommendations of Riviere to cut the 

plants down, but have never yet lost a clump from omitting 

the precaution." On the other hand, I have lost several 

clumps by adopting it, and on the whole I have come to the 

conclusion that what may be very suitable in China, in 

Algiers, or even in the South of France, is not advisable in 

this country, nor where it is a question of coaxing sickly 

plants into vigour. 

Above all things I would warn my readers against 

. planting out imported Bamboos in their permanent places 

before they have recovered from the effects of the journey. 

I have myself lost many fine specimens in this way. Now 

that a sad experience has taught me how to treat them, I 

rarely lose one. The plants should only travel during the 

period when they are at rest. They will be received, there

fore, during the late autumn or winter. If they have come 

from abroad, the balls of earth round tho roots should be 

thoroughly soaked; they should then be potted and placed 

in a cool house for the winter; the leaves, or bare culms if 

the leaves be lost, should be copiously syringed twice a day, 

but the roots should not be kept too wet. In this way many 

species will keep their leaves as green and fresh as if they 

had never been disturbed. One consignment which I received 

from Japan had made growth on the voyage, and the leaves 

were blanched as white as papel'; but in a few days, under 

the action of light, they became as brilliant in colour as 

their out-door neighbours. Those that lose their leaves, will 

early in February show signs of flourishing. The tiny buds 

in the axils of the branchlets will swell and fatten, leafy 

fronds will soon be developed, and in a month or six weeks 
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the plants will be in full spring beauty. Early in lIay 

begin to harden off the plants as YOIl would geraniums for 
bedding out, and at the end olthe month, or in the first days 
of June, place them in their permanent home8. 

When you take the plants out of the pots be careful not 
to disturb the roots in any way. You must not attempt to 
comb them out as you would the roots of trees, for they are 

as brittle as glass; place them in the earth as they are, be 
they never so pot-bound, and they will soon find their way 
about. If possible, the newly-planted Bambooa should be" 

well watered during growth. It must be remembered that 
Bamboos will not show their true characteristics for two or 
three years, or even more in the case of Phyllostachya mitis; 
but by taking the above precautions many disappointments 
will be avoided. I have no hesitation in saying that certain 
plants which I treated in this manner on their arrival last 

November, and planted out last June, are now, in their 
first year, quite equal to others of the same species wbich 
have been wrestling with misfortune for (our years. 

Take heed to prepare a good and comfortable bed for 
your Bamboos. The earth should be double dug, and if it be 

done before the winter sets in, 80 much the better; for the 
frost will break up the clods and make the soil light and 

friable so that the rhizomes may travel, as it is their nature 

to do, without let or hindrance. This ia a great matter. 
Another caution to be given is as to the manner of planting. 

In treading in the plants, care must be taken not to let the 
foot strike against the earth which has come out of the pots 
with the Bamboos. Tread round it, but not on it. Indeed, 

the less treading there is the better, for you never know 
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how near the top the new shoots may be; and the usual pIau 

of dancing an Indian war-dance on the roots in a pair of 

hob-nailed boots may destroy a year's growth. It is best to 

consolidate the plants by watering freely, which thus serves 

a double purpose. Bamboos planted according to these 

simple and very obvious rules, and protected, as I have 

suggested above, by a good warm jacket of dried leaves lined 

with cow manure, will during the summer make strong 

roots and good growth, and will lay in a stock of health 

before having to face the miseries of an English winter. 

As regards the transplanting of established clumps from 

one part of the same garden to another, not for send'in!! them 

on a iourney, this is an operation which is best undertaken 

in Mayor June, when the new shoots first show signs of life. 

Mr. Bean, writing to the Gardeners' Chronicle of 10th February 

1894, says: .. From October to March is the worst time; 

July is even better than February. Last summer I shifted 

three large clumps of Arundinaria Simoni in July, which 
never showed the least check." Here, at Batsford, we have 

moved large plants of Phyllostachys aurea in July, August, 

and September. Great care was taken to secure good balls. 

The holes into which the plants were transferred were well 

watered, and the roots were mulched with cow manure and 

leaves. The growth of the canes was not arrested, and new 

shoots, the existence of which was not suspected, continued 

to appear. Our greatest disastel' was sustained in March 

1892, wIlen we had the audacity to plant out a consignment 

of mitis, Quilioi, viridi-glaucescens, nigra, and Narihira, all 

good hardy sorts, but very few survived the fierce attacks of 

the next six weeks. Another mistake made was in im-
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mediately placing in their permanent positions some hundreds 

of Bamboos of different sorts received from the South of France 

in the month of November 1891. The chief sufferers were 

mitis, nigra, and viridi-glaucescens. Had these been potted 1 

for the winter and kept indoors, as I have recommended 

above, many valuable lives would have been spared, and in 

all cases a great. saving of time would have been effected. 

It is not pleasant to acknowledge failures, but a chronicle of 

errors is sometimes more instructive than the most jubilant 

recOl'd of success. 

1 In transplanting into their permanent position I BambOOl1fhich haT. 
been grown in pots, if the roote protrude from the pot, break the pot rather 
than disturb them. 



CHAPTER IV 

USES-CUSTOMS-SUPERSTITIONS 

THERE is not in the whole vegetable kingdom a plant which 

is so intimately bound up with the life of mankind as the 

Bamboo. In India, Ceylon, China, Japan, the Malay Archi

pelago, and in the tropical forests the world over it is a 

servant-of-all-work. 

More than one case is recorded where the abundant seeds 

of the Bamboo have been the means of staving off the 

horrors of an Indian famine. In Orissa, in 1812, when one 
of those rare general flowerings of the Bamboo, to which 

allusion has been made, took place, there was famine in the 

land. The seeds of the Bamboo, cooked and eaten like rice, 

gave their only food to many thousands. Day and night the 

people watched to gather the precious fruit as it fell. Mr. 

Shaw Stewart, the collector of Canara, on the western coast 

of India, states that II In 1864 there was a general flower

ing of the Bamboo in the Soopa jungles, and a very large 

number of persons, estimated at 50,000, came from the Dhar

war and Belgaum districts to collect the seed. Each party 

l'emained about ten or fourteen days, taking away en(~lUgh for 

their own consumption during the monsoon months, as well 

as some for sale," and adds, that" the flowering was a most 
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providential benefit during the prevalent scarcity." Mr. 

Gray, writing from MalJa in 1866, says, .. In the south 

district, throughout the whole tract of country, the Bamboo 

has flowered, and the seed has been sold in the bazaar at 

thirteen seers (26 Ibs.) for three rupees, rice being ten seers, 

the ryots having stored enough for their own wants in 

addition. Hundreds of maunds (the maund being 100 lbs.) 

have been sold in the English bazaar at MaIda, and large 

quantities have been sent to Sultangunge and other places 

25 to 30 miles distant, showing llOw enormous the supply 

must have been." Mr. Gray adds, .. The Bamboo harvest 

has been quite providential, as the ryots were on the 
point of starving."1 Sir Joseph Hooker in his Himalayall 

Jou,rnals, p. 107 (ed. 1891) says: "The young shoots of 

several (Bamboos) are eaten, and the seeds or one are made 

into a fermented drink, and into bread in times of scarcity; 

but it would take many pages to describe the numerous 

purposes to which the various species are put." His account 

of the ingenious way in which his Lepcha servants used to 
improvise huts and furniture on his travels in little more 

than an hour, with no handier tool than a long knife, is most 

curious and interesting. Near the top of a pass from the 

Teesta to the great Rungeet he found" a plant of Praong (a 

small Bamboo) in full seed; this sends up many flowering 

branches from the root and but few leaf· bearing ones, and 

after maturing its seed and ~,'iving off luckers from the root, 

the parent plant dies. The fruit is a dark, long grain, like 

Rice; i,t is boiled and made into cakes, or into beer like 

Murwa" (lb. p. 220). 

1 llnnro, p. 4. 
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To the Chinaman, as to the Japanese, the Bamboo is of 

supreme value; indeed, it may be said that there is not a 

necessity, a luxury, or a pleasure of his daily life to which it 

does not minister. It furnishes the framework of his house 

and thatches the roof over his head, while it supplies paper 

for his windows, awnings for his sheds, and "blinds for his 

verandah. His beds, his tables, his chairs, his cupboards, 

his thousand and one small articles of furniture are made of 

it. Shavings and shreds of Bamboos are llsed to stuff his 

pillows and his mattresses. The retail dealer's measures, the 

carpenter's rule, the farmer's water-wheel and irrigating 

pipes, cages for birds, crickets, and other pets, vessels of 

all kinds, from the richly lacquered flower-stands of the 

well-to-do gentleman down to the humblest utensils, the 

wretchedest duds of the very poor, all come from the same 

source. The boatman's raft, and the pole with which he 

punts it along; his ropes, his mat-sails, and the ribs to which 

they are fastened; the palanquin in which the stately 

mandarin is borne to his office, the bride to her wedding, 

the coffin to the grave; the cruel instruments of the execu

tioner, the lazy painted beauty's fan and parasol, the soldier's 

spear, quiver, and arrows, the scribe's pen, the student's book, 

the artist's brush and the favourite study for his sketch; 

the musician's flute, mouth-organ, plectrum, and a dO;len 

various instruments of strange shapes and still stranger 

sounds-in the making of all these the Bamboo is a first 

necessity. Plaiting and wicker-work of all kinds, from the 

coarsest baskets and matting down to the delicate filagree 

with which porcelain cups are encased-so cunningly that it 

would seem as if no fingers less deft than those of fairies 
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could have woven the dainty weh-are a common and 
obvious use of the fibre. The same material made into great 
hats like inverted baskets protects the coolie from the lIun, 
while the labourers in the rice fields go about looking like 
animated haycocks in waterproof coats made of the dried 
leaves of Bamboo sewn together. See at the corner of the 

street a fortune-teller attracting a crowd around him a8 he 
tells the future by the aid oC slips of Bamboo graven with 
mysterio~ characters and shaken up in a Bamboo cup, and 

every man around hiin smoking a Bamboo pipe. See in 
yonder cook-shop the son of H~n regaling himself with a 
mess of Bamboo shoots, which have been cooked in a vessel 
of the same material coated with clay, and are eaten with 

chopsticks which may have grown on the same parent atem. 
Such shoots, either in the shape of pickles or prese"rved in 
sugar, are an article of export from south to north where 
they are esteemed a delicacy. 

Then there is the famous medicine Tabashir, the great 
and infallible nostrum with which some Buddhist priest or 

Chinese Dulcamara will promise to heal you oC every and 
any ailment. In certain Bamboos, especially, according to 
Roxburgh, in the Melocanna bambusoides, there is· found in 

the cavities between the knots a substance consisting oC 

silica with a little lime and vegetable matter, or sometimes 
of silica and potash in the proportion oC about seventy parts 

of silica to thirty oC potash. It is said to be formed by 
extravasation of the juices of the plant in consequence of 

some diseased condition of the nodes or joints. Beautifully 
opalescent, the loveliness of Tabashir is by the faithful 
regarded as only equalled by its medicinal virtues. Some 
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idea of the quantity of silica contained in Bamboos may be 

gathered from the fact recorded that one species, Bambusa 
Tabacaria, will emit sparks when struck with an axe. 

House, furniture, art, clothes, arms, food, and medicine, 

what does this wonderful plant not supply? And it is all so 

cheap, too j for the materials of a common dwelling-house in 

the south of China cost about twenty-five dollars! 1 

Near the Malay villages, where the houses are carried 

upon poles above the red teeming swamp, like the old 

lacustrine dwellings, there is sure to be a Bamboo grove. 

Towards evening, when the fresh sea- borne breeze drives 

the burning stillness of the day before it, bringing to the 

poor washed-out natives a faint renewal of energy, weird 

and ghostly strains come floating upon the air. It is no 

mortal music, for lEolus himself is the musician, rivalling 

the great god Pan of old. In one of the hollow stems of the 

grove holes have been pierced, some greater and some less, 

one in each joint; through these the Wind-God breathes 

fitful wailing sounds, now deep like the pedal notes of an 

organ, now soft as a fairy's flute. This is Bulu Perindu, the 

plaintive Bamboo, the analogue of the lEolian harp.2 

Strange to say, the Bamboo. played an important, though, 

fortunately, inconspicuous, part in the history of European 

industry. In the shth century, when Justinian was reigning 

at Constantinople, the court reserved to itself a monopoly of 

the silk trade and of its manufacture, the looms being 

worked by women in the Imperial Palace. Up to that 

time the silkworms that feed upon the leaves of the white 

I Compare Williams·s Middle Kingdom, vol. i. p. S60. 
9 Compare Sir Emerson Tennant's Ct1J[(m, vol. i.; Munro, p. 2. 
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Mulberry were confined to China; those which haunt the 
Pine, the Oak, and the Ash were common in the forests both 
of Asia and Europe, but as their education is more difficult 
and their produce more nncertain, they were generally 

neglected, except in the little island of Ceos, near the coast 
of Attica. The Persians had the monopoly of the trade in 
Chinese silk. This was a matter of deep concern to 

Justinian, who endeavoured .to procure the raw material for 
his looms through his adventurous Christian allies, the 
Abyssinians, who at that time were a naval and commercial 

power. His negotiations failed, the Abyssinians declining a 
competition with the Persians, whose proximity to India 
must give them an overwhelming advantage. Another 

expedient, . however, presented itself. Two Persian monks, 
who had long been resident in China, travelled to Constanti· 

nople, a giant's journey, and proposed to the Emperor that 
they should endeavour to introduce the eggs of the silkworm 
into Europe. The offer was accepted and liberally encouraged 

by Justinian. The two monks returned to China, and by 
smuggling the eggs in the hollow of a cane contrived to 
elude the vigilance of the Chinese, and made their way 

safely to Constantinople with their preoious treasure. It is 
not too much to say that in that fragment of Bamboo were 
carried the future commercial fortunes of Lyons, of Genoa, 

of Spitalfields, and all the other great manufactories of 
. Europe, for from those· eggs were descended all the races 

and varieties which stocked the Western W orId. But the 
pity of it is that we have not the record of the travels and 
adventures of those two Persian monks! This memorable 

importation is assigned to the year 552 A.D. (Gibbon, 
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Decline and Fall of the Roman Empire, chap. x1.; Encyclo

pa:dia Britannica, Article, If Silk "). 

There is one use which I would not recommend. One day 

in the north of China I was calling upon a French friend. I 

found him in his garden with a large gang of coolies, superin

tending the laying out of some new shrubberies and flower-beds. 

Knowing him to be ignorant of the language, I expressed my 

astonishment, and asked him how he managed to make them 

understand. " Ah! mon cher," said the little man, shaking 

his cane viciously, If J'ai ici Ie meilleur interprete du monde 

-Ie Professeur Bambou." Like some other interpreters, the 

Bamboo is apt in that capacity to lead to trouble. 

It is to be regretted that, however well we may succeed 

in the cultivation of Bamboos for pleasure and ornament, the 

plant which is so rich in economic value in its own country 

is not likely to prove useful here. I consulted a leading 

London umbrella and stick maker on the subject, and he 

told me that in his trade they were obliged even to eschew 

the canes of the South of France as insufficiently ripened, and 

consequently liable to split. It would seem, then, that we 

must be contented with the beauty of our plants and ask no 

more of them than they can give j but it is hard to think 

that out of so much wealth we cannot even achieve the 

humble triumph of an umbrella stick. 

In his Note sur la culture du Bambazt et ses 1lsagcs 

indltStriels dans la region des Pyrenees et dans Ie 81ldollcSt 

de la France (1878) M. Calvert, sub-inspector of forests, 

gives some interesting particulars as to the success which has 

attended the venture started by M. Guillemin in 1861 at 

Gan in the Basses Pyrenees. 
D 
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At that date the area under Bamboo cultivation was a 

slope of 4 hectares, or rather more than 9 acres, 350 miMea 

above sea-level The cost of planting was 3000 franca per 

acre. The plants reached maturity in from Beven to eight 

years, at the end of which period the older shoots were 
removed for industrial purposes, bringing in a profit of from 

800 to 1000 francs per hectare annually. ' 

The species recommended for cultivation are NIGRA, used 

for umbrella sticks, sword canes, whip handles, fishing-rods, 

and various purposes i MITIS, used for the Bame purposes 88 

NIGRA, the rhizomes being used also for cups, napkin rings, 

egg-cups, goads for oxen, sticks for beating walnut and chestnut 

trees, etc. j and MtTAKE, of which are made pipe-stems, cigar 

and cigarette tubes, pen and pencil-holders, bird-calls, and 

other objects. 

He gives the following list of objects with the prices 

actually obtained at Gan:-

Bundles of bamboOil in the rough for whip F .. ...,., 

handles without roots • 1)0'00 per hundred 
Bundles dressed with roots . 18'00 per dozen 
Parcels of bamboo whips with roots 60-00 " 

" " without roots 48'00" 
Fishing-rods with top joints. 0'60 per m~tre 
Spare top joints according to length from 30 to 60'00 per hundred 
Bundles of bamboos for umbrellas in the rough 10'00 .. 

" " " 
dressed 100'00 

" 18'00 per dozen Alpine sticks for tourists without roots . 

" " 
with roots 

Ox-goads with spring point • 
" mounted with iron • 

Handles for caterpillar destroyers . 
Handles for extinguishers used in churches 

" " " for gas • 
Quoin sticks and Cl-ames 

24'00 " 
12'00 " 
16'00 .. 
0'25 per m~tre 

0'25 " 
0'30 
0'25 " .. 
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Drinking cups 
Napkin rings 
Egg-cups _ 
Paper-cutters 
Shoe-horns 
Tobacco pipes made oC bamboo roots, prices 

Francs. 
3'00 per dozen 
1-50 " 
1'50 
3'00 
3'00 

" 
" 
" 

varying from 3 to 10'00 each 
Paper maue oC stems and leaves of bamboo 
Inkstands , 
Penholders in the rough 
Stems oC bamboo fit for paper-making 
Canes known as "Java" (1 Wang-hai) made Of}' 

rhizomes _ , _ _ , , 

Canes known as "Queues de mulet" maue oC the 
rhizomes which shoot up above ground 

No price given 
3'00 per dozen 
2'00 per hundred 
No price given 

from 2 to 5 each 

M:. Calvert further notes the value of Bamboos for binding 

together with their rhizomes movable soil on sloping ground, A. 

,merit also pointed out by Messrs. Hiviere in their monograph. 

The economical results obtained at Gan might perhaps 

tempt some enterprising horticulturist or farmer in Devon

shire or Cornwall to make an experiment of a similar nature. 

The cultivation of Bamboos is of the easiest; the plants 

renew themselves, new shoots taking the place of those 

which are cut; and a permanent profit of something like 

£16 pel' acre at the end of eight years is an alluring 

bait. But it must be remembered that since 1878 means of 

communication with the far East have vastly increased; 

Bamboo canes are imported at a very low rate, and those 

ripened under a tropical or sub-tropical sun are, as I have 

already pointed out, tougher and more reliable than those 

even of the South of France. 

Tough indeed the canes must be that are to make the 

frames of bicycles and tricycles. A report in one of the 
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daily newspapers of a recent show of cycles says, .. No one 

would credit, until after actual trial, the strength and rigidity 

which the bamboo cycles possess, coupled at the same time 

with a definite amount of increased comfort." 

The latest honour achieved by a Bamboo is (according to a 

Birmingham paper) that of having furnished to a church in 

Shanghai a set of organ pipes which, for softness and mellow
ness of tone, outdo all others. 

In the superstitions of the world the Bamboo has its 

place. Rumpf, who died in the year 1693, says, in his 

Herbarium Amboinense, that the Malays in his time believed 

that the first man sprang from the hollow stem of the Bamboo. 

The Garrows, a race inhabiting the western extremity of the 

mountain range at the bend of the Burrampooter, whom Sir 

Joseph Hooker describes in his Himalayan Journal, as a 

savage race, given to human sacrifices and polyandry, are 

said by De Gubernatis in his Mytlwlogie de, Planiu to have 

neither temple nor altar. They erect before their huts a 

pillar of Bamboo, which they decorate with flowers and cotton 

and offer up sacrifice to the divinity in front of it. 

In some Eastern countries the rarely recurrent flowering 

of the Bamboos is regarded as a sure presage of great calamity. 

The North Borneo Herald of 1st August 1894 has a paragraph 

upon the subject in connection with the terrible visitation of 

the plague which ravaged Hong-Kong in 1894. 

THill BLOOx Olf THill BAliBOO 

A Hong-Kong paper h811 the following note: The bloom on the 
Bamboo hal! indeed proved an unerring portent of evil in thia "ear of 
disaster. It is well known 811 a rare phenomenon in the botanical 
world, and is alwa". in the Oriental mind aeeociated with impending 
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calamity. After the Bamboo in the spring had flowered to an 
ahnormal degree it was confidently predicted by the superstitious 
native that much evil was abollt to fall upon lit!. Unfortunately, 
only too trlle was the presentiment, for during many decades no more 
serious blow has fallen on the proRperity and happiness of the colony 
than the plague which manifested itself just as the swaying Bamboos 
burst into verdancy. or course, it i~ quite possible that there is 
l1Iore in the belief that the flowering cane mcans ill than we might 
at first imagine. Such a phenomenon is doubtless due to abnormal 
atmospheric and climatic conditions, which, while causing the Bamboos 
to flower, may be also fertile to the uevelopment of various diseases. 
The inuex may therefore be more or less reliable, as reliable indeed 
.\8 the data on which we foretell the weather. 

The editor of the Hong-Kong paper might have added 

the Chinese-Japanese wllr as another disastrous sequel to 

the portent. 

In the gay decorations with which the holiday-loving 

Japanese brighten their houses and streets in honour of the 

new year the Bamboo is a conspicuous feature. On the 

28th or 29th day of the twelfth month the work of decoration 

begins. A Fir tree and a stem of Bamboo are planted on 

either side of the principal door of the house, and between 

them is hung II cord of straw. To this cord are suspended 

II boiled lobster, II piece of charcoal, II large Orange, II dried 

Persimmon,l II frond of Bracken, II leaf of the evergreen Oak, 

and II piece of seaweed, all tied together into II sort of 

bouquet. The Fir and the Bamboo are evergreen emblems 

of long life; the lobster, strong in spite of its crooked back, 

is an emblem of bent, but hale old age; the charcoal, which 

does not decay, represents imperishability; the Orange, from 

its name, Dai-dai, which by a pun means" from generation 

to generation," and from the fact of its being supposed to 

I The fruit of Diospyrus Kaki. 
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hang longer on the tree than any other fruit. is in like 
manner of auspicious omen; the dried Persimmon. which 

long preserves its taste. represents the unchanged sweetness 

of conjugal love and fidelity; the Bracken is held to be 11 ow 

in fading; the Oak leaf does not fall off the tree until the 

young leaf is ready to take its place. just as a father is 

happy who does not die until his son is fit to succeed him; 

while the seaweed. Kompu or Koba.composes the last two 

syllables of YOTokobu, .. to be happy." The rope of straw 

-represents the rope which the gods. after they had lured out 

the sun-goddess, according to the myth which in the Shinto 

religion springs from the first eclipse of the sun. bung 

outside the stone cave of heaven in order to prevent her 

from returning into it. These various emblems are hung 

up to propitiate the Year-God. praying him to preserve the 
house from evil during the ensuing twelve months. They 

are taken down on the seventh day of thll first month. and 

on the fourteenth day they are burnt in honour of Sai no 

Kami. the god of roads and protector of travellers. The 

origin of this custom is lost in antiquity. It is alluded to in 

the collection of poems called the II Hundred Heads." compiled 
by the Emperor Horikawa at the end of the eleventh century. 

where. in the poem by one of the nobles of the court named 
Akisuye. is found the following passage: .. When the Fir 

trees are placed at the doors we know that the night will 

break into the morning of the new year." Such customs 

do not grow in a day; so it is fair to IUpPOse that this one 

was already of respectable age 800 years ago. 



CHAPTER V 

ETYlIIOLOGY-CLASSIFICATION, CHARACTERISTICS 

Etymology 

PROBABLY the first European author in whose writings any 

allusion is to be found to the giant Grasses is Ctesias, who 

has a story of In~ian canes big enough to be used as boats. 

Colonel Yule brands this as one of the writer's "biggest 

bounces." No doubt Ctesias did often draw a very long bow. 

But then it must be remembered that he never was in India, 

and that his book was based upon hearsay picked up at the 

Court of Persia four hundred years B.C., when he was private 

physician to King Artaxerxes Mnemon. 

Colonel Yule's article on the word Bamboo in his Glossary 

of Anglo-Indian Words (J. Murray, 1886) is most interesting 

and curious. It would seem as if it were fated that some 

mystery should enshroud everything. connected with these 

plants. Their very name is as great a puzzle to etymologists 

as their different species are a riddle to botanists. The word 

Bamboo. says Colonel Yule. 

One of tile commonest in Anglo-Indian daily use, and tllorougllly 
naturalised in Englisll, is of exceedingly obscure origin. According 
to Wilson, it is Canarese Banbu. Marsden inserts it in his dictionary 
as gooa Malay. Crawfurd says it is certainly used on the west coast 
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of Sumatra 811 a native word, but that it ia elsewhere unknown to the 
Malay language. The DSUal Malay word ia Buluh. He thinks it 
more likely to have found its way into English from Sumatra than 
from Canars. But there is evidence enough of its familiarity among 
the Portuguese before the end of the aixteenih century to indicate 
the probability that we adopted the word, like 80 many othen, 
through them. We believe that the correct Canarese word i. Bnnwu. 
In the sixteenth century the wold in the Concan appeal'l to have been 
'Mambu, or at leaet 80 it W811 represented by the Portuguese. 
Rumphius seems to suggest a quaint onomatopwia: .. VehementiMimOi 
edunt ictus et 8Onitus, quum incendio combl1runtur, quando notum ejUi 
nomen 13ambu, Basubl1, facile exauditur" (Herbarium AlIIboi'l~nM, 

iv. 17). It is possible that the Canarese word ia a vernacular 
corruption or development of the Sanskrit Van8&. Bamboo doe. not 
occur, so far, 811 we can find, in any of the earliel· .ixteenth century 
books, which employ Canna Of. the like. 

Colouel Yule quotes passages from many of the old 

write~s illustrating the first use of the word. Three extracts 

will be curious and suffice for our purpose. Gareia, in his 

Colloquois dos Simples e Droga. 6 CQU8aB Jlelktinat8 cia 

India, published in 1563, says, speaking of Tabashir, the 

drug extracted from the canes or Bamboos, .. The people from 

whom it is got call it sacar-mambum ••. because the· 

canes of that plant are called by the Indians lfambu." 

The two following passages are from Acosta's Tractlulo 

de las ])rogas '!I MedecinaB de las [ndias Orientales. 4to. 

Burgos, 1578 :-

Some of these (canes), especially in lIalabar, are found 80 large 
that the people make use of them sa boats, not opening them out, but 
cutting one of the canes right BC1'088 and \lsing the natural knoll to 
stop the ends, and 80 a couple of naked blacks go upon It • • • 
each of them at his OWIa end of the Mambu (80 they call it) being 
provided with. two paddles, one in each hand • • • and 80 upon 
a cane pf this kind the folk pass across, and sitting with their legs 
. clinging naked. . 
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Again:-
Anu Dlany people on that river (of Cranganor) made use of t~~ 
canes in place of boats, to be safe from the numerous crocodiles or 
caYllloiDS (as they call them) which are in the river (which are in 
fact great and ferocious lizards). 

Colonel Yule accepts these passages as" explaining, if not 

justifying," the" big bounce" of Ctesias. The two earliest 

quotations cited by Colonel Yule in which the name appears 

in its present form are Fitch, in Hakluyt, ii. 391 (A.D. 

1586): "All the houses are made of canes, which they call 

Bambos, and bee covered with straw"; and Linschoten 

(printed at London by John Wolfe, 1598), "A thicke reede 

as big as a man's legge, which is called Bambus." 

Clas~fication 

Munro divides the Bambusacere into three sections:-

1. TRIGLoss£, which bave three stamens and spiculre, 

with two or three bracts at the base. 

2. BAMBUSElE vERlE.-True Bamboos, which have six 

stamens and several bracts. 

3. BACCIFERiE, which have six stamens, several bracts, 

and berry or apple-shaped fruit. 

The Triglossre are sub-divided again into three sub-

sections :-

1. AltUNDINARIlE. 

2. A RtHROSTYLlDEiE. 

3. CHUSQUEiE. 

The first sub-section (Arundinarire) contains three groups:

(1) ARUNDINARIA. 

(2) TUAMNOCALAMUS. 

(3) !)IlYLLOSTACHYS. 
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To one or other of these three group. of the sub-section 

Arundinarire it is probable that almost, if not quite, all of 

the hardy Bamboos must be referred, though Munro classes 

some of them with which he was imperfectly acquainted, not 

having seen the flowers, as Bambusere verre. '¥here a doubt 
exists as to the classification of a species it is perhaps better 

to preserve the familiar style Bambusa, it being clearly under

stood that this is done without prejudice, and does not imply 

a declaration of faith that the plant so named belongs to the 

Bambusere verle of science. 
For gardening purposes the Bamboos have been separated 

into two divisions ;-

1. Those which in their own country come into growth 

in the summer. 

2. Those which show their shoots in the spring. 

With the former division we have nothing to do. They 

are aliens that cannot support themselves, and there i. no 

home for them in England. The latter, on the contrary, 

we may receive with open arms and gladly adopt as most 

useful, naturalised subjects. It must be obvious that plants 

which renew their life so late in the year that it needs the 

full power of a scorching climate to· enable them to ripen 

their wood, must starve under the feeble and uncertain rays 

of our sun. Those, on the other hand, which in their own 

home begin to grow in spring, though some of them are later 

here, can mature their new shoots in time for them to ripen 

before winter. 

On the 8th of April 1894 I found shoots from 6 inches to 1 

foot long on plants of Phyllostachys aurea, viridi-glaucescens, 

Henonis, nigra, and nigro-punctata; they proved, however, 
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to be by no means the most vigorous growths of the year on 

the same plants. They were on specimens planted in the 

late autumn of 1891 (as I now know, the worst period that 

could have been chosen for open-air planting), and the growth 

showed itself far earlier than it had done in the two previous 

years. The last species of Phyllostachys to give signs of life 

in each year has been P. mitis, a very recalcitrant Bamboo so 

far as my observation goes. I have some plants of this 

species which, although showing no appearance of weakening, 

have not yet, in the third summer of their existence here, put 

forth a single new shoot. Others made good growth during 

their first summer, none during the second, and are now 

again pushing vigorously. Others, again, which grew in the 

second summer are idle this year; some have made growth 

each year. When the growth does come, patience is rewarded. 

It is so rapid that it has plenty of time to mature its stems, 

with the exception, indeed, of a few belated laggards which 

are foredoomed. The larger Arundinarias, especially Simoni 

as we shall see later on, lose many autumn shoots in this 

way. Still the great mass of the shoots of the spring-growing 

species may be relied upon, and seeing that by degrees, as 

the plants become established in their new home, they season 

by season put forth their young growth earlier, the complete 

acclimatisation even of such lazy colonists as Phyllostachys 

mitis would seem to be only a question of time and patience. 

It is to China and Japan, that inexhaustible source which 

for thirty years has been continuously pouring new treasures 

into our gardens and parks, that we owe most of our hardy 

Bamboos. So far India .has only yielded us five species 

capable of cultivation in the open air in our country, and 
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indeed one of these, Thamnocalamus Falconeri, can acarcely 
be called hardy, though it flourishes in Cornwall and in 
Ireland. From the United States of NOI·th America we draw 
,one species, Arundinaria macrosperma. The Andes (unless, 
indeed, Bambusa disticha should prove to be identical with 

Chusquea tessellata) and Africa have hitherto given us 
nothing. I shall call attention to their possibilities later on. 

The botanical distinctions between the iuflorescence of 

the two genera ThamnocalamuB and Arundinaria are 80 

slight, that it seems probable that the two will ultimatf!ly 

be merged in one. But between these and the Bamboos of 
the Phyllostachys group the differences are great aud strike 

the eye at once, and it is, therefore, important to point them 
out. Leaving to skilled botanists the task of lifting the veil 

which still enshrouds the mysteries of flower and fruit. it 
may be said roughly that the main and more easily observaLle 
characteristics of the two sections are as follows :-

In Arundinaria the stems are straight and round, the 
branches are partially verticillate, that is to say, they 

seem to nearly encircle the stem, and they appear almost 
simultaneously along the whole length of the cane as soon 

as its full growth has been attained, and not before. If 

anything, the lower branches are rather behind tl,e middle 

and upper ones. 
In Phyllostachys, on the contrary. the branches begin to 

open out at the lower end of the stem a little while before 
the fun growth in height has been attained, and gradually 

develop themselves upwards. The internode or merithal on 
the side on which the branches spring is grooved or 

channelled owing to the pressure of the branches (of whicb 
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there are generally two, or at most three, in which latter 

case one drops off), which, being closely packed under the 

sheaths against the cane while it is in a soft state, leave a 

permanent double furrow on the internode, and the cane 

itself is more or less, sometimes almost imperceptibly, 

zigzagged from joint to joint. Of the two persistent 

branches one is always much longer than the other. As a 

rule, the sheaths which protect the branches in their embryo 

state are far more persistent in the Arundinaria than in the 

Phyllostachys, their dead appearance being a sore disfigure

ment to some species, as, for instance, in Arundinaria 

japonica (Metake) and Arundinaria Simoni. In the Phyllo

stachys the sheaths drop as soon as the branches spring 

away at an angle from the side of the stem, while in the 

Arundinaria they are apt to bend back with the branches 

and remain encircling them, furnishing them with a comfort

able jacket until they are able to take care of themselves. 

Then, and not till then, they fall off. 

Many of the Arundinarias have those portions of the 

internodes which are not encased in the sheaths covered by a 

thick, waxy, white secretion like the bloom on a purple grape, 

contrasting finely with the green colour of the stem. This is 

very noticeable in Arundinaria nitida, Arundinaria Hindsii, 

and others. This waxy bloom in plants serves a distinct and 

important purpose in preventing the stomata, or mouths which

are the organs of transpiration, from becoming stopped with 

water either in the shape of rain or dew. In the leaves of 

Bamboos there is another provision for protecting the 

stomata in the shape of solid peg-like projections of the 

cuticle-of course,both the stomata and their protections are 
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only visible under the microscope. An illustration of a 

vertical section of a Bamboo leaf magnified 180 diameters 

is given at page 296 of Part III. of Kerner and Oliver's 

Natural History of Plants, together with parts of the same 
section magnified 460 diameters: this illustration clearly 

shows the whole mechanism. But the same authors 

describe a very simple experiment by which its effect 
may be seen. 

On plunging a bamboo leaf in water a lurprising aigM preeenta 
itsel( The upper side, covered by a dark green, smooth, flat 
epidermis, with no stomata, becomea wet all over and retain. ita 
dark colour and dull appearance; but the under surface, blue green 
in colour, and beset with stomata and thousands of cuticular I~g", 
does not allow the air to be displaced, and tlli. layer of air, .pread 
thin over the surface, glistens under water like polished .ilver I The 
leaf may be shaken under water to any extent, and may even be left 
submerged for a week, but the eilvery glistening air stratum i. not 
dislodged. If such a leaf is now taken out of the water, the upper 
surface is quite wet, but the under surface is dry, like a 11and which h .. 
been dipped in mercury and then ""ithdrawn, and not the smallest drop 
of water adheres to it. On placing a vessel of water, in which lOme 
bamboo leaves are half immersed, under the receiver of an air-pump 
and then pumping out the air, numerous small air-bubbles are at once 
given off from the submerged portions of the leaves. At length the 
silvery lustre disappears, and the air between the cuticular pegs i8 
replaced by water_ Ie now the leavel be completely aubmerged, the 
silver lustre is only shown on those parte which were not previously 
immersed, and where water could not replace the exhausted air,-the 
spaces round the pegs in this region having been again supplied with 
air on the opening of the stOpcock of the pump in order to submerge 
the leaves. It may be imagined from this experiment how much 
the stomata would be damaged by ",'ater if the planta mentioned were 
not protected from moisture by the pegt to which the air adheree 
so strongly . 

.A. third contrivance of Nature for guarding the stomata 

of plants against excessive wet is to be found in" the hair-
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like structures which interlace and fonn a loose felt work." 

This is very noticeable, even without a lens, especially on 

the under side of many of the Bamboo leaves, for example in 

Arundinaria auricoma. But those who are curious upon 

the subject must go for further information to the fountain

head from which I have quoted. 

The waxy bloom is especially thick immediately below 

the projecting nodes of certain Arundinarias, to wit Arundi

naria Simoni; from which it . would seem that for structural 

reasons there is more danger of the stomata being choked by 

the rising dew than by the falling rain, that is to say, either 

that they are more numerous immediately under than 

immediately above the node, or that the lower part, not 

being protected at an early stage by the sheaths which 

spring from and encircle the upper node, need this extra 

defence. 

In the very differently constructed plants of the Phyl

lostachys group, such as P. mitis, P. aurea, P. nigra, 

P. viridi-glaucescens, there is no hairy down to be found 

on the stems, and the bloom is only seen sparsely scattered 

immediately below the nodes. Probably their hard, compact, 

and almost flinty epidennis does not stand in need of any 

protection, the stomata, or transpiratory organs being situated 

on the under side of the leaves.1 

Again, in Arundinaria the axillary buds of the branches, 

I Some idea of the vast numbers of these stomata Dlay be given by the 
statement that on the under side of an Oak leaf no less than 2 millions of 
stomata have been found, while in the Water Lily leaf they I'each lli millions! 
In succulent plants, such as the House-leek and the Stone-crop, there are very 
few stomata, only from 10 to 20 in one square millimeter, ,,·hieh in the 
majority of plants would show from 200 to 300.-Kerner and Oliver, Part 
III., pp. 281, 288. 
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which are the future branchlets, are out or sight, imprisoned 
closely as in a strait-waistcoat by the sheaths which clasp the 
stems so tightly that until they fall aside or themselves you 
cau hardly strip them off by force. In Phyllostachys the 
sheaths of the branchlets are developed from the outer scale 
of the conspicuous bud; and this bud is or no small use in 

helping us to identify the very inconveniently similar species, 
for in each member of the family it has a distinct character. 
In the early spring, before the plants have begun to put forth 

new leaves, in the axils of the ramification are to be seen 
the brilliant, richly-enamelled, scaly buds, which the summer 
will develop into new branches, beginning to swell. A careful 

. observer will then at once be able to recognise the variations 
between the different sorts. In P. mitis, for instance, the glaze 
is of a purplish brown, strongly marked; in P. aurea it i8 

somew hat variable, but pale i~ colour. Quilioi has the base 
of the bud green and only the tip is brown. Flexuosa bas a 
rather dark brownish pink bud; while in P. viridi-glauCesccns 

it is a pale green. The buds of P. nigra and nigro-punctata 

are" brown mottled with black, whereas those or Boryana are 
fair in coloilr, almost belying its reputed close relationship 
to the two latter. Henonis has a pale yellowish green bud. 

Iu every instance the bud seems to be strongly characteristic 
of the Bamboo. So much for the general distinctions between 
the two great groups of Hardy Bamboos. 

Almost all the Bamboos which are hardy in this country, 
grow like Couch Grass from rhizomes or creeping rootstocks. 

Some of our Bamboos, such as Arundinaria Simoni,Arundinaria 
japonica (Metake), Arundinaria Veitchii, Bambusa pygmrea, 

Phyllostachys viridi-glaucescens, Phyllostachys violescens, 
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Bambusa palmata, antI others, have strong running roots in

vading everything, and therefore demand well-isolated posi

tions. Others, such as Phyllostachys mitis,and more especially 

Phyllostachys aurea, seem, under the cramping conditions 

of our soil and climate, to lose their power of spreading. It 

will be better to consider these features when we come to the 

descriptions of the various species; it may, however, be said 

here that it is not for some years, not indeed until stout growth 

has been made, that root action takes place in earnest. This 

observation does not apply to such sturdy travellers as ArUII

dinal'ia Simoni, Arundinaria pygmrea, or Arundinaria Veitchii, 

which it is difficult to keep within bounds at any stage 

of theil' existence; but plants of Arundinaria japonica 

(Metake), some 11 feet high and a couple of yards or more in 

diameter, which have been established in my garden for seven 

years, are only just beginning to throw up shoots at some 

distance from the parent stems. 

Some idea of the vigour with which the Bamboos spread in 

their native homes may be formed from the following remark 

of Professor Sargent in his Forest Flora oj Japan, p. 7 :-

In Japan the forest-floor is covered, even high on the mountains 
and in the extreme north, with a continuous, almost impenetrable, 
mass of dwarf Bamboos of several species, which makes travelling in 
the woods, except over long beaten paths and up the beds of streams, 
practically impossible. These Bamboos, which vary in height from 
3 to 6 feet in different parts of the country, make the forest-floor 
monotonous and uninteresting, and prevent the growth of nearly 
all other under-shrubs, except the most vigorous species. Shrubs 
t hel'efore are mostly driven to the borders of roads and other open 
places, or to the banks of streams and lakes, where they can obtain 
sufficient light to enable them to rise above the Bam boos; and it is 
the abundance of the Bamboo, no doubt, which has developed the 

E 
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climbing habit of many Japanel!e planta, which are obliged to aecend 
the trees in _rch of sun and light, for the Japanese fO!'e8t is tilled 
with climbing shrubs, which flourish ,,·ith tropicallllxuriance. 

Truly a startling statement I 

Occasionally it happens in Bamboo groves that a rhizome 

in its subterranean travels will meet with some obstacle such 

as a stone; immediately it grows upwards and forms an 

arch over the barrier, often rising above ground for the 

purpose of escaping from it, and then, curving down again, it 

plunges into the ground once more to continue its under

ground course. Beware of carrying a gun at full cock through 

a Bamboo grove! In countries where Bamboos are planted 

in carefully-prepared beds this phenomenon will be rarely 

seen. But I have one well-defined example of it in a clump 

of Phyllostachys nigra, and others in clumps of Bambusa 

palmata, where the rhizomes have formed distinct hoops above 

ground in order to avoid a stone or stump which barred their 

progress. 

The direction followed by the creeping rootstocks of 

Bamboos is a straight line from tl1e parent stem. Such a line 

may be traced for some yards in the case of Arundinaria 

Simoni by the stems which spring from the knots of the 

rhizome.· These stems throw out roots downwards as will 

be seen presently, forming, as it were, separate plants, from 

which in turn rhizomes will be sent forth in every direction. 

The depth of the root varies in different species. In the case 

of Arundinaria Simoni they have been found buried more 

than a yard from the surf~ce. Even the tiny A. pygmrea, 

which in proportion to its size is the. greatest wanderer of all 

its tribe in this country, will send its roots down some 2 feet. 
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The underground growth of the Bamboo Dlay be well 

understood by examining one of the flexible Wang-hai canes 

sold by whip and stick makers. These canes are indeed made 

of the rhizomes or creeping rootstocks of Phyllostachys (prob

ably P. nigra). In one now before me the knots are from 1 

inch to 2 inches apart; the internodes are fistulous, though the 

pipe is very narrow, only one-sixteenth of an inch in. diameter. 

The pipe is, of course, sealed by the septum at each node. 

All round the knots are the scars left by cutting away the 

verticillated rootlets, and on each knot, placed alternately, is 

a larger scar marking the place once occupied by the stem
bud. From this scar there runs along the internode an 

indented channel or groove, which becomes gradually 

shallower until it dies away in the next knot. The inter

node is deeply depressed in the centre.1 

The birth of the bud is the point upon which the chief 

interest is concentrated. As has been shown above, it springs 

from a node of the creeping rootstock. It first appears as a 

small hard cone safely encased in an armour of protecting 

sheaths. When vegetation begins to take place it softens and 

swells until it has grown far larger in bulk than the under

ground stem which bears it. As it grows it is drawn up 

telescope-wise until two or three tiny green blade~, sometimes 

brown, sometimes yellowish or striped, are seen piercing the 

surface of the soil. Almost at the same time roots begin to 

strike downwards from the base of the rising cane and a new 

plaut asserts its independence. 

Watch a plant of Phyllostachys mitis. Slowly, very 
1 The underground stem of an Amndinaria, which presents certain 

variations from that of Phyllostachys, will be found described under 
Arundinaria Simoni, p. 63. 
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slowly at first, the cone pushes its way through the top of the 
soil For a day or two, indeed, nothing is seen but the little 

tongues which are the tongue-like blades of the two or three 
topmost sheaths. By degrees a little more of the stem 
appears, but the growth is very deliberate, as if the newly
born baby were taking careful .note of its surroundings and 
making up its mind whether it be worth while to playa part 
in so doubtful a world. Sometimes, indeed, it decides to 

make no further effort. Of two or three, to all appearance, 
equally healthy shoots on the same plant one will often, 
without rhyme or reason, fade away during this hesitating 

period of almost arrested growth. Its mates, on the contrary, 
after a while begin to push forward vigorously and to show 

their true character. The shoots are round, fat, and pointed, 
closely packed in the alternate sheaths which, each sur
mounted by its little ligule and blade, spring from wllat will 

presently appear as the joints of the cane. The functio~ of 
the ligule, which adheres closely to the stem, is to prevent 
water in the shape of rain from running down and choking the 

stomata of the bud. Sometimes it is grooved so as to make 
channels, and often it is fringed with hairs, curling 80 as to 

direct the downward course of the water. Gradually the growth 
becomes faster until the culm has attained about two·thirds 
of its height, when it begins to sl~ken, until at last it is 

almost imperceptible. When the shoot haa grown to nearly 
its full height,t the lower sheaths begin to stand out from the 
stem and the branches first show themselves. This proCess 
continues upwards until the topmost branch has been revealed, 

1 According to Messrs. Riviere, th. branching occurs mnch earlier in the 
life of the stem. Difference or climate may accollnt (or thia. 
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and the sheaths, having played their part as protectors and 

being no longer wanted, drop off. At first they adhere to the 

internode so closely that you cannot tear them apart. When 

they are gone, the channelling of the stem on the side on 

which the branchlets grow is distinctly visible. Soon the 

leaves appear, and the plant is arrayed in all its beauty. As 

the wood ripens its texture becomes more compact and the 

circumference contracts. In some six weeks the culm has 

grown to its full size. Neither in height nor in bulk will 

succeeding years add aught to it; branches and foliage will 

be more dense, and the rootstock will grow until the plant 

has reached its utmost capabilities. Next year's stems will 

be taller and stouter; their elder brother may grow no more. 

In the Arundinarias, as has been already remarked, the 

growth is different. The sheaths do not begin to loosen 

their hold in order to make way for the growth of the 

branchlets until the full height of the culm has been attained. 

The ramification is almost simultaneous throughout the 

length of the cane, though the upper branches often are 

a little ahead of the others. In fact, the development is 

downwards, rather than upwards as it is in the Phyllo

stachoides. The sheaths often do not drop off untii the second 

year. 

One phenomenon described by Messrs. Riviere in the 

early life of the canes is so wonderful that I cannot but note 

it. In Algiers every year at the moment when the buds are 

formed, particularly in the cases of Bambusa macroculmis, 

B. Hookeri, B. vulgaris, and Phyllostachys mitis, the soil 

is hardened by the long droughts peculiar to the climate; 

but round the plants the earth begins to show signs of 
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moisture, gradually the surface heavee and cracks, and with 

this mysterious assistance the shoot! are enabled to push 

upwards. A careful examination for two or three daye after 

the first appearance, especially in the early morning, shows 

that during the night the bud has supplied or condensed 

a quantity of water sufficient to soak the earth by which it 

is surrounded. The bud itself at earlY dawn, before sunrise, 

is abundantly impregnated with moisture. How is this 

moisture produced 1 Perhaps it comes from a secretion of 

the plant, for on its young and hardly-developed organs 

there appear tiny drops which from time to time are detached 

and fall upon the soil. At first it W88 supposed that thie 

moisture, which was observed every morning, might be caused 

by the condensation of night dews or mist! upon the young 

shoots; but where these had been covered and protected 

against all external influencee the same phenomena were 

observed. Various and repeated experiment! failed to give 

any definite explanation of the cause of thie moisture. In 

the month of August 1874 :Messrs. P..iviere observed what 

they describe as showers of rain falling from the leaves or 

certain Bamboos at eventide. They were enabled to gather 

enough of this water to take it! temperature. Whether the 

former wonder occurs here,even in a modified degree, I am 

unable to say, for our plants are so heavily mulched that it 

would scarcely be possible to observe it, but I certainly have 

noticed dewdrops standing on the leaves and stems. or my 

Bamboos when the surrounding vegetation, both above, below, 

and at the same height, was quite dry. 

There is one feature which I have observed in the hardy 

Bamboos, and which, as it is constant, I desire to record. 
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All those Bamboos, WitllOut a single exception, which have 

been proved to be thoroughly hardy in this climate bave 

the veins of their leaves tessellated, that is to say, in chequers, 

crossing one another like the threads of a spider's web or the 

meshes of a net. All those which bave been relegated to 

the temperate bouse as tender or only half-hardy have the 

veins of their leaves striated, that is to say, running in 

parallel lines from the base to tbe point. This characteristic 

may be seen with the naked eye by holding the leaf up to 

the light, but with a lens it is very distinct. Let me give 

instances. Of the Himalayan species up to the present in 

cultivation, Tbamnocalamus Falconeri and Arundinaria falcata 

die down in winter, the latter, indeed, does so in its own 

country j their leaf veins are striated. Arundinaria race

mosa, A. aristata, and Thamnocalamus spathiflorus are quite 

hardy j their leaf veins are tessellated. Out of some forty 

Japanese species which I. bave tried, two only, namely, 

Suo-chiku (Bambusa Alphonse Karri of the French) and 

Taiho-chiku (B. vittata argentea), are very tender and not to 

be trusted; their leaf veins are striated. 

It would be, of course, idle to assert that every Bamboo 

which has tessellated leaf veins is hardy j indeed we know 

that there are many Bamboos with tessellated venation which, 

from their habitat, cannot be grown in this country. Only 

one thing is certain, viz. that no Bamboo introduced up to 

the present bas proved bardy tbat bas not such tessellation. 

It is a strange coincidence tbat Chamrerops excelsa, the 

one Palm which is bardy in this country, has tessellated 

leaf veins. Latania borbonica, wbich is hardy in the South 

of France, bas the leaf veins very slightly tessellated. I 
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have examined many of the tender Palms and found that 

all have striated leaf veins. What can be this mysterious 

connection between tessellation and hardiness' 

Mr. Thiselton Dyer, the director of Kew Gardens, to 

whom I communicated this observation, writes to me: 

"There must be something important behind a character 

like this, and no doubt when we discover it, it will be a key 

to other things." 

The accompanying illustration, drawn by lIr. Drebner 

of the microscopic laboratory at Kew, shows the difference 

between tessellated and striated venation. 

"The leaf A is ofTHAMNOCALAM{;S :FALCONEUI,andA' shows 

the fine venation between two of the coarser parallel veins 

marked 'V. The latter_ magnified 15 diameters, ie. Fig. A'. 
"The leaf B (nat. size) is of DAMBUSA DISTICHA (lIitford), 

and its finer venation is shown at E (x 15). 

"The tessellated venation at (! is of ARUNDINARIA JAPOnCA, 

but the leaf itself was too big to figure." 
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CHAPTER VI 

DESCRIPTION OF SPECIES 

ALLUSION has already been made to the uncertain state of 

the nomenclature of the hardy Bamboos. Nor is this con

fusion to be wondered at. In the absence of flowers and 
fruit science has not· declared herself, and the plants are 

named and sent out by nursery gardenel's according to their 

own sweet fancy, and sometimes, though this may be an 

ill-natured suspicion, according to the state of their stock. 

. For instance, I llqye written to various nursery gardeners 

for Phyllostachys bambusoides, P. viridi-glaucescens, P. vio

lescens, Arundinaria Fortunei, and another variety, I forget 

now which; in each case I received Arundinaria Simoni, 

I have known Phyllostachys mitis sent out for P. Quilioi, and 

have myself when asking for P. mitis been furnished with P. 

Quilioi, aurea, and viridi-glaucescens, with a few plants of 

the true P. mitis intermixed. Even at Kew Phyllostachys 

bambusoides was for years represented by a' magnificent 

plant of P. viridi-glaucescens. Indeed, Phyllostachys bam

busoides presented itself to me in so many shapes, that I 

began to look upon it as the :Mrs. Harris of Bamboos, and 

became as sceptical as to its existence as Betsy Prig. At 
last, in 1894, the true plant was received at Kew from 
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Hong-Kong, and by the kindness of the director I have been 
furnished with a specimen of it. 

The first serious attempt to clear up the fog surrounding 
this difficult subject has been made by Mr. Bean, the 
distinguished cultivator under whose care the collection of 

Bamboos at Kew has grown into a lovely garden, skilfully 
arranged with a view to exhibiting to their best advantage 

the grace and beauty of the plants. In a series of articles, 
which appeared in the Gardener' Chronicle in the early part 
of the year 1894, 1fT. Bean has very carefully and lucidly 
described the hardy Bamboos in cultivation at Kew. But 

even he, since those articles were written, has seen reason 

to modify some of the views which he then took as to the 
identity of certain species. The Kew plants have now been 

compared with those of other collections, and with the dried 

specimens in the herbarium, and the result of these investiga
tions has been the revision of the nomenclature of the hardy 

Bamboos in accordance with the list given below, which, 

endorsed as it is by the high authority of Kew, may, it is 
hoped; be considered as final so far as the species at present 

in cultivation are concerned. Several of the species have, 
for the reasons given in each case, been renamed. 



NATIVES OF CHINA AND JAPAN 

ARUNDINARIA SIMONI 

THIS, the tallest of our Arundinarias, and, with the exception 

of PHYLLOSTACHYS MITIS, of our hardy Bamboos, was introduced 

into France in 1862 by 1\[ Simon, French Consul in China, 

and named after him by Carriere, who described the plant.! 

In the Bamboo Garden at Kew old-established specimens 

have reached the height of 18 feet with a circumference of 

3 inches. My own plants in their fourth summer grew to 

13 feet, and, in spite of the disastrous check of the month of 

February, the succeeding shoots last summer (1895) main

tained the same height. In warmer climates the young shoots 

usually appear early in May. Here, unfortunately, they do, 

not begin to pierce the earth until midsummer, and, as 

they go on being produced until late in the autumn, the 

result is that a number of culms are born which cannot 

ripen and are surely doomed to die. These ,are apt to give 

the plant an untidy appearance and, being an eyesore, have 

to be removed. Like most of its genus, ARUNDINARIA SIMONI 

has a round stem, tapering off and slightly flattened at the 

apex, but less so than is the case in many of the Arundi-

) Curiously enough Munro's monograph of 15th November 1866 makes 
no mention of this species. 
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narias. Before the branches are developed it is fU!'Di8hed 

from top to bottom with sheaths, the upper edges of which 
are fringed. These sheaths vary in size according to their 

position on the stem. being very short at the bottom (though 
at this point they are longer than and overlap the internodes) 
and increasing in size towards the middle uutil they Rre 

8 or 10 inches in length. Their colour is at first a fine green 
shading to purple, but soon fades to a dull yellow. At its 
top the sheath, as it were, divides itself longitudinally into two 
parts-the ligule and the limbus, or blade. (1) The ligule is a 

narrow elliptic membrane cut straight at the top like II. IIcale, 
about one-sixteenth of an inch deep, which adheres closely to 
the stem and prevents the rain from running down between it 

and the sheath and so attacking the bud-the future branch 
of which the sheath is the natural guardian. On either aide 

the limbus, curling slightly back, forms, 88 it were, two grooves 
which serve as channels to tum the water into its proper 

course. . On the lower sheaths the ligule is, 88 a further protec

tion, fringed with hairs, which are imperceptible on the upper 
sheath$. (2) The limbus, or blade, is a leaf-like appendage 

standing out at an angle from the sheath, or curving over, 
narrow and lanceolated, smooth on the upper lIurface, and 

slightly ribbed on the lower, with a fine. serration on both 
edges. It is green at first, and often striped with white, hut 
soon withers to a dull brownish straw colour. The limbus 

is very variable in length and breadth being from 3 to 4 
inches long, and from a quarter to half an inch wide. 

At first sight the blade has the appearance of a true leaf j 

but on examination it will be seen that it differs from a leaf 
in having no midrib, the nerves being nUmerous (sometime8 
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as many as twelve) and of equal size, At the very top of 

the culm, however, the last four or five blades have a distinct 

midrib and assume the character of true leaves. Both the 

sheath and the blade are in a green state tessellated, but this 

tessellation disappears when the parts wither. Under the 

lens the sheath is seen to be covered with a thick silvery 

white down, which acts as a waterproof coat protecting the 

stomata. Eetween the sheath and the stem, as a further pro

vision against the attacks of water, is secreted a thick coating 

of white waxy bloom, which may be scraped off with the finger

nail. It is found in the greatest profusion immediately 

under the projecting nodes, and diminishes in quantity until 

within about 1 inch or 1 t inch of the top of the node, below 

which it almost disappears, being formed again under the 

next rim. The lower part of the internode being entirely 

encircled and guarded by the sheath does not stand in need 

of this protection of the transpiratory organs against moist ure ; 1 

but as the culm is drawn up, the sheath, nafl'owing away to 

the ligule, leaves the upper part of each internode uncovel'eu, 

while in the meantime the waxy secretion has been formed 

and so the bared portion of the stem has a sufficient protector. 

When the sheath finally falls off, the whole of the internode 

is found to be finely powdered with a delicate bloom. 

The limbus, or blade, soon breaks away from the sheath 

and disappears, but the ligule l'emains with the sheath, falling 

and dying with it. The lower and upper joints of the culm 

are far shorter than those in the middle, where they reach 

their maximum. 
When the culm has reached its full height branching 

1 VUle supra, p. 45. 
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begins to take place on the upper part, which takes precedence 
of the lower. The manner of the branching is as follows. 
If you strip off with a penknife the closely adherent sheath 
of a culm approaching maturity, you will see a little, flat, 
dome-shaped bud composed of a number of scales resting upon 
a tiny cushion, formed by a very thin membrane in the axil 

of the sheath, beautifully fringed with lilken haw to keep 
out moisture, and fitting closely into a slight depre88ion in 
the stem. Take a more forward culm and the dome has 

developed into a number of tiny spires with one tall steeple 
in the middle, which grow and swell until they are meta
morphosed into a bundle of branches from nine to thirteen 
in number, some smaller, some bigger, but the longest, which 

was the steeple, always in the middle. The sheaths are 
forced away from the stem by the vigorous growth of the 

purple branchlets, and the little silken c\lshion, which formed 
the bed of the bud, having no longer any duty to perform 
withers and is no more seen. 

The branches are, of course, borne upon alternate sides of 
the culm, which, as they are longer than the internodes and 

rather upright, gives a false air of complete verticillation. 

As with the internodes of the culm, so with those of the 
branchlets, each internode is wrapped in its little sheath of a 

purplish colour ending in a ligule and a blade, which is the true 
leaf. But the ligule is, in proportion to the size of the sheath, 

longer and rounder than those of the culm, and bears, moreover, 
a conspicuous growth of little curly silky hairs. The tessellated 

leaf varies much in size. An average measurement is about 
10 inches long by three-quarters of an inch broad. It shows 

a handsome green colour on the upper surface, more glaucous 
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below, serrated on both edges. Both surfaces are apparently 

smooth, but a lens reveals a thick white down, especially on 

the under side. The midrib, which is very prominent on 

the lower surface, is flanked on each side by about six 

secondary nerves, palpable to the touch. The leaf tapers off 

to a fine point at one end, and to a petiole about an eighth of 

an inch long at the other. Mr. Bean remarks (Gardeners' 

Chronicle, 10th March 1894): "It is curious that on the under 

surface of the leaf one side only of the midrib is glaucous, 

the other half green." This distinction is, so far as I can 

observe, only conspicuous towards the tip of the leaf where 

it begins to taper off. In a young state the leaves are often 

striped with a silver variegation. 

It often happens that for some years, until it is thoroughly 

established, ARUNDINARIA SIMONI only throws up dwarfed and 

slender shoots bearing very narrow and starved foliage, a 

puzzle and disappointment to the planter, who begins to 

think that he has got hold of a different species. But it is 

only a question of time and patience; in the end the true 

character of the plant is sure to assert itself. 

A portion of rhizome cut from a plant which has been 

growing for three summers in its present place, shows the 

following characteristics :-

A fistulous. underground stem about half an inch in dia

meter, the pipe-the waIls of which are lined sparsely with a 

sort of white pithy down-being three-sixteenths of an inch in 

diameter. The pipe is hermetically closed by the prominent 

nodes at intervals of from Ii inch to 3 inches in length. 

It is round. and lacks both the depression and the groove, 

caused by the close packing of the scaly stem bud, which 
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are to be found in the rhizome of Phyllostachys. Indeed, 

the characteristics of the two genera are as jealously 

guarded in the underground as ill the overground Item. As 

is the case with the culms, each internode is wrapped in a 

sheath, richly stained at first with purple, bu~ dying away to 

a dirty straw colour, and terminating in a ligule and limbus 

or blade; but this latter appendage is not easy to find, as it 

is very quickly deciduous and is lost in the earth. These 

sheaths differ from the sheaths of the culm in their venation, 

which is not tessellated, and in the parallel veins being 

broader than those of the overground stem. In the axil 

formed by the base of its guardian sheath is the scaly 

stem-bud, appearing alternately on the knots on each side or 

the rhizome. These buds are not so flat as those of the 

culm, but are convex and bulge out. They are brilliantly 

enamelled, of a creamy white colour, and the outer scales 

being fringed; to guard against any danger from water, they 

look, in an early stage before the scales begin to separate, 

like shark's teeth. The nodes are encircled by verticillate 

roots without nodes or joints, each of which is covered with 

innumerable curly rootlets arranged in no symmetrical order. 

These roots pierce and tear their way through the sheaths 

which are thus, in the fulness of time, forced away from the 

parent rhizome and perish in the earth. The rhizome 

then w~ars a beautifully polished surface like ivory, of 

the colour to which the Japanese artists stain their carved 

Netsukes; but immediately below the node this ivory yellow 

is delicately clouded with green, shading off to purple, and 

here the lens' reveals a clothing or very minute silvery down 

(another careful' provision or Nature for warding off water), 
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which in a much less conspicuous degree is continued along 

the whole length of the apparently smooth internode. 

It is worthy of notice that the stem buds are laid 

horizontally on the nodes, and do not begin to point 

upwards until they swell and develop into active growth. 

They then curve upwards from the stem, keeping their 
flatter side close to it until they pierce the soil and are 

born into the outer world. 

The extreme point of the rhizome is very sharp aud as 
hard as horn, admirably adapted for piercing the stiffest 

soil. It appears to be composed of innumerable sheaths 

wrapped closely round one another, but easily separated with 

a penknife. From these the succeeding nodes and internodes 

are developed in regular procession; unless, indeed, when, 
having terminated its underground career, the point takes an 

upward course, and is promoted to the honours of a terminal 
culm. These terminal canes are generally of less stature 

than those which spring from the rhizome nearer to the 

parent plant, but as soon as they have arrived at maturity a 

whorl of roots is thrown out from one or more of the barren 

knots (barren, I mean, of branches) at the base of the stem; 

they, in their turn, form rhizomes, and so the multiplication 

proceeds. 

The rhizomes, radiating in almost straight lines to all 

points of the compass from the axis of the stems, soon do 

away with any semblance of formality in the groups, giving 

a wild and picturesquely natural appearance to the planting. 

ARUNDINARIA SIMONI has flowered and fruited not un

frequently in English gardens; but there never has been, so 

far as I can learn, any general flowering in this country. 
F 
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Here and there an isolated plant, or portion of & plant, has 

borne seed, but without any signs of exhaustion to itself, and 

without its ~eighbours showing any appearance of following 

jts example. Two instances are recorded (there ma,. have 

been many others) in . the year 1895-the one in Surrey, 

which I myself saw, the other in Cornwall 

This being the case, it may be as well to give some 

description of the flower and fruit, which I abridge from 

Messrs.Riv~ere's account of the flowering which took place 

in the gardens of the Luxembourg at Paris in 1876. 

Flowers, hermaphrodite. 

Inflorescence, a simple spike borne at the end of a 

branchlet springing from the node of ramification. The spike 

composed of five, six, seven, or eight spikelets, with a single 

flower; placed distichously. 

The spikelet bearing one flower consists of (1) one glume, 

or chaff-like inferior bract j (2) one glumella, or small 

superior bract j (3) two diminutive paleolm, or still smaller 

bracts j (4) three pendant stamens j (5) a pistil with a 

sessile stigma, bifid, feathery, and of a whitish colour. 

A little before the complete development of the flower, 

the anther of one of the three stamens is lodged in the 

glume, while the other two are coupled in the glumella. But 

as soon as fecundation is about to take place, the glume and 

glumella separate themselves, the stamens escape from 

their bondage, while the stigma opens out its divisions to 

l'eceive the pollen. Immediately afterwards the stamens 

lean to the same side, while the glume and glumella close 

upon one another so as to protect the ovary during its 

growth. As for the stamens, whose filaments are thus caught 
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between the two bracts, they remain hanging and in time 

perish. 

The fruit is about a quarter of an inch long. It bears some 

resemblance to a grain of rye, but is arched and ellipsoid, 

that is to say, pointed at the top and obtuse at the base. 

A deep furrow runs along the whole length of the fruit, with 

smaller irregular transverse furrows. The colour is shining 

and yellowish. 

I have before me a ripe Beed of A. SIMONI which I 

gathered in Surrey. The only difference that I can detect 

between it and the above account is that it is less arched than 

!\fessrs. Riviere's description and drawing, and I fail to 

detect the small transverse furrows. 

Tall Il:nd stately, perfectly hardy, and a vigorous grower, 

this Bamboo has narrowly missed being a plant of the first 

value. Beautiful it certainly is for many months of the 

year, but unfortunately, as I have already pointed out, in 

spring and in the very early summer it generally has a 

ragged and shabby appearance, owing to the injury done by 

the storms and frosts of winter to those culms which are 

born in the late autumn. It recovers, however, at mid

summer, and increases in favour as the year wears on. 

I have endeavoured to give a somewhat minute descrip

tion of this Bamboo (1) because it is so universlilly grown 

in English gardens; (2) because it is a very typical 

Arundinaria, worthy of study, as helping to a right under

standing of its Chinese and Japanese congeners; and (3) 

because its size makes it a comparatively easy matter to 
observe its habits. 
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ABUNDINARIA SIMONI, vaT. STRIATA 

Rather less in stature than the type, from which it differs 

mainly in having the foliage striped with a silver variegation. 

This, however, is very variable and not to be depended upon. 

The rhizomes are quite as rampant as those of the type, and 

equal caution must thereCore be observed in selecting a place 

where it may run about without doing mischief: It is lIome

times se.nt out by nursery gardeners under the erroneoUII 

names oC BAMBUSA PLJCATA and BAMBUSA lIAXIMOWICZII. It 
flowered but did not seed in ]\fro Smith-Barry'll garden in 

Fota Island, Co. Cork, in the year 1893. I very much 

doubt whether it be right to separate STRIATA Crom the type. 

The variegation is as oCten absent from the former as it is 

present in the latter. 

The Japanese name NABIHIRA-DAKt (BAMBUSA NABIHIRA, 

lIarliac) is a synonym of ARUNDINARIA SIMONI. It was 110 

named aCter Narihira, the hero of a romance of the eleventh 

century called the Ist Monogatari, one of the classiCI of 

Japan, written in prose, with poetry interspersed. The name 

oC the author is not known. BAMBUSA NABIHIBA is sent out 

by certain nursery gardeners as a distinct llpecies, but there 

is no doubt as to its identity with .AnUNDL'URIA SIMONI, and 

the distinction cannot be maintained. 



ARUNDINARIA JAPONICA OR METAKE 

A TALL and handsome plant, generally grown in gardens 

under the name of BAMBusA METAKE. The word METAKE, or, 

more correctly, MEDAKE, means in Japanese" female Bamboo," 

but there is no scientific reason for using the word "female" 

in connection with this species, any more than there is for 

calling the DENDROCALAMUS STRICTUS of India the "male" 

Bamboo. 

The culms, which are round and green, grow to a height 

of 10 to 11 feet, with a circumference of half an inch to 2 

inches. They" are straight and slightly flattened at the top. 

When the branches of the second year make their appearance 

the stems are slightly arched by the weight of the foliage. 

The internodes are from 6 to 8 inches long, the pipe about 

an eighth of an inch in diameter. The sheaths, on which a 

roughness caused by minute bristles is distinctly perceptible, 

reach to about a distance of an inch from the next internode 

to that from which they spring, and on the upper part of the 

stem overlap it. They wither very early and are very persist

ent, so that the culm for .the greater part of its length has the 

appearance of being completely encased by them. The ligule 

is about an eighth of an inch deep, slightly convex or flat on 

the upper edge, deeply concave on the lower. The limbus is 
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very narrow, sometimes not more than an ~igbth of an inch 

broad, and from 1 to 2 inches long. The topmost 8heaths 

terminate in a true leaf instead of a limbus. The sbeath 

and limbus have the same irregular and evanescent appearance 

of tessellation noticed in the preceding species. A single 

branch is borne in the axil of the node and sheath, and hence 

the bud is a simple flattish scale, ditTering from the complex 

scaly bud of ARUNDINARIA SIMONL The nodes are not very 

prominent. As the branches, which are two or three times 

as long as the internodes, are developed, the sheaths of the 

culms are forced back and roll themselves tightly round the 

lower part of the branches. There is very little of the waxy 

bloom so conspicuous on A. SIMONI to be found about the 

nodes and on the stem. 

The leaves are from 8 to 12 inches long, by 11 to 

2 inches broad; the upper surface smooth and ahining. the 

lower glaucous, felted with minute 8ilvery hairs. and wrinkled 

longitudinally by the prominent aecondary n·erves. of which 

I have counted as many as nine on either side of the midrib. 

The edges, especially on one side, are very finely serrated. 

The creeping rootstock in well-established plante travels 

far afield, so care must be taken to give this Bamboo plenty 

of room. 

It has been the fashion rather to undervalue AauNDINA.BIA 

JAPONICA, and as it is the most generally cultivated, 80 also 

it is the best abused, of all Bamboos. Messrs. Riviere eay: 

"Ses gaines seches, mais persistantes, lui donnentun aspect 

peu agreable . . . En somme il n'otTre qu'un inter~t fort 

mediocre, et nous ne serions pas etonnes qu'il rat relegue 

tot ou tard dans les jardins botaniques." Mr. Bean, in his 
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description of the plant, cites a curious statement com

municated by Signor Fenzi, an Itali~n horticulturist, to the 

Gardenel's' Chronicle in 1872, to the effect that ARUNDINARIA 

JAPONICA is not a plant to be recommended for cultivation, 

being affected by a curious disease which causes its culms 

always to go into flower instead of growth, etc. This criticism 

is partly borne out by Messrs. Riviere, who assert that it: has 

been in many instances observed in Algeria that this Bamboo, 

in certain cases, has a tendency to dwindle away instead of 

developing itself. If left to itself, say Messrs. Riviere, in. an 

uncultivated spot, it ends by reaching the condition of an 

herbaceous 1?lant, its spikelets, accompanied by two leaves, 

being carried upon little stems hardly ten centimetres high. 

In this degenerate condition, the inflorescence constitutes an 

ear or spike, long, slender, compact, bearing long and pendu

lous stamens. This is a state of things which I have nevpr 

observed, and I am glad to see that Mr. Bean is, like myself, 

inclined to take up the cudgels for an old friend. He says: 

.. There can be no doubt of its value to-day as a hardy 

evergreen." With that opinion I entirely agt·ee. Given 

favourable conditions of soil and position, ARUNDINARIA 

JAPONICA grows, with time, into a striking and handsome 

object. I never saw it better shown than in a garden on 

the borders of Epping Forest, where, upon a promontory 

jutting out into a piece of ornamental water, and with a most 

picturesque background, it has quite a tropical appearance. 

The plant was first introduced in 1850 by Von Siebold, the 

eminent naturalist who did so much to make known the 

Flora and Fauna of Japan, in those days a closed country

except to the Dutch, whose factory on the island of Deshima. 
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near Nagasaki, was the sole link of communication between 
the Land of the P.ising Sun and the outer world. A Bavarian 

by birth, Von Siebp1d; some sixty years ago, attached himself 
as physician to the Dutch Mission, where, taking advantage 
of his rai:e opportunities, he laboured assiduously in every 

branch of natural history, to the great enrichment of the 
knowledge of the world . 

.AJJ we have seen above (pp. 6, 7), A.RUNDINARIA. JAJ'OllICA 

flowered and fruited in the Bois de Boulogne in Paria, and 

simultaneously all over France and in Algien in the year 

1867 or 1868. 

Two years ago I received from Japan, thro~gh the Yoko
hama Gardeners' .AJJ80ciation, several specimens of a Bamboo 
called in Japanese YA-DAKt, or the Arrow Bamboo. This 

they claimed to be PHYLLOSTACBYS BAlIBUSOIDES, with which 
it has no more affinity than it has with a rosebush. The 

native name is due to the straight round culm. being used 

for making arrows. It appears to be no more than a form of 
ARUNDINARlA. JAPONICA; indeed, in its present young state, 

there is no difference to be detected. If anything, it appears 
to run more freely at the roots. Evidently, however, the 

Japanese gardeners consider YA-DAKt and lIt-nu to be 
two different plants. It is quite possible that my plants 
were sent out as YA-DUE by a mistake in the nnrsery, a 

mistake, however, which was repeated in those received from 

the same source at Kew. 



AIWNDINARIA NITIDA 

By far the daintiest and most attractive of all its genus, 

ARUNDINARIA NITIDA possesses the additional advantage of 

quite exceptional hardihood. Indeed it may be said to have 

been the llero of the dire months of January and February 

1895; for in the latter half of March, when the frost at last 

yielded, while almost all the other Bamboos had their leaves . 

scorched to a dirty hay colom', this brave little plant was as 

green and fresh and valiant as ever. 

The story of this lovely species is somewhat curious. 

When the BanIboo Garden was being formed at Kew, Mr. 

Bean came across it in Messrs. Veitch's collection at Combe 

Wood, where it was then named BAMBUSA NIGRA,from which 

(a Phyllostachys), of course, it is absolutely distinct. At 

that time the only Arundinaria known to have black stems 

was the Himalayan A. KHASIANA, and with this species, which 

had been somewhat perfunctorily described by Munro (though 

indeed, in justice, it must be said that he called attention to 

its striated venation and to its similarity to A. FALCATA), 

the plant now under notice was conjecturally identified. As 

ARUNDINARIA KHASIANA, accordingly, it was described by Mr. 

Bean in the Gardeners' CMonicle and by myself in the 

Garden. Attention, however, was called to the subject by 
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Mr. Gamble's monograph of the Bambusere of British India, 

from which it is clear that this Arundinaria agrees only in 

its purple-black stems with A. KBASIA.NA. (which is closely 

allied to, and indeed hard to distinguish from, A. FAte" T A), 

and, moreover, that there is not among the Bambusere of the 

Himalayas any known plant corresponding with it. 

So it became necessary to find a fatherland and a history 

for this unknown waif. At the request of the Director of 

Kew, Messrs. Veitch made a careful search in their books 

and ascertained that their plant was raised from seed recei ved 

in 1889 from Dr. Regel, then Director of the Botanic Garden 

of St. Petersburg. Professor Batalin, the present Director, on 

being written to, very kindly set the question at rest by in

forming the authorities at Kew that the seed was collected 

by the Russian traveller, Mr. Potanin, in North Sz@Chuan. 

He has since sent authentic specimens grown under gl8.8IJ in 

the St. Petersburg Botanic Garden from Mr. Potanin's 8eed, 

which leave no doubt as to their identity with the (misnamed) 

KHASIANA Hort. Kew. 

The same plant has since been detected in the berbarium 

of Dr. Henry, wbo found it in Hu-pei 

As this ARUNDINARIA bad not hitherto been described 

(except, as I bave pointed out, under a false title) it was also 

necessary to give it a name, and I chose .. NITIDA " as appro

priate to its brilliancy and beauty (see Gartkneri Clmmide, 

xviii., 1895, p. 186). 

An exceptional interest attaches to the d~covery of the 

true home of ARUNDINARIA NmDA as bearing out the belief 

of the Director of Kew that new additions to our collections 

of hardy Bamboos might be expected from the north-west of 
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China, into which region, as was first pointed out by Mr. 

H. I. Elwes, there is a marked extension of the Himalayan 

Flora. 

We are as yet without any knowledge of the height to 

which ARUNDINARIA NITIDA will ultimately grow. When it 

was first received at Kew it was about a foot high; in its 

second year it grew to 6 feet 6 inches; and now in its third 

year it has grown to 8 feet 6 inches. 

The culms are very slender; about a third of an inch in 

diameter, in their first year growing straight and rush-like, 

with somewhat prominent nodes about 3 inches, or rather 

more, apart. The sheaths are purple in colour, downy, with 

the ellipsoid ligule devoid of hairs; and the very narrow 

limbus or blade at the top of the sheath three-quarters of an 

inch in length, a bright green. The stem is surmounted by 

a tassel or plumelet of one, two, or three true leaves borne on 

the topmost sheaths. In the second year of the culm's life 

the branches, generally four in number, one of them being a 

little longer than the others, break away froII). the axils of the 

sheaths, which then wither and fall off. Each branch, as a 

l'ule, bears four leaves. Up to this time the culm remains 

quite upright j but in the third year innumerable branchlets, 

each ~n its turn bearing two or three leaves, are developed 

from the old branches, bearing down the stems in a perfect 

cascade of greenery all round the plant, and out of this 

fountain spring the culms of the previous year, overtopped 

again by the reedy stems of the new year, the whole forming 

a matchless picture of grace and elegance. 

The leaves are from 2 to 3 inches long by about half an 

inch wide. Nothing can exceed the brilliancy of their green, 
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contrasting rarely with the deep black purple oC the culma, 

especially when a slight breeze reveals the rather glaucous 
tinge of the under surface. In shape they are like a surgeon's 

lancet rounded off to a somewhat bluuted base, which ter
minates in a petiole so short that the leaves have almost the 

appearance of being sessile. What apology Cor a petiole exists 
is tinged with purple, the colour being continued along the 
edge of the leaf where it fades away into the point. One 

edge is serrated, the other partially 10. The secondary nerves, 
three or four on either side, are very faint and inconspicu

ous, sometimes so hardly to be distinguished from the 
longitudinal parallel lines of the tessellated venation as to 

tempt one at first sight to think that they are absent. 
In bulk, as in height, ARUS'DlNARIA NITIDA increases year 

by year with great rapidity. It should therefore ha\'e plenty 
of room to show off its full beauty. It is a: modest and re
tiring plant, dreading the full light of day. A touch of the 
sun's rays suffices to curl up its leaves, which open out again 

as soon as a P(lSsing cloud, or a friendly bough, gives it the 

mantle of its protection. It must therefore be planted in the 
shade of some choice woodland nook, whose beauty it will 

adorn in winter as in summer. 
According to lir. Stapf, this species is nearest allied to 

ARUNDINARIA SINICA, Hance (ARt'NDL'URIA LONGIRAMEA, 

Munro). (Kew Bulletin, January 1896, p. 20.) 
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ARUNDINARIA (on BAMBUSA 7) VEITCHII 

IN its general habit this Bamboo has many points of similarity 

with BAMBUSA PALMATA, though it is on a much humbler 

scale, the plant being only about 2 feet high and the leaves 

far smaller and more suddenly pointed at the top. The culms 

are round and much flattened at their summits, but their 

colour, unlike those of BAMBUSA PALMATA, is a rich purple. 

The nodes are not very salient, the internodes being from 3 

to 4 inches long. The circumference of the culms is about 

half an inch or a little more, the pipe about one-sixteenth of an 

inch in diameter. Each node bears only one branch. The leaf 

sheaths, which show no tessellation, have a very small ligule 

and limbus with serrated edges, and on either side of the 

ligule is a little tuft of coarse hairs, sometimes standing out 

like a stag's antlers. These hairs, together with the limbus, 

are very perishable and soon lost, while the sheaths are very 

persistent, encircling the culm until the branches stand out. 

The purple internodes are plentifully bedecked with bloom. 

The tessellated leaves are about 7 inches long by some 

21 inches broad, green on the upper surface, glaucous under

neath, and much serrated. nounded at the base, towards the 

upper end they are pinched in, rather more on one side than 

on the other, and culminate in a short, sharp point. They are 

markedly serrated on both edges. The yellowish midrib is 
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very prominent, and has about eight secondary nerves on 

either side of it. The glaucous colour on the under side is, 

as usual, caused by B thick felting of very minute silvery 

down. The petiole is purple on the upper side, yellow on the 

lower. The edges of the leaves wither in late autumn, giving 

the plant, during the winter, a variegated, but 80mewhat 

shabby appearance j but the thick new foliage which comes 

with the renewal of spring is very beautiful, and for covering 

what Professor Sargent calls .. the forest-floor," and ousting 

all weeds and noxious rubbish, this little Bamboo is invalu

able. Once it is established nothing can stop it. l'he Japanese 

call it KUMA-ZASA,l .. the edged dwarf Bamboo" j but unfor

tllnately Munro, in his ignorance of the language, has given 

that name to another species.. (See the remarks below on 

PHYLLOSTACHYS KUMASASA or VIMINALIS.) I am told on good 

lIuthority that some botanists claim this species as belonging 

to the Bambusre verre, or true Bamboos. 

BAMBUSA SENANENSIS 

A plant was received last year from Japan under this 

name. I cannot at present detect any difference between it 

and ARUNDINARIA VEITCHIL However, Mr. Watson, of Kew, 

tells me that some botanists regard it as a distinct species. 

The Japanese name for it is YAKIBAZASA, the" sword-edged 

dwarf Bamboo." There is another Bamboo, a tall species 

used for making furniture, etc., which also goes by the name 

of SENANENSIS, and which the Japanese call St;DZU-DAKE, the 

"Reed Bamboo." 
1 Or Ko1rnmazasa, .. tbe lesser-edged Bamboo," wben tbe name Kumazaaa 

is applied to Bamb11sa palmata. 





BAMBUSA PALMATA 

A STRIKINGLY beautiful and most effective species, conspicuous 

from the great size of its leaves, which are often used by 

Japanese peasants to wrap up the bit of salt fish or other 

condiment which they eat with their rice. 

The culms with me are about 5 feet high, and about an 

inch in circumference. Their colour is bright green powdered 

with waxy bloom, especially below the internodes. The main 

part of the stem is round, but it is much flattened at the top. 

The nodes are not very prominent; and the sheaths, which 

early in life fade to straw colour, are very persistent half

way up the internode, which is from 5 to 6 inches long, vary

ing little in length over the greater part of the stem. The 

fistulous character of the stem is inconspicuous at its. base, 

but towal-ds the middle of the culm the pipe is about an eighth 

of an inch in diameter. The hairless sheaths, which adhere 

closely to the stem, are surmounted by a small equally hair

less ligule and a limbus or blade, which is often very minute 

and always shortlived. I can detect no true cross veins in 

the sheaths, which with their broad parallel veins, dotted 

with pellucid glands, greatly resemble the underground sheaths 

of ARUNDINARIA SIMONI. The limbus, however, is quite 

conspicuously tessellated. The ligule is fringed, but so 
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minutely as to deceive the naked eye. The limbus i. 

serrated on both edges. The branches being single, it Collows 

that the bud-scale at the axil oC the sheath differs Crom that 

of ARUNDINARIA SIMONI in being simple j it is alao narrower 

than the complex bud of the latter species. The internodes 

of the single branch are about as long 88 those on the 

culm. 

The leaves constitute the chief beauty of the plant. They 

are from 12 to 13 inches long by 3 to 31 inches broad, 

pinched in about an inch from the end and tapering rather 

suddenly to a very fine point. Both edges are serrated with 

very sharp teeth. The base of the lear is rounded off and 

ends iIi a stout petiole. The midrib is very prominent and 

conspicuous, being of a yellowish colour and glabrous. It is 

flanked on either side by a dozen or thirteen beautiCully

defined secondary nerves, and the network of the tessellation 

is close and very conspicuous. The colour of the leaves is a 

brilliant green above, smooth and shining, while the under 

surface is of a glaucous colour, covered with a very minute 

down visible with a lens, the secondary nerves carrying, here 

and there, tiny white hairs more prominent than the rest, but 

still invisible without a magnifying glass. 

The rhizome is strong, sharply pointed, and very active, 

travelling far. This Bamboo seems to thrive equally well 

under full sunshine or in deep shade; but it always appears 

to me that th~ creeping rhizome is inclined to travel more 

in the direction of shade, as if it were seeking ita natural 

home. 

A" bold group of BAJrI1lUSA. PALMATA. with a background of 

Hollies, and associated with Lady Ferns and such sympathetic 
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compatriots as Funkia Sieboldii, Anemone japonica (which 

always seems to show to its best advantage uuder shade), 

and Ophiopogon, is a very striking and ornamental object, 

which even the most careless observer never passes by 
unnoticed. 

The Japanese evidently con~ider BAMBUSA PALMATA and 
ARUNDINARIA VEITCHII (see p. '1'1) to be intimately related, 

for many of their gardeners give the name KUMAZASA to 

both, only distinguishing the latter species as the "lesser 
KUMAZASA." 

G 



BAMBUSA TESSELLATA OR RAGAl\WWSKI 

THIS striking Bamboo belongs to the same type, as regards 

form, as BAMBUSA PALMATA and BAMBUSA VEITCWL It is a 

very beautiful species, noteworthy as having the largest leaves 

of any of our hardy Bamboos. 

Munro described and named it, giving the genus as 

doubtful Indeed his opportunities were limited, for as he 

himself says, .. I have only seen the dried leaves of this 

species when sewn together and in the state so largely used 

by the Chinese in packing their tea." 

The stem is about 21 feet high, round, and a little over 

half an inch in girth; the pipe exceedingly small, sometimes 

quite minute, hardly more than would admit a horse'. hair. 

At the top the stem is flattened. The nodes are 80 little 

prominent as to be hardly palpable to the touch; indeed so 

remarkable is this, that at first sight one might be tempted 

to think that the long sheaths, which closely and persistently 

enwrap the stem, all spring from one node. IC these are taken 

off with a penknife, the nodes appear at short distances of from 

1 to 2 inches, each bearing a long sheath encircling not only the 

stem but the lower parts of two or three sheaths immediately 

above it, so that the culm has the appearance of being thicker 

at the top than at the bottom, whereas the reverse is the case. 
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The persistent sheaths, which soon wither to a dull straw 

colour, have a few rare cross veins and are therefore partially 

tessellated, being fringed on the lower part of their edges 

with very soft brown hairs, and are downy where they are 

covered by the successive wraps of the lower sheaths. The 

ligule and the limbus vary much in size. The former is 

arched at the top, and furnished at the sides with two or 

three coarse hairs; the latter is very narrow, sometimes quite 

short, sometimes over 2 inches in length. Like the sheath, it 

is imperfectly and capriciously tessellated. 

It will be seen by the above description that every 

device is adopted by Nature to ward off the arch-enemy, 

damp. 
The node gives birth to one solitary branch. I once 

only found twins springing from one and the same 

node. 

The leaves are 18 inches and more long by rather over 

4 inches wide, tapering beautifully to a fine point. The upper 

surface is a bright and shining green, the under surface 

glaucous. The midrib, on one side of which Munro notices a 

tomentose line, is broad and prominent, a yellowish white in 

colour, and on either side are sometimes as many as from 

fifteen to eighteen secondary nerves from one-eighth to one

sixteenth of an inch apart, At the base the midrib ends in a 

strong petiole slightly stained with purple. The edges of the 
leaves are sharply serrated .. Munro describes the leaf from 

his dried specimen as glabrous, but, in the living plant, the 

lens shows a minute covering of silvery hairs, especially on 

the lower surface to which they give its glaucous colour. 

In the mature plant the foliage arches over, borne down 
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by its own weight, and forming a carpet through which the 

young culms spring up with pretty effect. 
When once established, the rhizome is very active and 

sends up new shoots at some distance from the parent 

plant. 



BAMBUSA ANGUSTIFOLIA 

I HAVE renamed this dainty species, which, so far as I can 

ascertain, has not hitherto been described, on account of the 

obvious convenience of giving it a title by which it may be 

recognised. The French nursery gardeners send it out as 

BAMBUSA VILMORINI. 

It is a lovely little Bamboo, perhaps an ARUNDINARIA, 

with very slender, round culms, about a foot in height and 

about a quarter of an inch 01' less in circumference. The 

piping is exceedingly minute. The nodes, which are rather 

prominent for such a Lilliputian, are from 1 inch to Ii inch 

apart. The colour of the stem is light green shading to purple. 

The branches are borne singly or in pairs, but as they are 

much longer than the internodes the plant has at first sight 

an appearance of being many-branched. The sheaths, which 

are not very persistent, are slightly downy, and the almost 

imperceptible ligule is armed with a few very fine long white 

hairs. The limbus is very small, as befits the rest of the 

members. The leaves which are from 2 to 41 inches in length 

by from three-sixteenths to a quarter of an inch in width, at 

once suggest the name ANGUSTIFOLIA. They are tessellated, 

serrated on both edges, and sometimes striped with white. 

They taper to 'a fine point, being pinched in about half an 
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inch from the end. The lower end is somewhat abruptly 

rounded off to a comparatively stout little petiole. Tllere 

are generally three secondary nerves on either side of the 
midrib, but sometimes only two. 

Small 8S this Bamboo is its prettiness is BO charming that 

it is worthy of a choice position in any collection. It runB 

apparently pretty freely at the roots, but is not likely to make 

such a good carpet as its even smaller relation BUIBUSA 

PYGMlEA. 



BAMBUSA NAGASHIMA 

THIS is apparently another dwarf Bamboo, with me very 

small, at present in its third year, but as it has been checked 

by transplanting, it may possibly, with time, increase in 

stature, still it must always be on a very small scale indeed. 

The culms, which are round and slender and of a purplish 

green colour, are about a foot or 18 inches high, and hardly a 

quarter of an inch in circumference. They are flattened at 

the top. The pipe is very diminutive. The internodes are 

about an inch and a half in length. The nodes are well defined, 

and have a shining purple band round their base, with a 

protection of waxy bloom beneath them. The sheaths on 

the middle and upper parts of the stem overlap the succeed

ing node, leaving, however, a portion of their own particular 

internodes bare. The ligule and limbus are very minute, the 

former bearing a tuft of delicate white hairs on either side, a 

feature which is more conspicuous towards the top of the 

culm. The leaves are sometimes as much as 51 inches long 

by three-quarters of an inch broad. They are tessellated, 

serrated on both edges, and bright green in colour. They are 

pinched in towards the top terminating in a fine point, 

round at the base, and having a well-defined petiole. The 

secondary nerves on each side of the midrib are from three to 
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four in number. The main branches are borne singly, but the 

branchlets are in twos and threes. 

I was at first rather inclined to undervalue BAMBu8A 

NAGASHIMA, but it certainly improves upon acquaintance; 

and, having a distinction of its own, should certainly have a 

place in the Bamboo garden. It has not hitherto shown any 

inclination to run, but as almost all the dwarf Bamboos have 

such very rampant rhizomes, I should not be surprised to see 

it throw up shoots at some distance from the main plant. 



BAMBUSA QUADRANGULARIS 

THIS curious and somewhat rare Bamboo, rare at any rate" in 

cultivation in Europe, owes its name to its culms, which are 

square like the stems of some of the Labiatm. This feature, 

however, though always in a greater or less degree present, is 

conspicuous only when the plant has attained some size. 

This it has not yet done, so far as I am aware, in outdoor 

cultivation in this country. Whether it will ever reach any 

height with us, except perhaps in some especially mild 

corner of our island, is an open question. The last two 

exceptional winters killed my plants down to the ground; 

but in spite of this the roots have shown extraordinary 

activity, throwing up shoots in every direction, each year 

stronger than the last. I have good hopes therefore that the 

plant may in time become acclimatised, the more so as the 

plants which suffered so severely were travel-sick the first 

year (1893), and so manifestly unfit to cope with a succession 

of adversities. They now, in the late summer of 1895, are 

growing with a vigour which is quite surprising when we con

sider what they have gone through. But even should they 

co~tinue to die down every winter, I should still think them 

well worth growing for the lleauty of their summer foliage. 

There is a good specimen in the temperate house at Kew. . 
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In its native country thia is a tall and stately Bamboo ; 
groves of it, 30 feet high, are to be seen near Osaka, the 
Venice of Japan. In a culm about 12 feet high the nodes 
are about 4 to 5 inches apart, the stem ia about aeven-eighthe 

of an inch in diameter, and the pipe qearly a quarter of an inch 
across. The nodes, which are square and, like the culm, 
rounded at the corners, are very prominent, and have a deep 

purple band on the lower side. The rest of the culm ia a 
dark gr~en shading to purple. The branches are from six to 
seven in number. On a dried culm round three sides of the 
square are seen. little pits as if branches had been borne on all 
three sides, there are the traces left on two sides by rudi
mentary branches in the shape of little spines. The attach
ment of the branches is very peculiar, for when the stem i. 

dry, or nearly so, they break oft' almost with a touch,leaving 
a little raised scar sometimes depressed in the centre. The 

texture of the sheath, which is shaded with purple and loosely 
tessellated, is very thin and delicate, and it is much more 

open than in most Bamboos, gaping from the base and leaving 
the greater part of the internode uncovered. The upper 
sheathe overlap the succeeding node. The ligule and limbus 
are exceedingly diminutive, the former being very impercep

tibly fringed with delicate hairs. The shape or the bud in 
the axil of the sheath is very peculiar; it is something 
like a 1lattened Hyacinth bulb in miniature, and is stained 
with red. The leaves are of a fine deep green, about 

8 inches long by 1 inch in width, serrated on both edges. 
The tessellation is very minute and beautifully close. 
A fair-sized leaf shows seven- secondary nerves on each 

side of the midrib. The shape is lanceolated, pinched in 
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about an inch from the fine point, and tapering to a short 

petiole. 

I have already alluded to the travelling power of the 

creeping rootstock. 

It was supposed at one time that the square shape of the 

culms was due to their having been subjected to some artificial 

process of cramping, like the feet of Chinese ladies; but the 

young stems, even in their present very imperfect development, 

have sufficient character to disprove this. 

It would be a great pity if this very interesting member 

of the Bamboo family, as ornamental as it is peculiar, should 

lack the vigour necessary to enable it to thrive with us. If 

anyone should be tempted to import plants I should urge in 

their case, more even than in that of some of the other 

Bamboos, the importance of giving them the benefit of a 

winter indoors. In plant life much depends upon a good 

start; and I cannot help thinking that if I had taken this 

precaution, instead of planting my specimens out as soon as 

they were received in the month of November, they would 

have told a very different tale. 



BAMBUSA LAYDEKERI 

A SEMI-DWARF Bamboo, not, perhaps, one of the most attractive 
of the family, but certainly peculiar enough to deserve a place. 
in a collection. 

The culms are about 3 feet high, but the plant gives 
promise of growing perhaps to twice that height. They are 

round, green in colour, and stained with purple, about half 
an inch in circumference. The piping is very small. The 

nodes, which are prominent, are about 3 to 4 inches apart. 
The branches, which on the lower nodes are bome singly, in 

pairs, or in threes, are almost verticillate on the upper ones, 

and, being long in proportion to the size of the plant, give it 
a very characteristic appearance. The sheaths have a very 

small ligule, fringed with delicate hairs which fall oft' quickly, 
. and an equally small limbus. The largest leaves are about 
6 inches long by three-eighths of an inch in breadth; they taper 

to a very fine point at the top, and have a well-defined petiole 
at the base. The colour is a dark green, with a rather shabby 

and unsatisfactory mottled variegation of a paler colour. The 
secondary nerves are from three to five on either side of the 
midrib. The leaves are tessellated, and more serrated on one 

edge than on the other. The rhizome is very rampant. 
Not a plant to be recommended for those who desire to 

confine themselves to cultivating a few species. 



BAMBUSA LAYDBKBRI 



/ 



BAMBUSA MARMOREA 

THIS Bamboo is sent out by Mr. Marliac under the name of 

BlllBusA KA.."-CIDKU. I have ventured to rename it, as it 

has not, so far as I know, been described, and the name KA.,\

CHlKU is somewhat confusing, as there is already a Bamboo 

called K.u"ZA.N-CHlKU, a synonym of .AR~DINARlA. HIXDSII. I 

have chosen the name MARlIOREA on account of the yery 

peculiar appearance of the young culms, which are folded in 

purple sheaths delicately marbled with a pinkish silver-gray, 

through which, near the knots, peep glimmers of the bright 

emerald green and dark purple of the stem itself. The plant 

is a ·semi-dwarf, not at present more than 3 feet high with 

me, but promising to grow taller in course of time. The 

purple stems, shading off to brilliant, are round and slender, 

about half an inch in circumference in the thickest part. It 

is solid throu9hout; the fistula, which is such a conspicuous 

feature in th~ structure .of most Bamboos, being absent. The 

nodes are very prominent, especially on the side which 

carries the branches,where they project downwards. In 

colour, too, they are peculiar, for whereas in most of our 

Bamboos the purple colour of the stems is most noticeable 

about the nodes, in this the under side of the knot is bright 

green, however purple the rest of the internode may be. The 
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internodes are very short, not more than 11 inch, or at most 
2 inches in length, in a culm 3 feet long. The marbled 
sheaths, which are very loosely and irregularly tessellated, 
are very thin, and have an almost imperceptible fiat ligule 
(which towards the top of the culm has a number of fine silky 
hairs) and a very minute limbus. The sheaths have, more
over, a little very delicate felting at their junction with 

the node. The branches are borne in threes, two ahort and 
one long, and are very long in proportion to the internodes, 
being in, such a culm as I am describing as much as from 

7 to 8 inches in length. The leaves are bright green, about 
41 inches long by three-eighths to five-eighths of an inch 
broad. They are serrated on both edges, prettily tessellated, 

and are pinched in at about half an inch from the very sharp 
point in so marked a manner that they seem to terminate in 
a little tongue. 'The secondary nerves on either aide of the 

midrib are four or five in number. The petiole is short, the 
rounded base of the leaves being almost sessile. The rhizome 

is very active, new shoots appearing at a foot or more from 

the main plant. 
The length of the branche», which overlap each other and 

are very upright, gives the dense foliage the appearance of 
being verticillate, and the fully-developed culm assumes the 

shape of a fox's brush. 
As to the complete hardihood of BAMBusA IIARMOREA it 

is a little difficult to pronounce a verdict. We have hardly 
sufficient experience to judge. It passed unscathed through 

the winter of 1893-94, braving 24° of frost.. But the winter of 
1895 killed it down to the ground. It must be said though 

that the season was exceptional in many particulars. The 
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summer was wet and sunless, so the culms were not well 

ripened; the plants, moreover, were not thoroughly established 

and were altogether at a considerable disadvantage. In spite 

of all this with the succeeding spring they shot up with great 

vigour. For two winters my plants have had absolutely no 

protection. If they had been screened with a little bracken 

I think their case would have been different. It is certainly 

a very unique species, as pretty as it is strange, well worthy 

of any pains. that may be bestowed upon it. 



ARUNDINARIA CHRYSANTHA 

A SEMI-DWARF, capriciously variegated Bam~o, by lome 

experts thought to be a variegated form of ARUNDINABIA 

HUMILIS, though it is an altogether taller plant. It differs 

materially from the golden ARUNDINABIA AURICOMA (p. 100), 

inasmuch as the lower surface of the leaf is markedly ribbed, 

and lacks the soft velvety down of the later species. On the 

other hand, the down on the sheaths is very conspicuous; 

moreover, it is far less brilliant in colour, and the variegation 

is occasionally rather muddy and uncertain, a great portion 

of the plant retaining a uniform green colour, the brightness 

of which is clouded and dimmed by the tendency to variega

tion. Like .!RUNDINARIA HUMILIS, ARUNDINARIA CHRY8ANTHA 

runs freely at the roots, which ARUNDINARlA AURICOMA does 

not appear likely to do. 

The highest culms which I have seen are from 41 to 51 
feet high, but it will probably exceed that growth in time. 

The stem is fistulous, very slender, and round. The nodes 

are not prominent, but have rather a sharp lower rim, and 

the internodes are rarely more than an inch in length. The 

branches are numerous, giving an appearance of verticillation 

to the stems. The sheaths are very hairy on one edge. The 

ligule is conspicuous and fringed with delicate hairs. The 
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limbus is very small and quickly falls off. The tessellated 

leaves are from 5 to 7 inches long by about half an inch 01' 

three-quarters broad. There are from four to six secondary 

nerves on each side of the midrib. 

I am inclined to think better of tbis Bamboo as an orna

mental plant than I was when.I first made its acquaintance; 

still it is no great favourite of mine even now. Being neither 

frankly green nor frankly variegated, it is rather a disappoint

ing plant. It has the merit of being perfectly hardy. 

H 



ARUNDINARIA PUlIILA 

A VERY pretty and ornamental little dwarf Bamboo. At 

first one might be tempted to confound this species ,,·ith 

ARUNDINARIA HUlIILIS, but closer observation leads to the 

conviction that it is quite a distinct plant. It is less tall, 

the leaves are a darker green, shorter, and not 80 broad, and dol 

not taper so gradually to a point as those of ARUlWISABIA 

HUMILIS. The tessellation is closer, the teeth of the serrated 

edges are, if anything, less conspicuous, and the nodes are less 

well defined and far less downy; but, on the other hand, they 

have a waxy bloom not to be found in A. HL")(ILlS. The 

stem is much more slender and more entirely purple, except 

quite at the base. 

The culms are about 15 inches high or rather more, round, 

and fistulous, very slender, about three-eighths of an inch in 

circumference, slightly llattened at the top. The nodes are 

not prominent, but well defined, with a deposit of waxy 

bloom on the under side. The internode is about 21 inches 

. long. The upper sheaths are very hairy at their base, but 

this feature is not present in those at the lower end of the 

culm. The ligule and limbus are small, the former without 

bairs;except towards the top oC the stem where the sheath 

ends in a true leaf. The culms are not much branched. 
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The leaves are about 5 inches lon~ by a half to three

quarters of an inch in breadth, rounded at the base, petiolate..l, 

aud ending rather suddenly in a fine point. They are tessel

lated, serrated on both edges, and rather rough to the touch 

on both surfaces. Bright green in colour, a fully-deyeloped 

leaf will haye five secondary nerves ou each side of the 

midrib. 

Altogether a brilliant little plant, quite hardy, and a very 

etfecth-e ornament for some rocl-y nook, where,:lS it does 

not &'em wry much inclined to rnn at the roots, it may 

better be kept within bounds than some of its family. 



ARUNDINARIA AURICOMA 

A DWARF. Bamboo, with exceedingly brilliant golden variega

tioD, very ornamental, and worthy of a cODspicuous position. 

The culms are about 3 feet in height, round and alight in 

structure, being only about a quarter of an inch in circum

ference. They are fistulous, but the piping is very diminutive. 

The colour of the stems is purple. The nodes, which are not 

prominent, are from 3 to more than 5 inches aparL The 

lower rim of the node is dark and shining. The sheaths 

are hairy at the base, and have the edges fringed with 

delicate hairs (hardly visible except under a lens). more on 

one side than on the other; they show very rare eros. veins, 

are tipped with a very narrow ligule and a tiny limbus which 

is soon lost. On either side of the ligule is a tuft of two or 

three curly hairs. The branches, which are long in proportion 

to the height of the culm, are bome singly, or more rarely in 

pairs. The leaves, which are boldly atriped with bright yellow, 

are from 5 to 7 inches in length by 1 inch in breadth; they 

are pinched in at about half an inch from the aharp point, 

more conspicuously on one side than on the other. The base 

is rounded, and ends in a well-defined petiole. Both edge. 

are serrated, but the teeth are sharper on one side. A marked 

character of the leaf is the velvety BOftness of the under 
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surface caused by the close felting of minute hairs with 

which it is covered. The upper surface is almost rough to 

the touch. The midrib is rather prominent, and is flanked 

on either side by a bout five secondary nerves. The tessellation 
is well defined. 

Altogether a very striking plant. It is not apparently 
a very rampant runner. 

It used to be called ARUNDINARIA or BAMBUSA FORTUNEI 

AUREA; but, as it has evidently no relationship with 

ARUNDINARIA FORTUNEI, I have renamed it. 

ARUNDINARIA MAXThIOWICZn 

Probably a synonym of the last species. I can detect no 

difference between them. The name MAXIMOWICzn is 

sometimes wrongly given to ARUNDINARIA SIMONI STRIATA, 

and I have also known BAMBUSA TESSELLATA, or RAGAMOWSKI, 

to be sent out by nurserymen under this title. 



ARUNDINARIA FORTUNEI 

A SILVER yariegated dwal'f Bamboo about 3 feet high. The stem 
is round, fistulous, green, and el'ect, but rather more zigzagged 

than some of the species of similar habit. The nodes, which 
are not very prominent, are often hidden by the overlapping 
sheaths. The internodes are seldom more than an inch 
apart. The sheath is rather thick for 80 small a Bamboo, 

. fringed on one side with hairs visible under a lens, ter
minating in a narrow, strap-shaped ligule bearing tufts or 
hairs, and a very small limbus. The branches are long and 

borne singly or in pairs. The leaves are about 5 inches long 
by a half or three-quarters of an inch wide. They are tessel
lated, and both edges are serrated. They are pinched in 
towards the point, rounded at the base, and have a short 
white petiole. There are four or five secondary nerves on 
each side of the midrib. The colour is a bright green, with a 
pure white and beautifully conspicuous striped variegation. 

The plant loses its leaves in winter, but quickly recovers its 
beauty in the spring. The rhizome is active, and the plant 
should therefore be given room to run about at will. 

A very pretty species. 



AHUNDINARIA HUMILIS 

COMMONLY called ARUNDINARIA FORTUNEI VIRIDIS, as if it 

were a gt'een form of the silver variegated ARUNDINARIA 

FORTuxEI from which it is quite distinct in many essential 

particulars. 

The culms grow to a height of from 2 to 3 feet. They are 

slender, fistulous, round, and slightly flattened at the top; 

and, though they are slightly zigzagged, the habit of the 

plant is erect. The internodes are from 2 to nearly 5 

inches long. The nodes are not very prominent. The 

ramification is in twos and threes, and the branches are 

inordinately long in proportion to the length of the culm. 

On a stem of 30 inches I find two branches over 20 inches 

in length. The sheaths are of a purplish colour at first, 

withering to a dull straw colour. When young they are 

very hairy at the base, and perserve to the end a fringe of 

delicate hairs, visible under the lens, on one edge. The ligule 

is very small, slightly arched, and furnished with very 

minute hairs. The limbus is minute and soon drops off. 

The leaves, which are of rather a paler green than most 

Bamboos, show little difference in colour between the upper 

and lower surfaces. They are smooth, and serrated on both 

edges; about 4 to 6 inches in length, tapering to a very fine 
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point, the largest about seven-eight.ha or an inch in breadt.h. 
The base is rounded and ends in a petiole. There are rour 

or five secondary nerves on each aide or the midrib. 

ARUNDIN,uIA. HUKILl8 is a very pretty plant. but with 

me diea down in a hard winter. The rollowing .pring, 

however, it shoots up with renewed vigour, and u t.he 

rhizome is very active, it soon spreads over a large aurface. 



BAMBUSA FASTUOSA 

HOWEVER difficult it may be to distinguish between some 

of the species of hardy Bamboos, this very stately and noble 

plant stands out quite conspicuously among its fellows. 

Tall, graceful, majestic, nobly plumed with a foliage which, 

for richness and colour, is without a rival, how can it fail to 

make a striking feature in the wild garden? It was first 

imported from Japan four years ago by M. Latour-Marliac 

of Temple-sur-Lot, and was, for the first time, sent out by 

him last year. Unfortunately, it is still very difficult to 

obtain. It was first described by me in the Garden news

paper at the beginning of 1895. 

The culms of my plants are from 12 to 15 feet high, and 

rather more than 3 inches in circumference. In their first 

year they have thrown up new shoots nearly as important as 

the parent stems. The young culms are of a bright green 

colour, heavily splashed with purple-brown blotches. They 

are straight and very hollow, the wood being a mere shell 

and easily split. The internodes, which are grooved, are 
short, only from 5 to 6 inches long in a stem 15 feet high. 

The lower end of the culm for 2 or 3 feet is bare of branches. 

At first these appear in twos and threes, but higher up 

on the stem they become more numerous. I have counted 
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as many as seven or eight distinct branches of different 
lengths on one node, and these again are much ramified, 
the branchlets having several very short internodes. The 
branches being much longer than the internodes and very 
erect, the top of the culm appears in the distance to be 

verticillated, like some of the Arundinarias, from which, 
however, it differs in many points-notably in the grooved 

internodes, and in the deciduous character of the sheatl18. 
These llheaths constitute one of the rare beauties of the 

plant. They are rather thick and felted on the outside, 
shaded with a beautiful purple colour until they are pushed 
aside by the young branches, wither, and faU oft But even 
in their death they are lovely, for the inner surface is stained 

a deep claret colour, with a glaze which would do honour to 
the finest specimens of Oriental pottery. The ligule is small 
and rather tlat, fringed with delicate and very tiny silk hairs. 

The limbus is long and narrow. In a sheath before me it is 
3t inches in length by one-eight of an inch wide. In a green 
state both sheath and limbus are tessellated, but the cross 
veins are not to be detected after withering baa taken place. 

The leaves are from 5 to '1 inches long by three-quarters of 
an inch to 1 inch in breadth, tapering to a sharp point, and 
markedly constricted at about an inch from the tongue-like 

end. The base of the leaf narrows rather gradually ioto a 
long and well-defined petiole. The veins are very closely 

tessellated and both edges serrated, but, as is the case with so 
many Bamboos, the teeth of the saw are far more prominent 
on one side than on the other. Both surfaces are smooth, 
though there is a microscopic felting, especially on the under 

face, which is roughly ribbed by the five or six secondary 
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nerves Oll either side of the midrib. The coloUl' of the leaves 

is a brilliant green on the upper face, contrasted finely with a 

beautiful glaucous tint, which the least puff of air reveals on 

the lower. The rhizome, which shows sure signs of great 

activity-even the first year's shoots being well away from 

the old culm-is more fistulous than that of any Bamboo 

which I have observed. A section which I measured had an 

oval pipe in the internode of the rootstock a quarter of 

an inch long by one-eighth of an inch across. 

BAMBUSA FASTUOSA is altogether a grand member of a 

beautiful family, and does justice to the somewhat pompous 

name with which M. Latour-Marliac has dignified it. He 

assures me, moreover, that it is one of the hardiest and most 

trustworthy of all tlle Bamboos. Of this I am unable to 

speak from personal experience,. for the first specimens 

received in England were only planted out last spring, and 

they have not yet faced a hard winter in this country; but 

the unusual vigour with which they have grown, and their 

whole appearance are, so far, entirely in accord with the 

character which M. Marliac gives to the species. 



ARUNDINARIA HINDSII 

A VERY distinct and beautiful species sent out by French 

nurserymen as BAMBUSA ERECTA. The Japanese name is 

KANZAN-CHIIro. I have seen it described in French catalogues 

88 une espke de Berre, and certainly it was cut down to 

tho ground by the exceptional frost of February 1895; but 

as during the summer of the same year it grew again 

more vigorously than ever, both with me and at Kew, in an 

even more unpropitious climate, I have every hope of ac

climatising it. But, even should it have to be reduced to the 

rank of a perennial herb, it is well worth growing on 

account of its many distinctions and its ornamental habit.. 

Munro only saw a fragment of a culm 18 inches high, and 

his description is therefore necessarily very imperfect, and 

indeed inaccurate. 

The tallest culm which I have seen is about 7 feet high. 

The stem is round and very straight, hence the name " erectL" 

The rather long nodes are flat below, and prominent above, 

at the points where the fasciculated branches spring. The 

internodes are from 3 to 7 inches in length, smooth, and 

covered with a beautiful white waxy secretion like the 

bloom on a grape, making a fine contrast with the deep blue

green of the whole plant. The branches are quasi-verticillate 
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and erect. The leaves, too, stand upright at first, but as they 

grow longer bend over with their own weight. They vary in 

length, some being as much as 9 inches long by about five
eighths of an inch broad. Their colour a dark glaucous green, 

of rather a lighter shade on the under side. They taper off to 

a longish petiole at the base, and are pinched in somewhat 

about an inch from the very fine point. They are thicker 

than is the case in most Bamboos, slightly hairy and serrate, 

especially on one edge. The veins are more conspicuously 

and beautifully tessellated than in any Bamboo that I have 

observed. The prominent secondary nerves are in number 

from four to six on each side of the midrib. The leaf sheaths, 

which are very persistent, are slightly hairy on the top. 

This description applies to the plant in a young state. 

I have no doubt that with age its stature must increase 

greatly, and, at the same time, probably the size of the leaves 
and the length of the internodes of the stems. 

This Bamboo has every appearance of running freely at 

the roots. Hong-Kong is given as the habitat of the species; 

but Mr. Bean says that it is not included in the Flora of 

that island (Gardeners' Chronicle, 24th February 1894). It 

was, however, there that Hinds first found it in 1841. It is 

cultivated in Japan, but I have no knowledge as to whether 

it is indigenous there. 



ARUNDINARIA HINDSII, ,oAR. GRAMINEA 

A SMALLER plant altogether than the last species, but COll

sidered by the authorities at Kew to be another form of the 
same species. The culms of the plants which I have seen 
Bre rather over 4 feet high, very slender and delicate as 
compared with the type (No. 13), while the colouring is totaUy 

different. The dark glaucous pigment, looking as if indigo 
were one of its ingredients, is missing in the smaller species, 
the leaves of which are bright green, while the round, slender 

stem, so richly coloured in the type, is yellowish, and lacks, 
moreover, the waxy bloom to which I have alluded. The 
internodes are from 2 to 3 inches in length, and the nodes 
rather prominent. The leaves are about 9 inches long. seldom 
more than half an inch broad, tapering finely to a very sharp 

point and to a petiole at the base. The secondary nerves are 
about four in number on either side of the midrib, and the 
tessellation is perhaps hardly quite so conspicuous nor the 
leaves so thick as in the type. The edges are serrated, but 
only partially so on one side. The secondary nerves, 8S in 

the type, are palpable to the touch, and give the leaf, especi
ally on the under side, quite a rough feeling. The leaf sheaths 
are fringed at the top. This species being so slender natur
ally in a measure loses the erect character which is such a 

feature in the type. 
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This plant is the TAllIIY-CHIKU of the Japanese, and is 

lIent out by the French nurserymen as BAllBt"SA GRAMIXEA. 

The latter do not consider it hardy. Here, like the type, it 

was cut down by the winter of 1895, but is flourishing again 

gaily, and seems even more inclined to spread than its mate. 

The identity with the AnUYDIYARIA HIXDSII of Munro was 

determined at Kew by compari~on with the dried specimens 

in the herbarium. 



BAMBUSA PYGMJEA 

WHEN one looks back upon the giant Bamboos of the Tropics 

it is difficult to believe t~at this pigmy is any relation of those 

monster grasses. The culms are from 6 inches to a foot, or 

a little more, in length. They are bright green in colQur, but 

purple and flattened at the top, very slender, round, and with 

an extremely diminutive pipe, slightly zigzagged from knot to 
I . 

. knot. The nodes are purple, prominent, and furnished with a 

protective band of waxy bloom round tbe base .. The inter

nodes are sometimes rather over an inch long: The sheaths 

have a small arched ligule, armed with very minute hairs, 

and a. tiny limbus. I fail to detect any tessellation in either 

sheath or limbus. The branches, y,rhich are' borne singly" or 

in pairs on the nodes, are very long in proportion to the size of 

the stem, to which they give a false appearance oCbeing many

branched. The leaves, which are sometimes as much as 5 inches 

long by three-quarters of an inch wide, are a brilliant green, 

very regularly tessellated, serrated on both edges; and the 

upper surface is bristling with little teeth, while the lower 

surface is covered with a 80ft felt-like down. Ending in a sharp 

point, the leaf ~ . pinched in, a little more on oue aide than 

the other, about half an inch from the end. The lower 

end is rounded off and finishes in a well-defined petiole. 
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There are usually from three to five secondary nerves flank

ing the midrib. 

Small as this Bamboo is, it is a most determined little 

vagabond, its rampant rhizomes forcing their way everywhere, 

especially where they are not wanted, and taking no denial. 

It is a most valuable plant for making a thick carpet in a wild 

place, defying all attacks of frost or weather, as happy in 

winter as in summer, gay and bright at all times of the year, 

and a deadly foe to weeds; but beware of It in a border, it 

invades everything and will soon crowd out less sturdy neigh

bours. I have even had to dig up a gravel path to get rid 

of it. 

I 



PHYLLOSTACHYS AUREA 

I WAS at one time inclined to undervalue the ornamental 

merits of this Bamboo, which appeared to me to be rather 

stiff and lacking in that graceful elegance which is luch a 

conspicuous attraction in most members of the family. It 

has converted me, however, by the great beauty of ita foliage, 

which is so rich in a well-matured specimen, tha' I have 
been encouraged to plant large clumps of it. If, as I think 

should be the case, a name ought at any rate to be of lOme 

little help in distinguishing a species, the name of AUREA is 

singularly ill chosen; for there is nothing golden about this 

plant except the yellow stem, and that is not by any meanl 

a peculiar characteristic, but is found in most of the I'hyllo

stachys group. The Japanese call i' HORAI-CIlIKU, .. the 

Bamboo of Fairyland," or TAIBO-cBlKU, "the Phrenix Bamboo." 

I sometimes wonder whether Siebold gave it the name of 

AUREA. as a sort of pun upon the sound of Harai. It is a 

far-fetched guess, I know, but it is difficult to imagine bow 

auy one could have called this tbe " Goldeu" Bamboo, with

out something more than its appearance to go upon. 

In this country PBYLLOSTACBYS AUREA. has straight and 

very erect culms, which grow close round the base of the 

plant giving it a false air of having cmspitous roots, whereas 
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it has a true rhizome which in its own home runs freely, and 

is only kept in restraint by our nnfriendly climate. It is 

seen to the greatest advantage when planted in large and 

bold masses; and although this is true of all Bamboos, it is 

especially the case with PHYLLOSTACHYS AUREA, which, owing 

to the habit above-mentioned, has, when put out as an in

dividual plant by itself, too much of the shape of the birch 

rod of an old-fashioned dame's school in the kingdom of 

Brobdingnag. One distinguishing feature by which this 

Bamboo may always be recognised is the shortness of the 

internodes at the base of the stem. The first five or six 

nodes of each culm are placed close together. It occasionally 

happens that by some freak one of these internodes will be a 

little longer than the others, but where that is the case, 

the elongation is not continued in the joints immediately 

above it. They revert to the short condition of those below. 

The strong resemblance between the foliage of PHYLLO

STACHYS AUREA and that of PHYLLOSTACHYS MITIS has led to 
some confusion between the two, but the above-mentioned 

characteristic formation of the internodes at the base of the 

culm is peculiar to P. AUREA, which again does not show the 

bent stems frequently found in P. MITIS. And a further 

evidence of the distinction of the species lies in the fact that 

P. AUREA is, in this country at any rate, far hardier and 

easier of cultivation than P. MITIS; and that the rhizomatous 

character of the rootstock is not so easily seen from the 

position of the culms in the former as in the latter. The 

leaves, too, are far more sharply serrated in P. AUREA than in 

r. :r.HTIS. In a young state it is difficult to distinguish the 

two species, but as they grow older each puts forth its 
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characteristic features and asserts its identity. Messrs, 

Riviere remark that, like as the t,,'o plants are in the early 

stages of their life, P. MITIS never degenerates into P. AUREA, 

nor does P. AUREA ever rise to the dignity of P. MITIS. With 

these differences, and bearing in mind the fact that P. AUREA 

is altogether a smaller species than P. MITIS, for the foliage 

and general appearance of P. AUREA. the description of P. 

MITIS will suffice, and avoid vain repetition. The colour of 

the bud scales is somewhat variable, light green, tipped with 

pink or brown edging, never so dark as in P. MITIS, 

In Lord de Saumarez's garden at Shrnbland PUYLLO

STACHYS AUREA is 14 feet 6 inches high, the canes being 

21 inches round. 

In the year 1893 a Bamboo was received here and at 

Kew from Japan under the name of BAMBUSA STERILIS, 

which the Japanese Gardeners' Association describe 8.1 closely 

allied to PHYLLOSTACHYS HETEROCYCU. This appears to me 

to be undistinguishable from PHYLL08TACUYS AUREA, and the 

authorities at Kew confirm that opinion. Curiously enough, 

the plants were covered with an undeveloped inflorescence, 

which proved to be infested with a hitherto undescribed 

ergot. 



PHYLLOSTACHYS MITIS 

IN pride of stature this is the noblest of all the Bamboos 

generally cultivated in this country. At Shrubland the 

cnlms of plants imported some eight years ago have reached 

a height of 19 feet 5 inches and are 4~ inches in circumference. 

In its native countries (China and Japan) it grows as high 

as 60 feet. The stems, which generally spring straight out 

of the ground like spears, are, when fully developed, beauti

fully arched, and have for that reason a grace which is not 

to be found in PHYLLOSTACHYS AUREA; sometimes, however, 

-and this is a very marked characteristic of the species 

which I have observed in no other-the culms instead of 

being straight are curved shortly after leaving the ground, 

but usually bend back again after some considerable growth 

has been made, so that the tips are ultimately in the same 

axis as the point of deviation. I have already attempted to 

describe the growth of PHYLLOSTACHYS MITIS, observing how 

the young shoots when they first appear above ground seem 

to hang fire for a while before taking their upward flight. 

When once they start, they are drawn up with great rapidity, 

growing even in this country as much as 6 inches or more in 

the twenty-four hours; the utmost growth that I have myself 

observed in' the same space of time being 41 inches, but 
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mine are young plante. Messrs. Riviere have made lDoat 

interesting experiments on the growth of DambOOll, 01 which 

they give tables. The maximum growth 01 an adult I'lant 

pf PHYLLOSTACIIY8 MITIS during twenty-tour houri in 

Algiers was 20 inches I They note that PJlYLLOSTACJIY8 

MITIS IUakes its chief growth during the night, whereas 

the other plants of similar habit, such as P. VUlIlJI-GLAU

CESCEN8, AUREA, NIGRA, etc., grow fsstest under tbe influence 

of sunlight and are more Iluggish at night. The man'elioul 

power of growth which Damboos possesl il Ihown by the 

fuct that in Dengal DAMBUSA TULDA bas been known to grow 

as much as three centimCtres (upwards oC 11 inch) during an 

hourI 

}lHYLLOSTACIIYS MITIS shows in a marked degree all tbOlle 

features which are characteristic of the family to "'hich it 

belongs. In a mature stem for the first Cew fuet Crom the 

ground the internodes are round, for the lower nodes being 

barren of branches there is no pressure oC the bud under the 

sheath to cause tbe groove with its two depressions which 

on the higher internodes leave the impress oC two twin 

branches-the one short, the other long-their two beds in the 

groove being marked by a distinct ridge. If there be a third 

branchlet it is but an embryo, and generally disappears as 

soon as it is developed. The sheaths enwrap the cuhn in all 

its length until it is nearly developed, when the lower brancllcs 

first set the example oC starting out and throwing off their 

guardians.' Gradually all the sheaths are forced away, and 

the stem is clothed Crom top to toe in ita graceful frondoge. 

The sheaths are tessellated, ending in a narrow fringed ligule 

with a limbus, which, varying much in size, is' narrow anJ 
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lanceolated, often variegated with yellow 01' orange stripes. 

The outer surface of the sheaths, which is of a brownish colour, 

is apt to be splashed with purplish spots, but these are not 

nearly so strongly marked as in PHYLLOSTACHYS QL'TI.IOL 

When the withered sheaths drop off: the deep green stem, 

shining like enamel, gradually ripens into a bright yellow 

colour like golden corn. The axillary bud scales are a shining 

brown. The foliage is very beautiful, especially in a two

year-old culm, when the branchlets clothe it with a dense 

and brilliant green leafage, which, stirred by the wind, shows 

the blue tinge of the lower face of the leaf: producing a most 

pleasing effect. The leaves are by no means uniform in size; 

some are quite small-uot much more than 1 inch long

whereas others (generally the terminal leaves of branches) 

are some 6 inches in length by 1 inch in breadth. Such a 

leaf will show some six or seven secondary nerves flankill~ 

the midrib,-the number of secondary nerves being in pro

portion to the size of the leaf. The shape is lanceolate, 

tapering to a very fine point, and ending at the base in a well

defined petiole. One edge is serrated, the other almost 

smooth, but the serration is not so sharp as in PHYLLOSTACHYS 

AUREA. The leaf sheaths, which end in an elongated ligule, 

are fringed at the insertion of the leaf with a number of 

rather coarse hairs. 

The underground procession of the rhizome is much 

more marked than in PHYLLOSTACHYS At"REA, the stems 

appearing on alternate sides along its course, which they 

very distinctly indicate, although the running powers in this 

country are of course very poor, compared with what they 

are in hotter climates. Whereas in PHYLLOSTACHYS AUREA. 
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the rootstock is so checked back, that one rnight almost 

believe the plant to be crespitous did one not know that 

it is not so,-in PHYLLOSTACHYS JoIITIS the rhizomatoul 

character, though stunted, is well maintained in appearance 
as'well as in fact. 

In China and Japan the young shoots of this Bamboo are 

eaten, some gastronomers professing to detect in them the 

flavour of asparagus. This, I confess, demands some faith. 

The consistency is crisp and pleasant, like that of celery, but 

the flavour depends upon the sauce-at least that is my 

experience. To Its culinary merits, such as they are, the 

plant owes the synonym 'EnULIS, which is at any rate a le88 

foolish name than Mms. The Japanese name is M6s6-CHIXU, 

the Noble Bamboo, from two Chinese words signifying a 

" superior clan" or " kindred." 

One word of caution in regard to PHYLLOSTACHY8 IIms 

I feel bound to add. It is certainly not 110 hardy as many 

'of its congeners. I have made inquiries in many quarters 

'as to its 'behaviour duriI.1g last winter,l and all the answers 

that I have received bear out my own experience. Most of 

the tallest culms were cut down to the ground, and although 

the roots and even 80me stems remained alive, yet the 

plants receiv~d a severe shock, and the growth of the 

summer of 1895 was distinctly less than that of preced

ing seasons. Plants that had been established for lIome 

years suffered apparently as much 88 younger llpecimens, 

and it win probably take two or three propitious seasons 

to restore them to their former beauty. We may hope 

that such a winter-a record of disasters to plant life-

1 The winter of 1895, when the thermometer in many plaeee fell below zero. 
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may not soon occur again. But it will be well to learn a 

lesson of caution as to those plants to which it proved 

most pernicious, and at any rate, not to place them in 

exposed situations. Among these must certainly be reckoned 

rHYLLOSTACHYS MITIS. 



PHYLLOSTACHYS SULPHUREA 

A HANDSOME golden-stemmed Bamboo, which in appearance 

has a great affinity with PHYLLOSTACHYS MITIS, t.hough 

Messrs. Riviere see a connection between it and PBYLLO

STACHYS FLEXUOBA. It is far stiffer, and haa less active roots 

than P. nEXuoBA; while the only differences which I can 

detect between it and P. MITIS are (1) that it is inferior 

in stature; (2) that the stem is, if anything, rather more 

brilliantly coloured, and (3) that the leaves are more sharply 

serrated. In this latter respect P. SULPHUREA seems to hold 

a middle place between P. lImB and P. AUREA, the teeth 

being more palpable than in the former, and less so t.han 

they are in the latter. In other respects the characteristics 

are indentical; indeed I doubt whether there are many 

experts who would back themselves to distinguish between P. 

SULPHUREA and a specimen of P. MITIS of equal size. In 

hardihood P. SULPHUREA is far superior to P. Mms. Last 

winter (1895), which played sad havoc with theone, left the 

other practically unharmed. 

The Shrubland plants have attained a height of 13 feet 

with a circumference of 2f inches round the stem. 



PHYLLOSTACHYS QUILIOI 

IN the Comedy of Errors that our Bamboos have been made 

to play PHYLLOSTACHYS QUILIOI may almost claim to have 

acted the chief part. Antipholus of Syracuse was not more 

like his brother of Ephesus than, according to some writers, 

this Phyllostachys is to MITIS; others would have it that 

the resemblance is to AUREA, while a third authority was 

for some time convinced that·P. QUILIOI, VIRIDI-GLAUCESCENS, 

and FLEXUOSA were one and the same plant. However, I 

think that it is now pretty well decided that not only are 

they all quite distinct, but that P. QUILIOI may more 

especially be pointed to as having characteristics which are 

altogether its own. The mistake arose from the ignorance 

of those who a few years ago were sending out the plants. 

In one garden I know that QUILIOI was grown as and 

labelled MIns; while the owner, having sent to a distin

guished foreign nurseryman for QUILIOI, VIRIDI-GLAUCESCENS, 

and FLEXUOSA, received a consignment of plants, purporting 

to be the. three species asked for, but everyone of which 

turned out to be VIRIDI-GLAUCESCENS. Was it to be wondered 

at that the Socinian heresy should be deeply rooted in that 

garden? In vain the owner strained his eyes, searching with 

inquisitive lens for differences which did not exist. PHYLLO-
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STACHYS VIRlDI-GLAUCESCENS being for ever compared with 
itself,-

These two Antipholu8e1l, theae two 10 like, 
And these two DromiOll, one in lemblance, 

were enough to addle the brain of the wisest Duke that ever 
administered the law in Ephesus. 

As a matter of fact PHYLLOSTACHYS QUILIOI is a tall 

bold Bamboo of noble aspect and quite unlike any of its 
congeners. At Shrubland the culms have reached a height 
of 18 feet 6 inches with a circumference of 3i inches. The 

plant has a far looser habit thaD either P. Mms or P. AUREA, 

the stems being gracefully arched though hardly as lissome 
as those of P. VIRlDI-GLAUCESCENS and P. FLEXU08A. The 

rhizome, though not quite 80 active as it is in the two latter 
species, runs far more freely in this country than that of 

P. MITIS or P. AUREA. A distinctive feature in the species 
is the great length of the branches in proportion to the 
height of the culm, which gives a spreading appearance to the 

frondage. The leaves are much larger than they are in 
the other members of the Phyllostachys group, though they 
vary considerably in size. In a portion of a stem before me 
some are as much as 8 inches in length by an inch and 

three-quarters in width; others are but 2 inches long, but the 
breadth is far greater in proportion than is to be found in 
other species. In the larger leaves there are from seven to 

eight secondary nerves on each side of the midrib. The 
serration of one edge of the leaf is very conspicuous. In 
some cases it is sharp on both edges; it is altogether 

different from the same feature in P. MmS, AUREA. etc. Nor 
is the colour less distinct. being a dark green orten spotted 
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with brown, the lower face very glaucous. The petiole is 

relatively long and well defined, springing from a rounded 

base, while the sharp point is much curved to one side. 

The leaf sheaths, which are purple at the tips, are fringed 

with a quantity of coarse, long, bristly hairs. The ligule 

is long and rounded. 

The sheaths which envelop the culm form one of the 

most peculiar features of the species. They are of a pin1cish 

brown colour deeply mottled with purple spots, such as are 

sometimes found in the sheaths of P. MITIS, but far more 

intense. The ligule is not very conspicuous, the limbus long, 

narrow, and dark in colour. As the sheaths fall, pushed 

aside by the branches, they reveal a most brilliantly polished 

dark green stem with very salient knots stained with purple. 

The two branches grow with great rapidity, the longer one 

reaching three times the length of the internode within the 

groove of which it was once so tightly imprisoned. 

The bud scales are green at the base, pinkish brown 

round the edges. 

I think I have pointed out sufficient characters to show 

cause why PHYLLOSTACHYS QUIUOI should be considered a 

distinct species. To rue it is a Bamboo to be recognised among 

a thousand, and I have shown it now to ruany distinguished 

botanists who have, without exception, adopted the same view. 

P. QUIUOI is also J...-uown by the synonym MAZEU after 

1I. Mazel, in whose garden near Anduze (Gard) it has, 

according to Messrs. Riviere, attained noble proportions. 

The name QUIUOI was given to commemorate its first 

introduction into Europe in the year 1866 by the French 

Admiral, Du Quilio, who brought it from Japan. 
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THOSE who are responsible for naming many of our Bamboos 

have certainly shown poverty of invention and a feeble 

measure of discrimination. Here is another species flaunt

ing a name which would seem to point to a prominent 

character peculiar to itself, and distinguishing it from its 

kith and kin, whereas this character is no peculiarity at all, 
but a matter of common property in which the whole family 

has a share. It is true that the foliage is of a radiant green; 

equally true that when a passing breeze sti1'8 the leaves the 

glaucous colour of their lower face is revealed in charming 

contrast, and a chameleon-like change takes place; but 

PHYLLOSTACHYS VIRIDI-GLAUCESCEli8 h~ 110 monopoly of this 

brilliant, almost iridesce~ effect,-whicho i. the heritage of 

well-nigh every Bamboo with which we are acquaUited,-and 

is not even the one in which it is the most conspicuous. To 

the injudicious application of such names as this, setting up 

on behalf of one individual. exclusive claims to rights which 

belong to the many, may be attributed much of the confusion 

of which we have been the victims. 

Be that as it may, there the name is, and it must. stand. 

At any rate it is certain that we have here not only a hardy 

Bamboo which has held its own without tlinching against 
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the rudest buffets of o~r climate, but also one of striking 

loveliness both in colour and form. Indeed there are some 

competent judges who would crown it Queen of Beauty. To 

this length I cannot go. For my taste, the growth is a little 

too straggling, and I prefer the statelier yet equally elegant 

curves of PHYLLOSTACHYS HENONIS and P. BORYANA. The 

Queen of Beauty should have a perfect figure. Yet would I 

not be held to undervalue the merits of P. VIRIDI-GLAUCESCENS. 

Paris no doubt recognised to the full the awe-striking 

majesty of Here, and the colder loveliness of Pallas Athllne, 

though the meed of fairest fell to the divine witchery of 

Aphrodite. If a spell has been cast upon me by the magic 

beauty of P. HENONIS I am not insensible to the fascination 

of the rival beauties. 

In a mature clump of PHYLLOSTACHYS VIRIDI-GLAUCESCENS 

the stems which spring from the centre of the plant, being 

supported by one another, are tall, slender, and upright, 

though much zigzagged, bending gracefully outwards on all 

sides. Those which are on the outside seem to grow horizon

tally, for, lacking support, they al'e borne down by the weight 

of their own foliage, though that is hardly quite as luxuriant 

as it is in some species. This gives the plant the rather 

weak and straggling appearance of which I, perhaps in a 

hypercritical mood, have complained above. 

The colour of the culms is at first a bright green, which 

as they ripen fades into a rather dingy yellow. The lower 

rim of the salient, violet-tinted node is in the early state 

white, and underneath it for about half an inch down the 

stem is a thin layer of waxy bloom. With age the white 

I'im disappears and the whole of the knot, but especially the 
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lower part, assumes an olive green. colour darker than the 
rest of the stem. The branches are very long in proportion 
to the internode, and the third bl·anchlet, which in the other 

species of the Phyllostachys group is so generally wanting, 
or, if present, disappears, is more apt to be persistent. 
The groove left by the pressure of the branches appears 
to be often almost flat, but the double channel is w~ll 

defined. 

The ligule of the culm sheath when fully developed and. 
ready to drop oft' is worthy of careful examination, for it 
shows a character which is one of the chief aids in dis

tinguishing the species from PUYLLOSTACHY8 FLEXU08A, 

which it so much resembles as to have at one tilne deceived 
the very elect. In P. vmIDI-GLAUCESCEN8 the ligule of the 
sheath is continued on either side of the limbus in two little 

fringed ears, which are not found in P. FLEXU08A. Other 
distinguishing features are to be found in the bud scales 
which in the latter species are tipped with pink, whereas in 

the former they are of a pale green, and in the colour of 
the nodes of the culm which are far less dark in P. FLEXUOSA, 

and hardly show the violet colour which is so conspicuous in 
P. VmIDI-GLAUCESCEN8. In the former, moreover, the third 
branchIet is very rare. 

As will have been gathered from what 1 have said above, 

the frondage is rather loose, and the branches somewhat 
scantily clothed when compared with some other Bamboos. 
The leaves are lanceolate, ending in a fine point, tapering to 
a well-defined petiole at the base, serrated all along one edge 
and partially towards the point on the other. On either side 

of the midrib are about five secondary nerves. The length is 
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from 3 to 4 inches-perhaps hardly as much-the width not 

much JUore than half an inch; the colour a bright cheerful 

green on the upper face, glaucous on the lower_ The leaf 

sheaths are of a purplish colour, fringed at the insertion of 

the leaves with hairs on the sides of an elongated ligule. 

The rootstock is extremely active, and when once well 

established the plant spreads rapidly, new culms appearing 

at some distance from the parent stock. 

The culms have grown to a height of 18 feet at Shrub

land and nearly 15 feet at Kew, with a circumference 

of no more than 2 inches. They are very hollow and as a 

consequence extremely brittle and apt to split. A stem 11 

feet high and nearly 2 inches in circumference. has a pipe 

about three-eighths of an inch in diameter, the wall measuring 

only one-eighth of an inch. 

The species is perfectly hardy when once established, and 

has stood uninjured through our severest winter. Yet it is 

necessary to be cautious in planting it out after travelling. 

I have lost a good many plants by over great confidence 

in this respect. Newly arrived plants should be carefully 

potted and remain for their first winter under the protection 

of a temperate house, according to the recommendations 

given in my general remarks upon Culture. 

Thus, to the best of my ability, I have endeavoured to 

point out the leading features of this pretty Bamboo as they 

appear in this country. In warmer climates, according to 

Messrs. Riviere, the plant has a very different aspect. The 

culms are stouter, straighter, and rounder, the internodes are 

longer, the knots more pronounced, and the third branc111et, 

which is so common in the north, is abortive, owing to the 
K 
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great rapidity of growth. The colour of the two-year-old 

stems is a bright yellow, the upper rim of the knola is • 

darker yellow, while the lower rim is of a grayish colour, the 

white band of waxy bloom under the node being most con

spicuous. 

The species was fint introduced into Europe from the 

north of China about the year 1846 by the French Vice

Admiral, Count Cecille. 



PHYLLOSTACHYS FLEXUOSA 

AT first sight it is certainly not easy to distinguish this 

species from the preceding one. There are, however, marked 

points of difference to which I have called attention under 

the description of PHYLLOSTACHYS VIRIDI-GLAUCESCENS, and 

which therefore I need not recapitulate here. With me, 

moreover, this species bas not in five years attained more 

than half the height reached by P. VIUIDI-GLAUCESCENS in the 

same period. The growth appears to be more compact, while 

the leaves are if anything smaller, but clothing the branches 

more densely. 

Though the differences which I have described require, it 

111\1st be admitted, some closeness of observation to detect, 

yet they are sufficient to establish the distinct nature of the 

two plants. But if they are not enough for that purpose 

there remains an arrow in the quiver. which cannot but hit 

the mark. In the year 1876 P. FLE.'WOSA flowered and 

fruited in the garden of the Hamma at Algiers, and in the 

gardens of Messrs. Thibaut and Keteleer at Sceaux, in France. 

Now Messrs. Riviere point O\1t, and so far as I can ascertain the 

remark still holds good, the flower of P. VIRIDI-GLAUCESCENS 

has not yet been observed. The evidence is conclusive. 

I venture to take from Messrs. Riviere the following 
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account of the flowering of PUYLLOSTACIIYS FLEXUOSA, the 

only one of this group of Bamboos upon which it haa been 
hitherto found. 

The flowers are borne upon all the branches of the culms, 
taking the place of leaves. They are grouped in a kind of 

panicle, of which each division taken by itself represents a 

spike of from 3.to 4 centimetres in length, composed of 

from eight to ten spikelets (sometimes fewer, sometimes as 

many 8.E! fourteen) each bearing one, two, or very rarely three 
flowers. 

On each spike are found abortive flowers, fertile flowers, 

and sterile flowers, the two latter generally together on the 

same spikelet. At the base of the back of the spike and 

attached to the axis which supports it is a minute keel

shaped glume or scale, with an obtuse top and slightly downy 

on the outside. :From the centre of this persistent organ, 

hardly a millimetre in height, the spike rises. At the base 

of the latter are six scaly sheaths; the three first are very 

small and short, not more than from 1 to 4 millimCtres 

in length. Their summit is obtuse and emarginate, or rather 

split from top to bottom. The three other sheaths are larger, 

from 5 to 7 millimetres in length. One of them, the shortest, 

has an obtuse summit, but the other two present dift'l!rent 

characters. They end in a small fringed membrane, very 

slightly developed, a ligule in miniature with a very short 

limbus. On one side, and on part of the other, the sheaths 

are edged with small whitish hairs. Each of these differently 

shaped sheaths is accompanied by a very minute bud. more 

or less developed, often only in a rudimentary condition, and 

which from its position remains in embryo, the scaly 8heaths 
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with their bud representing spikelets of which the flowers 

are altogether abortive. After these first abortive spikelets 

come the fertile spikelets composed as follows :-

1. A scaly sheath, 20 to 25 millimctres in length with a 

width, when spread out, of from 5 to 7 millimctres, ending in 

a little pointed tongue. Between this last organ and the 

end of the sheath is a very short slightly-ciliated ligule; the 

upper face of the sheath is a little rough to the touch. On the 

whole of one edge and part of the other are tiny whitish hairs. 

2. At the base of this sheath a small keel-shaped bract 

from 5 to 8 millimetres in length, thin, soft, whitish, almost 

obtuse with the dorsal part slightly hairy. At the base is 

a very small bud, hardly developed, which represents no 

doubt another abortive flower. 

3. Above this keel-shaped bract a membranous glume or 

scale about 15 rnillimetres in length, soft and ending in a 

short point. A few silky hairs are seen on the edges towards 

the extremity of the scale, the dorsal part of which is slightly 

downy. 

4. A glume or scale of a different nature 20 to 25 

rnillimetres in length with a very fine point, thicker, tougher, 

and longer than the membranous scale, aud smooth. 

5. A last scale, similar in form to the preceding one, but 

differing from it in that its point is invariably split in two 

for part of its length. 

These five organs composing the spikelet are distichous, 

imbricated, and rolled the one over the other, especially the 

two last. Their colour is green at the base, tinged with 

violet towards the extremity, notably in those parts which 

are exposed to the action of light. 
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6. At the base of the dorsal part of the last scale, which 

is at the end of the spikelet and inserted on the same plane, 

is a small filiform awn, sometimes of the same length as the 

scale, generally only half that length. 

7. On the top of the spikelet, at the base of the last scale 

and enveloped by it, are the reproductive organa consisting 

of the stamens and pistil. When the latter have reached 

their full development, they lengthen out and escape from 

the opening of their enveloping scales which represent a sort 

of case or scabbard. 

The stamens, which are three in number, are inserted at 

the base of and around the ovary. They are very long, from 

25 to 35 millimetres, and the lower halt of the length ia 

imprisoned within the scales which constitute the flower. 

The filament of each stamen is white and of extreme 

slenderness. The anthers are much developed, 10 to 12 

millimetres in length, pale yellow, and hanging by the 

emarginate portion of one extremity. They have two cella. 

'When their development is complete and the pollen is about 

to escape they open from the top, but only along a portion 

of their length. 

The ovary is relatively very small, globular-ovoid in shape. 

The style is placed on the top of the ovary; it is of the 

same length as the scales. The stigma is trifid, feathered, 

and violet in colour, expanding as it leaves ita envelopes • 

. The violet tint of the stigma is seen along a portion of the 

style. 

Here, then, is a· fertile, single-flowered spikelet with the 

reproductive organs united at the base of the topmost scale, 

indicating a species with hermaphrodite flowers. 
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A second form of spikelet with two flowers, the one sterile, 

the other fertile, is composed of a sheath with ligule and limbus 

enfolding the two flowers at their base, and of n keel-shaped 

scale at the base of which is developed the sterile flower. 

This latter is composed (1) of a membranous scale; (2) of 

a longer and more pointed scale; (3) of a scale similar to 

the last, but with its point split along part of its length; (4) 

of the reproductive organs in a condition of malformation. 

The fertile flower is placed a little above the sterile flower. 

It is composed (1) of a memhranous scale; (2) of a 

pointed scale; (3) of a scale with the point split; (4) of the 

reproductive organs perfectly formed and developed. 

Another form of spikelet is found, single-flowered and 

fertile, but lacking one organ in the shape of the keel-shaped 

scale. 

There is yet one spikelet to be examined. It is terminal, 

placed at the end of the spike, and differing from the others. 

It is composed of four parts only: (1) a sheath with ligule 

and limbus; (2)· a pointed scale; (3) a scale with the point 

split; (4) the reproductive organs entire and perfect. The 

keel-shaped scale and the membranous scale are wanting. 

On some spikes spikelets have been found, fertile and 

single-flowered, with six floral envelopes instead of five. In 

such cases there are two membranous scales instead of one. 

Rarely spikelets are found with three flowers-two sterile 

and one fertile-and in some cases spikelets with two flowers, 

both being fertile and fully developed. 

During the progress of growth the organs composing the 

spike are green, tinged with violet, but as soon as the 

inflorescence is developed and the stamens are set free,. the 
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violet colour disappears almost entirely; the scaly leaves at 

the base of the spike tum yellow, while lome of them are 

detached and fall off. In shape the spike is elliptical and 

slightly arched. The ligulated sheaths are distichous 8S we 

have seen, but during this period of vegetation they are so 

turned that their extremities close in towanls the dorsall'l\rt 

of the spike, giving the latter the appearance of being 
one sided. 

The first sign of approaching inflorescence is given by 

the leaves turning yellow, withering, and falling off. WlIl'n 

they have entirely disnppeared the flowers begin to show 

themselves. For some time before their complete de"eloll

ment, two of the three stamens are lodged side by side in the 

topmost scale, while the third li'·l'8 in solitude in tIle oue 

immediately below it. 

Messrs. Rivit're remark that in the flowers of 1'lIn.LO
STACIIYS FLEXUOSA glumellru are of extremely rare occurrence, 

indeed in the many specimens that they have eUl1lined 

they have only found them once. 

During the peliod of flowering the culml are completely 

bare of leaves, and, with the ripening of the fruit, vegetation 

ceases, although occasionally the branches produce at t1u!ir 

points a few abortive floral organa. As the culms disal'pear 

small shoots rise up bearing flowers, which are aometimes 

perfect and sometimes abortive. In other cases the little 

culms bearing leaves and flowers together live for a period 

and are succeeded by others bearing leaves only and of 

stronger growth. Thus it seems that the rhizomes are not 

altogether killed after flowering, but, though greatly enfl'Cbled, 

gradually show signs of returning life and ,·igour. 
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I trust that I may be forgiven for borrowing in so 

barefaced a manner from Messrs. Riviere. It has been their 

good fortune to fall in with an unique experience, which 

their talent and knowledge have enabled them to describe 

with singularly lucid felicity; but, unfortunately, their book 

is not available to all English lovers of Bamboos, upon whom 

I was anxious that so interesting an observation should not 

be lost. Above all, I would call special attention to the 

vitality of the plant after flowering as evidence in favour of 

the opinion that the rhizomes are not in all cases killed by 

the process. 

For horticultUl-al purposes PnYLLOSTACHYS FLEXUOSA 

may be described as an ornamental Bamboo of neat and 

compact habit; not a dwarf, yet far smaller than most of its 

congeners; presenting all the characteristics of the Phyllo

stachys group-a slightly zigzagged, gracefully arching stem, 

bearing at the nodes two branches, one long and one short, 

not more flexible-maugre its name-than others of the genus. 

The colour of the stem is bright green, fading as it ripens 

into a dull greenish yellow. The scale buds resemble those 

of P. ArREA. The foliage is hardly to be distinguished from 

that of P. VIRIDI-GLAUCESCENS. The culm sheaths, however, 

differ materially from those of that species in lacking the 

little ear-like membranes which the latter exhibit on either 

side of the ligule flanking the limbus. The rhizome is fairly 

active, though not so rampant as in P. nRIDI-GLAUCESCE.'1S. 

TIlls moderation of behaviour as l-egardS invading the territory 

of other plants, combined with a stature which is hardly 

likely to exceed 8 feet in this country, 3 metres being its 

height in warmer climates, render P. FLE.,{UOSA. a valuable 
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acquisition for those who have not space to spare for the 

larger species. At Leonardslee the culms are 6 feet 10 

inches high, 1 inch in circumference. 

As to its hardihood there is no room for doubt. It was 

introduced into Europe from the colder regions of China by 

the French Societe d'Acclimatation in the year 1864. Not 

to be confounded with the BAMBUSA FLEXUOSA, a spinose non· 
hardy species from Canton, described by Munro. 



PHYLLOSTACHYS VIOLESCENS 

THEUE are some authorities who regard this as a variety of 

PHYLLOSTACHYS VIRIDI-GLAUCESCENS, but inasmuch as the 

flower and fruit of neither has come under observation, and 

there are certainly marked differences in the appearance 

and hardihood of the two, their opinion must be considered 

as a mere surmise, unsupported by evidence. The one point 

of similarity which I can detect in both is the frequent 

occurrence at each node of the third branchlet, which in 

most species is generally abortive or absent. 

If this beautiful Bamboo added hardihood to its other 

merits it would indeed be a garden treasure. Unfortunately 

the last two winters have handled it very roughly, the foliage 

being stripped and often the culms themselves being cut 

back. I fear it is but a fair-weather friend. Still the 

rhizomes have been uninjured in spite of the mischief, and 

their great activity has been shown by new culms shooting 

up all round the plants and often a yard or more away 

from them. Some cultivators recommend cutting back the 

canes every year. I should prefer trusting to time for the 

acclimatisation of the species. Already I cannot help 

fancying that I see signs of a hardier generation of culms 

than those which were first produced, and I do not despair 
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of success. The roots are sturdy and vigorous, and every 

year as the plants are better established the culm8 are 

produced earlier in the season, 80 that they have more time 

to ripen their wood, and thus gain powers of resistance. 

The canes, the growth of which doe8 not vary in manner 

from those of the other species of the PhyllostachY8 group, 

are of a deep violet, almost black, colour during the first year 

of their growth. This with the violet sheath8 of the branchea 

has given the name to the species. But this peculiar coloUl 

is not persistent. As the cane ripens it changes to a dull, 

dingy yellow or brown, exactly reversing the order of things 

to be observed in PHYLLOSTACHYS NIGRA where the culms, 

green in their fil'st year, ripen into a beautiful glossy black 

in the second. 

The leaves vary greatly in size. I have two before me. 

The one is 7 inches long by nearly 2 inches broad, the other 

is but 2 inches by half an inch. The one has eight secondary 

nerves on each side of the midrib, the other but three. It is 

noteworthy that the larger leaves in all these Bamboos are 

found upon young shoots or upon the ends of the lower 

bl·anches near the ground. The foliage on the tall mature 

stems more rarely shows great differences in size. The leaves 

are lanceolate, ending in a fine point at the top, and in a 

well-pronounced purplish petiole at the base. They are 

sharply serrated more or less on both edges. The leaf 

sheaths, which have a long, rounded, and fringed ligule, 

bear at the insertion of the leaf a cluster of coarse purple 

hairs~ In colour the foliage is a dark green on the upper 
face with a beautiful glaucous tint on the lower. The culm 

sheaths are of a purplish brown colour, with a strongly-
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marked ligule, convex at the top and fringed. The limbus 

is narrow, varying in length, a dark brownish green in colour. 

As in all the members of the Phyllostachys family, the culm 

sheaths are early pushed aside by the branches, wither and 

fall off. 

At Shrubland the plants are 13 feet high with a circum

ference of 2 inches. 



PHYLLOSTACHYS :NIGRA 

ALL sun-worshippers, who wing their ftigbt southward lI"ith 

. the swallows, know the Black Bamboo aa one of the chief 

ornaments which grace the gardens of the P.h"iera. Indeed it 

has been long established even in this l~ genial climate, for 

Loudon in the second edition of his .A.roortlu", tt Frulicdntn, 

published in 1854, mentions it aa having been for some tcn 

or twelve years growing in the Horticultural Society's gllNens, 

so that it is a wonder that it should not have become a less 

rare feature with us than it is; the more 80 in that it is 

perfectly hardy and, in a fairly favourable situation, ftourishea 

with great vigour. At Leonardslee the cu1ms are 20 feet 

high with a circumference of all but 3 inchea, but this must 

be regarded as. very excl'ptional At Shrubland and at Kew 

they are 10 feet high with a circumference of 2 inches. I 

find it a little capricious and difficult to establish unless the 

precautions which I have so many times indicated are taken; 

but with common care all trouble disappears, and, once it 

has taken hold of the ground, no Bamboo is hardier: our 

rudest winters seem powerless to injure it. Yet ii, instead 

of being one of the easiest, it were one of the most difficult 

exotics to train to our will. it would still be well worth the 

pains taken, for it is almost impossible to exaggerate the 
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worth of those qualities which give it a patent of nobility in 

the plant world. And if it be shown in a position where the 

black stem, contrasting so finely with the dark green and 

glaucous shimmering of the leaves, is well brought into view, 

lording it over a fairy court of Solomon's Seal, Foxglove, tall 

Ferns, Loosestrife, and such like woodland beauties whose 

name is legion, each enhancing the other, its loveliness is 

made for memory. 

Both in the greenhouse and in the open this Bamboo has 

each year been the first with me to show signs of growth, 

and by the middle of April I have generally found piercing 

the ground many little brown cones, fringed with white hairs 

and tipped with tiny green tongues. Slowly at first, and 

gradually faster, the culm sheaths enfolding one another are 

drawn up until the full height llas been reached, when the 

twin branches, rejecting their protectors, force them aside, 

and the olive green stem, darkest under the nodes, is revealed, 

slightly zigzagged, tapering to a gracefully bending point. 

The nodes are a conspicuous feature; the upper rim is deep 

black, the lower rim edged with white. In the second year 

the colour of the culm changes to the characteristic glossy 

black from which the species takes its name. The culm 

sheaths are rather thick and dark in colour, with a few easily

distinguished cross veins. The upper side of the edges, 

which overlap one another for most of their length, is fringed 

with hairs--a protection against watel' which is not necessary 

where the sheaths completely encircle the stem, The ligule is 

well defined, darker in colour than the rest of the sheath, and 

much fringed. The limbus, which varies in size, lengthening 

on the upper parts of the stem, is serrated, narrow, rather 
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waving, and pointed. On each side of the limbus is seen 88 

in PHYLWSTACHYS VIRIDI-GLAUCESCEK8 a small bairy mem

brane; but this feature is not invariable. The sheaths aud 

all their parts quickly wither and fall off'. Under the sheaths 

the branches, before bursting out, are imprisoned in a small 

scale deeply cut into two hairy, fringed lobe&. The l~r 

sheaths, as distinguished from the culm sheaths, are very 

thin and short-lived. The ligule is deep and round, the 

limbus very smalL The bud IIC&les are dark and mottled 

with black. 

As the lower nodes of P. NIGRA are barren or branchea, 

the internodes on that part of the stem are round and do 

not show the double groove which is found upon the higher 

and branch-bearing portion. 

Munro says, .. The stems, although slender, are nearly 

solid, and appear to be generally used for such purposes as 

require great strength and toughness"; and, quoting Miquel, 

who says that this Bamboo seems to come very near to 

Bambusa stricta of P.oxburgh, the solid so-called • male 

Bamboo" of which lances are made in India, he goes ou to 

remark that he cannot nnderstand this unless it bas reference 

to the culms being nearly solid. Moreover, he describes the 

species as .. culmo superne nigrescente, sUhsditkJ." This is 

altogether wrong. It is true that the wood is tougher than 

it is in many Bamboos and does not IIplit so easily, Lut, as 

a matter of fact, it is au extremely hollow cane, a stem less 

than half an inch in diameter showing a pipe five-sixteenths 

of an inch across. 

The leaves. which are linear-lanceolate, are pointed at the 

top, and rounded at the base, or attenuated into a short 
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petiole; serrated more or less on both edges, narrow, varying 

in size from 2 to 6 inches in length, the longest and largest 

being found as usual on the scrubby growth at the base of 

the plant. Munro says: "The leaves in this species are much 

thinner than in any other of the genus; and although they 

vary much as to pubescence, the midrib is invariably hairy 

on the under side towards the base, as is the case in ARUNDI

NABlA FALCATA." The midrib is flanked by from three to 

seven secondary nerves. 

The rhizome does not penetrate the ground to any great 

depth, but remains near the surface, sometimes shooting 

upwards to avoid some obstacle and then bending downward 

again, forming a distinct hoop or arch above ground. It is 

the rhizome of PBYLLOSTACBYS NIGRA which furnishes the 

tough and flexible Wang-hai cane of commerce, which I have 

already described as typical of the underground stems of this 

group of Bamboos. 

Messrs. Riviere make PBYLLOSTACBYS NIGBA a native of 

the East Indies. This is a mistake. The plant is indigenous 

in China and Japan, and it has been referred to India much 

in the same way as Chinese porcelain which connoisseurs, 

by the strangest of all blundering name-jumbles, used to call 

"Indian China!" I rather doubt, indeed, whether there be 

among the Bamboos of India any species which resembles 

this Chinese and Japanese group of the Phyllostachides, for 

the Indian species are described as .crespitose, whereas a 

leading feature of the Chinese and Japanese species, with 

the exception of P. BAMBUSOIDES, is the rhizome with its 

vagrant propensities, which, however they may be restrained 

under our skies, are rampant in their native climate. 
L 



PHYLLOSTACBYS NIGRO-PUNCTATA 

A FORM of PHYLLOSTACHYS NIGRA supposed to be rather 

taller and more free-growing than the type. The stems, 

instead of turning to a deep glossy black in their second year, 

assume a brown colour speckled ail over with darker Spot8. 

There is no other character to differentiate it from I'. NIGRA; 

indeed I much doubt whether there is any warranty for 

keeping the two M separate specie8, rather, M it seems to 

me, is P. NIGRO-PUNCTATA simply an accidental variation. 

It is, however, hardier than the type, which make8 me think 

that· it may be P. NIGRA. brought from a colder home than 

the blacker variety, where the sun haa not been strong 

enough to bring out the full colour. Although I have 

planted out a great many specimens without giving them the 

slightest protection, exposing them immediately after their 

arrival from abroad in places at the mercy or our hleakest 

winds, I have not lost a single one. In cases where the type 

was treated in the same way I lost a large percentage. With 

care, however, thi8 is unnecessary, and I should alwaY8 

prefer planting the type, the colour or the culm8 being 80 

much more attractive. 



PHYLLOSTACHYS BORYANA 

THIS beautiful species is considered to be, like P. NIGRO

PUNCTATA, a variety of PIIYLLOSTACHYS NIGRA. It is larger 

and bolder than either of the other two species (if, indeed, 

they may be reckoned as separate species), and is one of the 

handsomest and most vigorous of aU the hardy Bamboos; 

indeed I should place it with P. HENONIS and P. VIRIDI

GLAUCESCENS in the very front rank for beauty and elegance. 

They are the three Graces. The culms in this Bamboo differ 

from those of the type, and of PHYLLOSTACHYS NIGRO-PUNCTATA, 

in their colour, which, green at first, in their second season 

ripens into a rich yellow, duller than that of the culms of 

P. AUREA or P. MITIS, and splashed here and there with 

purplish brown blotches. The bud scales at the axils of the 

branches are very different from those of P. NIGRA and P. 

NIGRO-PUNCTATA, being of a pale yellowish green. The habit 

of the plant differs greatly from that of P. NIGRA and P. 

NIGRO-PUNCTATA, the branches being far longer in proportion 

to the length ot' the culm. Altogether, it is a puzzle to me 

why it should be .accredited with such near relationship to 

species which it is so strangely unlike in many essential par

ticulars. As regards hardihood, it is quite as trustworthy as 

P. NIGRO-PUNCTATA. I have never lost a plant, though my 
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specimens have been anything but coddled. I have often 
found the rhizomes in this species running horizontally on 
the surface of the ground .. When this is detected it is advis
ible to cover them with a little 100s8 soil, and to keep them 
down with a light flat stone. This encourages the verticillate 
roots to strike downwards. Failing this precaution, I have 

known the rhizome to be killed back to the point where· it 
left the earth, and the development of the plant to be to that 
extent retarded. 



PHYLLOSTACHYS HENONIS 

As I have already stated this is in my eyes the most beauti

ful member of a beautiful family. To describe justly a 

favourite horse, a favourite dog, a favourite plant, is perhaps 

what no man can do. He is bound to say too much, and too 

little-too much to please others,too little to satisfy himself. 

Besides enthusiasm is a deauly foe to accuracy. This much, 

however, I have said before elsewhere, and I am prepared 

to reassert without fear of contradiction, I regard PHVLLO

STACHYS HENONIS as the embodiment of every grace to which 

plant life is heir. In plant or in woman perfect health is 

the best of all cosmetics, and perfect health PHYLLOSTACHYS 

HENONIS has enjoyed under all the trials through which it 

has passed during the last four years which have certainly 

been most hostile. Droughty summers have not been able to 

parch it; ice-bound winters have failed to starve it; and now, 

in the month of January 1896, it is as green as at midsummer. 

It had no protection, but was left to do battle with chill 

December and the even deadlier blasts of March as best it 

might, emerging from every engagement with renewed strength 

and enhanced beauty. Many of its companions fell victims in 

the unequal fight and sad voids were made in their ranks, but 

in this battalion not so much as a single plume was laid low. 
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My plants, which have had four lummen' growth, are 

8 feet high. Their elden by • few yean at Shrubland 

have grown to 14: feet, with a circumference in the culml of 

11 inch. 

An 8-foot culm showl the following characteristicI: 

The circumference is all but 11 inch. The internodes 

are in length from 5 or 6 inches near the base and 

middle of the stem, lessening to " near the top. They are 

very distinctly grooved with the double furrow le1\ by the 

pressure of the branches. The nodes, rimmed with dark 

blue green above and with a pale white below, are well 

defined. The colour is a bright green at first, ripening in the 

second year into a yellow rather less brilliant than in lOme 

species. The surface of the cane is rough to the touch. The 

wood is hard and tough, the cavity being about one-eighth 

of an inch in diameter, surrounded by walll of the &ame 

measurement in thickness. I find little or no trace of waxy 

bloom even under the nodes, where in other species it is most 

frequently seen. The culm Iheaths have irregular transvene 

veinlets; the ligule is rather long; the limbus narrow. The 

culm sheath, bright green when it tint encircles the newborn 

stem, soon withen to a dull straw colour, is pushed aside by 

the branches and, having served its purpose, disappears. AI 

in P. viridi-glauCescens, there are frequently three branches 

on each node, or, at any rate, on many of the nodes. The 

longest branch measures 20 inches, the &eCOnd 11, the third 

8 little more than 6. The bud scales, which are the embryo 

branches and branchlets, are enamelled pale green. The 

linear-lanceolate leaves are bome in twos and threes on the 

ends of the purplish brancblet.s. Their colour is a brilliant 
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green on the upper face, while they show less glaucous colour 

on the lower than is the case with most of the family. On 

an adult stem they vary a little in size from about 2 to 3 

inches in length by about three-eighths of an inch in width. 

They taper to a very fine point, and are attenuated at the base 

to a longer petiole than is usual among these Phyllostnchides. 

The tessellation is very distinct, close, and regular. The pale 

midrib is well defined, flanked on either side by sometimes as 

many as six or seven secondary nerves. One edge is markedly 

serrated, in the other the teeth are rare or absent. The leaf 

sheaths are inclined to be purple in colour, with a much-cut

up ligule fringed at t.he insertion of the leaf with purple hairs. 

The rootstock runs pretty freely even in this climate, and will 

probably develop the power more strongly as the plants 

mature themselves. 

It is to its habit that PHYLLOSTACHYS HENO~'S owes its 

surpassing loveliness. The two-year-old culms, burthened 

with the weight of their own leaves clustering in triplets 

and borne upon innumerable branch lets, bend almost to the 

earth in graceful curves, formillg a groundwork of most 

elegant beauty, from which the sterns of the year spring up 

in slight zigzag, archillg over at the top and waving their 

feathery fronds, the delicate green leaves seeming to float in 

the air. It must be from this quality that it derives its 

Japanese name HA-CHIKU, the two Chinese characters with 

which it is written, signifying the" light or volatile Bamboo." 



PHYLLOSTACHYS CASTILLONIS 

l'r is not always that rarity and beauty go band in hand j 

when they are found together great is the joy of the collector. 

Such a combination is present in PHYLLOSTACBYS C.1STILLONIS, 

for not only is it a very beautiful plant, but it is certainly 

uncommon, at any rate in European gardens. Though I 

found it advertised in plenty of catalogues, when sent for it 

was not forthcoming, and finally I had to import it from 

. Japan. My plants have now three summers' growth upon 

them, and have gone through two exceptionally hard winters. 

In 1894,240 of frost did them no harm, but the mont.h of 

February 1895. cut some of them badly. The culms had Dot 

had sufficient Bun to ripen them during the summer of 1894, 

and they Buffered accordingly. The blazing heat, however, of 

the spring of 1895, continued through the dog-days, warmed 

them into life again, not a plant being lost, and now in 

January 1896 they are as bright at ever, though they have 

hardly made as much growth as might have been hoped for 

had they not received so severe a check. I think that, con

sidering what they have gone through, and that, too, before 

they were fully established, we may fairly call them hardy. 

M. Marliac, who has a far longer experience of them than I 

have, tells me that the foliage suffers much in snow. This, 
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however, is but a temporary evil at the worst, and I 1I\u~()'" 

see the species more generally introduced than it has ~e~ 

hitherto. It may be hoped, mo~eover, that such a winter tit 
the last will not occur twice in a lifetime, and that hupters 

and Bamboos may not again be attacked with such persistent 

cruelty by that" General Fevrier," upon whom the Emperor 

Nicholas placed vain reliance in the days of the Crimean War. 

Unique in this respect among its brethren of the Phyllo

stachys family, this species has both stem and leaves brilliantly 

variegated. It needs no elaborate description, for it stands 

out with an identity which is unmistakable. The stems, 

which with me have reached a height of from 5 to 6 feet, are 

thick in proportion to their height as compared with other 

Bamboos, being about 1 inch or rather more in circumference. 

They are as smooth as polished ivory, and mnch zigzagged 

from node to node. The wood is hard and tough; the 

cavity, in a stem of Ii inch in circumference, is three-six

teenths of an inch in diameter. The colouring of the stem 

is curious. The double groove is bright green, the rest of its 

circumference being yellow, and this colouring is not on the 

surface only but goes right through the wood to the cavity. 

Owing to their position the two colours are alternate all the 

way up the culm, the hues being intensified with age. 

IIi the knots the upper rim, which is extremely prominent, 

is dark yellow, while the lower rim, which, though very sharp, 

is not neady so salient, is of a pinkish brown colour. The 

internodes on a 5-foot stem are from 3 to 4t inches in 

length. The culm sheaths are purple" with a pinkish tinge. 

The ligule and limbus very small, dressed with a few 

long purplish hairs on either side of the latter. They 
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have a few cross vein lets, which are for the most part re
placed by dots. They soon wither and perish. The leaf 

sheaths of the branchlets, w~ich are borne in twos and threes, 
are of a very pretty pink, and this, with the partly-coloured 
stem and leaves, gives the plant an extremely ornamental and 
peculiar tricolouredappearance. These sheaths are furnished 
with long rather coarse purple hairs at the insertion of the 
leaf. The bud scales are a very pale yellowish green. 

The lanceolate leaves, in which the petiole is well marked, 
are larger than in most of the Phyllostachys family. Some 

of them are as much as from 8 to 9 inches long by nearly 
2 inches broad, but they vary greatly. I have round 88 

many as eight secondary nerves on either side or the mid
rib. The tessellation is extremely neat and visible to the 

naked eye. One edge is very sharply serrated, the other less 
so. The colour is a glossy, rather dark green, beautiCully 
variegated with stripes, which at first are a bright orange, 

fading presently to a creamy white. The lower race oCthe lear 
is glaucous, with the variegation rather sad-coloured and dingy. 

One of my plants shows a curious deviation rrom the type 

in the disposition of the colours. Some oC the shoots have 
self-coloured dark green leaves without any trace of variega
tion; and where this is the case the colouring on the stems 
is reversed, tlie groove or each internode being yellow and the 

rest green-an elaborate freak of Nature which it requires more 
learning than I possess to account ror, or even to theorise upon. 

The Japanese name KIlIMEI-CmKU, .. the golden brilliant 

Bamboo," is appropriate and aignificant. 
At Leonardslee this Bamboo has grown to a height of 9 

feet 8 inches with a circumference of 2t inches. 



PHYLLOSTACHYS BAMBUSOIDES 

MANY and various are the impostors that have laid claim to 

this title, ARUNDINARIA SIMONI especially being a pretender 

to this or any other name. From Japan under this designa

tion I received YA-DAKE, the" Arrow Bamboo," which turned 

out to be nothing but METAKE under another name; and for 

a long time PHYLLOSTACHYS VIRlDI-GLAUCESCENS was made to 

do duty for this species, even in Botanic Gardens. But at 

last the real Simon Pure has been brought over from Hong

Kong, and the cheats are all sent out of court discredited and 

put to shame. 

In some essential features PHYLLOSTACHYS BAMBUSOlDES 

differs from all the members of the Phyllostachys group which 

have reached us. It has been described as a crespitose plant, 

whereas a leading characteristic in all the others is the active 

rhizome. The branches, instead of being much longer than 

the internodes, are comparatively short, and whereas in the 

other Bamboos of the family the branches are so disposed that 

the shortest of the three (where, indeed, the third is not 

wanting altogether) is in the middle, in this case it is the 

longest of the three branches which occupies that position. 

In its native home the culms are said to grow to a height 

of from 10 to 12 feet. With me in their second year 
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they are 5 feet high, with a circumrerence or about 1 

inch. The wood is hard and tough, the cavity or the inter

node very small-not more than one-sixteenth of an inch. 

The colour is green at first. ripening to yellow. The nodea 

are not very prominent. the upper rim especially being more 

flattened than is usual The branch-bearing side of the culm 

is flattened rather than grooved, as in the case of the other 

Phyllostachides. The internodes are long in proportion to 

the length of the culm; I have measured them up to 8 

inches ~ a 5-foot stem. The zigzagging, 80 characteristic 

of the group, is very strongly marked. The culm sheath. 

are purplish, soon withering as in other species. I can detect 

in them a few. cross veinlets. The ligule is long and cut up, 

fringed with coarse hairs. The limbus narrow and bent. back. 

The branches are borne in triplets, the longest. as I have 

already said, being in the middle. On an 8-inch internode 

the longest branch measures only al;lout 9 inches. The 

leaves are of various sizes, the largest about 8 inchea 

long by 11 inch wide. In shape they are lanceolate, 

pinched in near the top and ending in a fine point. 

attenuated at the base to a well-defined petiole. The tassell&

lion is fine and regular. The secondary nerves on either aide 

of the midrib from five to seven. The edges are serrated 

-very sharply on one side. The colour of the leaves is a 

bright and cheerful green above, glaucous on the lower 

face. 
In this country we have bnt a short acquaintance with 

this species, for I doubt whether a living plant was ever 

seen in England until it was introduced into Kew two years 

ago; and, if Munro be right. there are considerable variations 
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both in its inflorescence and foliage. However this may be, 

for horticultural purposes it promises to be a valuable acquisi

tion, and having stood out last winter (1895), may be 

pronounced hardy. It has the merit, moreover, of being 

absolutely unlike any other Bamboo that is grown in our 

gardens. 



PHYLLOSTACHYS lIARLIACEA. 

ALTHOUGH there is no classical authority for numbering this 

handsome species among the Phyllostachys group, it is 

impossible to doubt that it must be referred to that genus. 

All those outward characteristics (apart from the flower and 

seed, of which we know nothing) which are found in 

PHYLLOSTACHYS MITIS,· AUREA, NIGRA, VIRIDI-GLAt:CESCENS, 

etc., are present here, and it would be strange indeed if it 
s~ould prove to belong to any other tribe. Indeed it presents 

such a marked likeness to PHYLLOSTACHY8 QUILIOI, that 1 do 

not think that any expert could tell them apart without 

examining the wrinkled base of the stem to which PHYLLO

STACHYS MARLIACEA owes its Japanese name, SWBO-CHIXU, 

.. the wrinkled Bamboo," and which makes it so useful for 

canes and umbrella sticks. 

I have but one plant of it, for it is a rare Bamboo not 

easily obtainable, which in its third year grew to a heigM of 

8 feet, and, in spite of the check of last winter, has slightly 

added to its stature and greatly to its bulk in 1895. 

The culm, when freed from its sheaths, is very beautiful in 

colour, shining like dark green enamel. The internodes at 

the base of the stem are very close together, being not more 

than Ii to 2 inches apart. The nodes are well defined. 
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The grooves caused by the pressure of the branches are very 

distinct. The branches are long and graceful, borne in twos 

and threes, in which latter case one falls off. One branch is 

much longer than the other. The sheaths in their young 

state are a pinkish brown, deeply spotted with clark purple, 

like the sheaths of PHYLLOSTACHYS QUIUOI. They are tessel

lated, and have a small ligule and limbus, the former furnished 

with rather coarse brown hairs. The leaves vary in size, some 

being as much as 41 inches long by three-quarters of an inch 

or 1 inch wide, lanceolate, with a fairly long petiole. Both 

edges are serrated, the one more conspicuously so than the 

other. The colour is an intense green on the upper face, 

glaucous on the lower. There are from three to five second

ary nerves on each side of the midrib. The scales of the 

tiny buds, which are the embryo branchlets, are tipped with 

a reddish purple colour. 

The habit of the plant is elegant, beautiful both in form 

and colour. The culms, when in the second year the branch

lets are fully developed and have all their foliage, bending 

over in graceful arches. 

BAMBusA M:ARuACEA was introduced some years ago from 

Japan, and named after 1\1. Latour-Marliac. It is perfectly 

hardy, and scarcely lost a leaf in the great frosts of February 

1895. In our climate it does Dot show signs of running 

much at the roots, the culms up to the present all growing 

close together. 
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(18!)'). nut the plants which were received from Japan 

had only vertical roots without a scrap of active rhizome, and 

this must be developed before any stem buds can be formed. 

I have every hope that next summer new sllOots may make 

their appearance, and that we may be able to claim the plant 

as thoroughly established. 

It appears to be likely to grow into a tall Bamboo of the 

stature of PUYLLOSTACHYS lIlTIS, and perhaps equally slow 

to make a start in a new home. The branches are borne in 

twos and threes (the third falling off), one much longer than 

the other. The internodes are grooved by the pressure of the 

branches. The leaves are small, from 21 to 4 inches long by 

half an inch wide. They are bright green on the upper surface, 

glallcolls on the lower, minutely tessellated, serrated more 

on one edge than on the other. They are finely pointed, and 

the petiole is well defined. The secondary nerves on either 

side of the midrib are from three to four in number. :My 

plants having made no new growth I have only seen the 

sheaths of the branchlets, which have a ligule rather large in 

proportion to their size, but hairless, with a very small 

limbus. As might be expected from their glaucous colour, 

the lower surfaces of the leaves have a very fine covering of 

silvery hairs. The upper surface is practically smooth. 

I believe that the first living plants of this species 

introduced into England were those received here and at 

Kew from Japan in the winter of 1893, though it was. 

shown at Paris at the great Exhibition of 1878, and named 

IlETEROCYCLA by Carriere. 



PHYLLOSTACHYS KUMASASA OR VIMINALIS 

A SPECIES as pretty as it is unique in character. Munro 

says: "This is certainly unlike any Bamboo I have leen," 

and quotes Stendel, who calls it .. species lingularis" and 

" peculiaris certe formationis et vix dubie distinctum genWl." 

Munro talks of having only seen the upper part of a culm 

6 feet long, which points to a far taller plant than it is with 

me and at Kew, where it is a dwarf not more than from 

18 inches to 2 feet high. A Japanese catalogue gives 3 feet 

as the height which it attains in its own country. WOI 

Munro misinformed as to the length of the culm of which his 

specimen was a fragment? 

The culm is green, channelled on the branching side, 

almost solid, the fistula being 80 minute as almost to escape 

observation, and very tough. The rather prominent nodes, 

which are of a darker green than the rather pale stem, are 

from 1 inch to nearly 2 inches apart, and the internodes 

are prettily zigzagged. The sheaths, which are richly fringed 

with hairs, are purple, fading at the top, which gives the 

undeveloped culm a rather strange, mottled appearance. The 

ligule is small and also fringed with silky hairs. The limbus 

is infinitesimal and very short-lived. 

The branches are borne in threes and fours and are not 
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more than 1 inch or I! inch long, sometimes less, though in 

this short space they have two or even three nodes. They are 

enveloped in sheaths longer than themselves and of very 

peculiar structure, resembling a purple stem flanked by two 

tissue-like membranes each ending in a pointed growth of 

the same texture on either side of a true leaf, which takes the 

place of the limbus. The leaves at first sight appear to be 

clustered in threes or fours, but close examination shows that 

each leaf is borne singly either upon a branchlet or a sheath. 

A large-sized leaf will be about 3 inches long by nearly 1 

inch in breadth, pointed at the top and broadly rounded at 

the base, ovate in shape, resembling the leaf-like branches or 

Cladodes of Butcher's Broom (Ruscus), whence Siebold named 

the plant" BAMBUSA RUSCIFOLIA." The petiole is rather long. 

The down on the lower surface of the leaf is plainly visible 

to the naked eye. The tessellation is very close and minute. 

Both edges are very sharply serrated with prominent teeth. 

The secondary nerves are six or seven on either side of the 

midrib. 

By giving the name KUMASACA to this Bamboo, :Munro 

has given rise to some difficulty. Sasa (in composition after 

a vowel zasa) is a Japanese version of the two Chinese words 

ltsiao chu (small Bamboo), and is the generic name given by 

the Japanese to the dwarf Bamboos. Kuma signifies an 

edge or border. The etymology of the word !':umazasa 

(barbarously altered by :Munro into !.:umasaca) would seem 

to point to the AnUNDINARIA VEITCHII, on account of its 

leaves withering at the edge in winter, and so having a 

distinct edge or border. It is certainly often used in that 

sense by natives. As I have already pointed out, KIDIASASA 
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is the name given by Japanese gardeners to BAMBUSA. 

PAI:J4'ATA, and to ARUNDINARIA VEITCHU, the latter being 

distinguished as the lesser KUMASASA, It is also apparently 

sometimes applied by Japanese botanists to BAMBOSA. TE8SEL

LATA or RAGAMOWSKI, while our English botanists, following 

Munro, give it to PHYLLOSTACHYS VIMINALIS, the native name 

of which is BUNGOZASA, probably from the province of that 

name in the southern island of Japan. There is thus utter 

confusion, and a triangular duel between science, etymology, 

and common use which is most bewildering, and so long as 

this lasts it would seem wiser to leave the Japanese names 

alone, contenting ourselves with the European nomenclature. 

But when science does find it necessary to adopt words taken' 

from a foreign tongue with which she is unacquainted, sbe 

will do well to avoid altering consonants, as Munro did wben 

he made saca out of 8asa, or she may get .herselC into dire 

trouble. Try it upon a few English monosyllables! 

Munro's barbarism is the more regrettable in tbat Von 

Siebold's name RUSCIFOLIA seems so very appropriate j the 

other synonym, VnUNALlS, appears to me to be the reverse, 

But KUMA.SASA is simply a filching of the native name of 

another Bamboo, with a special meaning indicating a special 

character which this species does not possess, and is therefore 

the worst of all. 



NATIVE OF THE UNITED STATES OF 
NORTH AMERICA 

ARUNDINARIA MACROSPERMA 

THE solitary species from the United States of North America. 

This Bamboo appears to vary in height according to its geo

graphical position. III the Southern States it grows to from 

10 feet to 20 feet, or even 35 feet high, while in the north it 

does not exceed 10 feet. It is the typical Al'undinaria described 

by Michaux. The stems are round (sometimes slightly flat

tened on one side at the point of h' anching), slender, and much

branched. The sheaths are purplish in colour, very persistent, 

and fringed at the top with a few rather coarse hairs. The 

leaves are about 7. inches long by 1 k inch broad, the 

upper face smooth, the lower face downy, having the edges 

slightly serrated-very partially on one side. The secondary 

nerves vary from six to fourteen in number. The leaves 

are rounded at the base and petiolated. The veins are tessel

lated. Intel'esting rather from the fact of its being the one 

representative of the family on the vast continent of North 

America than from any special beauty of its own. Some 

botanists divide the taller and shorter varieties into two 

species, but Munro treats them as identical. M. Marliae 
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sends ont a llamboo under the name of Ruun:8.l Xlt"lUSSI 

(it is called RD¥n~n in the Botanic Gardens at £rest). "'hich 

appears to be the same plant as AItt'"5DI!UltU. lUCltOSrIBlLl j 

indeed. both lL lIarliac and lL Blanchard. the Director of the 

Brest Gardens, so nogard it, although they do not know from 

what country their Bamboo was ori.,~y rec:eived. The 

shrubby form, AItD""DU.uu. JUCR06PlRlU. SnntTtC06A or 

TECTA is the variety grown at Kew and here. It is a very 
acth·e runner and demands plenty of space. 

lIr. Bean in his description of the plant in the G'lrIl~MTI' 

Clinnaicl~ of 10th March 1894, says: -lIr. Nicholson tell. 

me that in the Southern United Statft he saw immeDlle 

quantities of it fringing the flat, muddy banb of rivers. and 

forming almost impenetrable thicket&. These thickets are 

bown as Cane Brakes. and in the old slave day. of the 

Southern States were of the greatest aernce to fugitive ~ 

for shelter and concealment.-

I have tried growing this Arundinaria in dense shade and 

in the open sunlight. I have perhaps not had the plant long 

enough to form a definite opinion as to the merits of the t.o 

positions, but it certainly seems. 80 far, to thrive best in 

shade. The growth is taller, the leaves larger, and altogether 

the Bamboo has a better appearance. 

• Carey mentions that this grass. which was once common 

in Kentucky, has become now nearly extinct there.- lIuruo 

p.16. 



NATIVES OF THE HIMALAYAS 

ARUNDINARlA FALCATA 

THIS Bamboo is described by Munro as belonging to a group 

of four species (the others being ARmi'DINARIA KHASIANA, 

ARUNDINARIA INTERMEDIA, and ARUNDIXARIA HOOKERlA..XA, 

all of which, seeing the great altitudes at which they are 

found in the Himalayas ought to be tried in this country), in 

which the flower-bearing and leaf-bearing culms are distinct, 

which flower and seed every year, and, dying down under the 

snows of winter, throw up new shoots from the stools in the 

succeeding spring. The slender culms, with prominent nodes, 

grow to a height of from 6 to 10 feet; the internodes from 6 

inches to 1 foot in length. The branches are very numerous. 

The culm sheaths are loosely tessellated, with the cross veins 

running diagonally. The ligule is rather long and fringed. 

The limbus narrow, varying in length from half an inch to I! 

inch. The leaves are brilliant in colour and rather glaucous, 

especially on the lower face. They are from 3 to 6 inches 

long, pointed, and tapering to a petiole at their base. The 

secondary nerves on either side of the midrib are from two to 

six or more. The edges are serrated, the teeth being more 

marked on one side than on the other. The leaf sheaths are 
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very downy, and prettily fringed with longer hairs at the in

sertion of the leaf. .As in their native country, so here, the 

culms die down every year in the winter; and since in our 

climate the new shoots do not make their appearance until tlle 

summer i~ well advanced, it follows that for some months of 

the year the plant is but a poor withered thing, and that, in 

spite of its undeniable beauty when at its best, it cannot be 

recommended for general cultivation under the difficulties by 

which it mUst be surrounded in all but the most favoured 

spots of our country. It is to be noted that in the temperate 

house the plant seems to change its nature. Safe from the 

attacks of snow and frost, its culms do not die down but re

main green and flourishing like those of its congeners. The 
home of ARUNDINARIA FALCATA. is in the north-western 

Himalayas, where it has been found as lUgh 11.8 12,000 feet 

above sea level. 

In my remarks upon ARUXDINARIA FALCONERI I have 

drawn attention to the confusion which has existed between 

it and ARUNDINARIA FALCATA. 



ARUNDINARIA FALCONERI OR THAMNO

CALAl\fUS FALCONERI 

A TALL and singularly graceful Bamboo, growing to a goodly 

height in favoured localities even in the British Isles. But 

in the Midlands it is sadly dwarfed, rarely growing to a 

height of more than 8 feet, and is cut down to the roots 

every year by the winter's frosts. Indeed, in many places 

it seems to dwindle away, year by year throwing up feebler 

shoots, until it finally disappears. It is, however, so beautiful 

where it does succeed, even in its less vigorous form, that 

it is worth a trial in a sheltered nook. In the year 1895 

I saw a lovely specimen in a SUITey garden, where, dying 

down every winter, it makes a most graceful growth of about 

8 feet in the early summer. When I saw it in the month 

of September it was a perfect picture of elegance. The 

tapering culms are very slender in proportion to their height, 

and both stems and foliage are of a most brilliant green. 

The internodes of the culms are thickly covered with a 

white waxy bloom. The leaves are about 4 inches long, 

narrow, thin, pointed, and petiolated, with striated venation 

on the upper surface, and having, according to Munro, a few 

inconspicuous transverse veins on the lower surface very 

far apart, but I have not been able to detect these. The 

edges are slightly serrated. The secondary ribs or nerves 
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on the lower side on eU.her hand or the midrib are rrom two 

to three in number. The leal sheath. an smooth. .. it .ere 
cut short at the top, without any rringe, and having an 

elongated ligule, slightly hairy on the back (lIunro). 

Habitat, X.-E. and X.-W. Himalayas. Altitude, 7000 to 
9000 reet. 

The confusion between AR~DlSllU • .u.cAU and TILUI

NOCALllll"S F ALCOn:JU has been ~ery general. The majority or 

the plants hitherto cultivated in thia country .. ARt'XDDARU 

YALC.lU have proved to be TH.llOiOC.lLU't'S F.u.col'ElU. lIr. 
Osborne, gardener to lIre Smith-Barry, at Fota bland, Co. 

Cork, informs me that the late GenerallInnlO identified the 

specimens grown there under the ronner name .. true THAl(

NOC.llAllt"S FALCO!\'"ERL The lMH!&lled ABt'XDIX.lRU .A1£AU 

flowered in the gardens of the Luxembourg. in the South 

of France, and at Algiers in 1876. lIre Smith-Barry'a plante 

flowered and seeded at the same time; it is. therefore, 

probable that the mistake in nomenclature w.. universal, 

and that all these plants were truly THAX.'(OCALUlt'S F..u.

conn Indeed, if Monro is right, and 80 W AI I know 

this has never been called in question, ARt'XDIl'.lRU .ALCAU 

is simply a perennial herb, flowering, fruiting, and dying 

every year, and shooting again from the .tool in the spring. 

The French and Algerian plants are spoken or in quite 

another category, as plants with which flowering. fruiting. and 

death constitute a rare phenomenon. Messrs. P-ivicre them

ael~es seem to have had personal experience or only one 

or the two species, and I cannot but think that they have 

fallen into the common enor of confounding TILuL~oc.u..urrs 

F.u.coIO:BI with ARO"DISllU FALC.lT.l. It may seem pre-
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8umptuous to call in quest.ion any statement issuing from 

so high an authority, but all the evidence seems to point 

to a mistake. 

As regards the hardiness of the species. Mr. Osbome 

writes as follows: .. The above-named Bamboo (THAM~OCAU

~rl:S FALCON ERr) throws up numerous calles here from ::!O fl;!et 

to ::!5 feet. I have ollen wondered at the reports in gardening 

pnp('rs in England of its sending up canes from 6 fL>et to 

8 feet high, but, unfortunately, I have learned the reason 

this season. "'e had an unprecedented sharp frost in 

January last (1894) which killed the tops of all the THAMXO

CAI.Un:S, with the result that instead of throwing up a fl;!\V 

mOllster caues to the height mentioned, they have thrown up 

numerous small canes about 6 feet or 8 feet high around the 

oM stools. It must take several years of very mild winters 

before they reach their usual strength. )Iany other Bamboos 

were not the least injured, as far as I could judge." The 

frost registered at Fota was 260 Fahrenheit below freezing 

point. From this it is evident that the species is not 

thoroughly to be depended upon even in the usually warm 

climate of the west of Ireland. How it fared in Devonshire 

alld Cornwall, where there are, or were, many fine specimens, 

I have not heard. Messrs. 'Yatson and Bean consider the 

BAMDUSA GRACIUS of the French cultivators to be identical 

with THAMNOCALUIUS FALco~ERI. I can detect no difference 

between the two. 

)[r. Bean did not find any plants of ARl'NDI~ARIA FALCAT.&. 

in any of the gardens which he visited in south C<lrnwall in 

1893. Of TUAMNOCALAMUS FALCONER! he found magnificent 

specimens. 



ARUNDINARIA SPATHIFLORA on THAMNO

CALAMUS SPATIIIFLORUS 

THIS 'beautiful species from the north-western IIimalayas, 
Sikkim, Bootan, and Nepal, where it is found at an altitude 

of from 7000 to 10,000 feet, bids fair when established to 
prove one of the most ornamental Bamboos. 1 was at one 
time led to think that the true plant had not hitherto been 

introduced into this country; but at last, in August 1895, 
I found i~ flourishing in full grace and beauty in a Surrey 

garden, and was assured by the owner that it had not 
suffered in any degree during the great trials of the pre

ceding winter. I have since then obtained specimens from 
Messrs. Veitch of Exeter. The tallest culms which I have 
seen are only from 6 to 8 feet high, but in their own 

country they grow to a height of some 20 feet. They are 
a pale yellowish or pinkish brown in colour, slender, 
fistulous, very smooth, and much-branched at the nodes, 

which are fairly prominent and conspicuous for a very 
distinct white, ring at the base of each. The internodes in 
the immature specimens which I have seen are about 4 to 5 
inches in length. The leaves are small, from 2 to 3 inches long 

by a quarter of an inch across, the petiole is well defined, 
the shape linear-lanceolate, ending in a fine point. The 
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texture of the leaf is very thin and delicate; there is no 

roughness, no prominent midrib, the serration on one edge 

only to be discovered by the aid of a lens. The secondary 

nerves are from three to five on each side of the midrib. 

Nothing could exceed the beauty of the plant which I 

saw in Surrey. It was most striking, and at once arrested 

attention. It had all the grace and delicate distinction of 

ARUNDINARIA FALCATA, and what higher praise could be 

bestowed upon it? I am given to understand that it is 

found as an undergrowth in the great coniferous forests of 

the north-western Himalayas. Like ARUNDINARIA NITIDA, 

therefore (which, by the by, it somewhat resembles), it will 

probably be wise to plant it in a shady position. 



ARUNDINARIA RACEMOSA 

A NATIVE of the Himalaya range, found near Darjeeling, in 

Sikkim, in Eastern Nepal, and in other places, at heights 
varying from 6000 to 12,000 feet. 

It is a small Bamboo of low growth, according to Munro 

from 2 to 4 feet high, though other authorities give it 8., 

much as 15 feet,l the stature probably varying according to 

the altitude at which it grows. The culma are brownish in 

colour, and very thick in proportion to their height, being from 

half an inch to as much as 2 inches in diameter. The pale 

leav~s, glaucous on the lower surface, are long and narrow, 

very finely serrated, lanceolate, round at the base, or often 

tapering into a. short petiole (Munro); the point is long 

and setaceous (bristle-like). The midrib is flanked on either 

side by from three to five secondary nerves. The tessellation 

is conspicuous on both surfaces. The sheaths are striated, 

fringed a.nd ligulate, hairy in a young state, 8mooth later, the 

ligule fringed. 

Munro says: .. This species has very rarely been found in 

flower; and when in foliage only it is extremely difficult to 

distinguish it from THliINOCALAMUS SPATHIFLORUS. The best 

1 At Deneen in Connty Kerry it grows to • height or II reet 10 inches. 
The plants are liYe-year-old seedling&. 
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marks of distinction are the roughness of the stem below the 

nodes, the long points to the leaves, and the membrane at 

the top of the vagina and below the articulation of the 

petiole, which is only slightly hairy. The leaves have often 

long hairs below." 

The only specimen which I possess of this Bamboo is 

not sufficiently mature to show its characteristics. I am 

informed that it is largely used in the high mountain ranges 

as fodder, besides being employed for the many uses to 

which natives apply the whole family. The great altitude 

at which the plant grows in its native home, and the tessel

lation of the leaves indicate a perfectly hardy Bamboo, and 

this has been proved at Kew during the winter of 1895, which 

does not seem to have injured it. Whether it will prove 

to be of any great distinct jon as an ornamental plant, or 

whether it is only valuable to the curious as an addition 

to their collections, is a fact which remains to be proved. 

Time will show. 



ARUNDINARIA ARISTATA 

To Lord Annesley, I believe, is to be assigned the credit o( 

having been the first to introduce this specie. into our 

islands, and it is to his kindness that I am indebted (or 

the specimen in my possession. Though still travel-sick, 

it seems to indicate a bright and ornamental Bamboo, and 

as it flourishes at a height of some 11,000 feet in the north

eastern Himalayan range, and has tessellated leaves, there· 

is every reason to hope that it will prove a valuable and 

hardy addition to our gardens. The culms of my plant are 

about 5 feet high, of a purplish brown colour. The internodes 

about 4 inches long, but from so immature a plant it is not 

possible to judge accurately of the ultimate development of 

which it is capable. The nodes are fairly prominent, the 

stems much branched. 

The leaves are of.a bright green colour, slightly glaucous 

on the lower surface. They are long and narrow, about 4 

inches in length by a quarter or three-eighths of an inch in 
breadth, tapering to a very fine point. The petiole is quite 

inconspicuous or absent, the leaf appearing to be sessile. 

The edges are very slightly serrated j indeed, the teeth are 

hardly perceptible. There are from three to five secondary 

nerves on either side of the midrib, which is well defined 
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and prominent. The tessellation is very prettily matked. 

The leaf sheaths are fringed with soft silky hairs, the ligule 

being very inconspicuous. The culm sbeaths are hairy and 

very slightly tessellated, the cross veins being rare, at great 

distances apart, and rather diagonally inclined. 

N 



BAMBOOS THE NATIVE HOME OF 
WHICH IS UNCERTAIN 

ABUNDINARIA NOBIUS 

Tms Bamboo, of uncertain origin, baa been grown in various 

places under the names of ABUNDL'f.lJlU. nLCATA, TJLUlXO

c.u..ures FALCONERI, and ABt"NDIlUJU4 KIU.SWfA, indiffer

ently. That it differs from each and all of these is perfectly 

manifest. Moreover, aa it is impossible to identily it with 

any of the hitherto described Indian Arunilinariaa, I am 

inclined to the belief that it haa been imported, in circnm

stances now long since forgotten, from China. In this theory 

I am supported by a letter from Mr. Rashleigh of Menabilly 

in Cornwall, in whose garden the plant baa been cultivated 

for more than half a century, which I have his permission to 
quote, and in which he says :-

Your euggeation that my Ee.mboo may haft come from North
Westena China hu revived my recollection, thai about 1836-38 my 
Cather'e friend, llr. Henry Ale1&llder, an East-Iudian direc:t.or, proeured 
for him from China a large paroel of -u. which came ia eharmin, 
little china pot;e or vuee; and it 11"&8 abollt thie time thai much atten· 
tion ... drawn to the parezd of the praent race of t.heee plante of Bam· 
booe which, during about thirty yean or more, grew on (a fiDe plant 
onehecked by winters) ia that part of the gaNea here which ie IItill 
ealled the Chinese garden. I feel BOre, howeYer, thai t.hie Bamboo 
came here through the East India Company'e directory. 
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It will be remembered that between fifty and sixty years 

ago, the date of this importation, the East India Company 

had still practically a monopoly of trade with China, and it 

was their officials who carried on relations with that country 

until some years later, 1842, when the opium war took place. 

I look upon lIr. Rashleigh's letter, therefore, as strong 

corroborative evidence in favour of my supposition. 

Hegarding it then as a hitherto undescribed species, I 

have named this Bamboo ARUNDINARlA NOBIUS, from its 

great stature and imposing appearance. .At Menabilly it is 

growing in clumps 24 feet high: my far younger specimens 

promise to grow with great luxuriance. 

The culms are tall, round, slender, and straight, with a 

cavity large in proportion to the girth; the internodes are 

ab~ut 7 inches apart. The nodes are not prominent, but very 

conspicuous from their purple-brown colour in contrast with 

a yellowish stem; the lower rim of the knot is broadly 

marked with gray. The culm sheaths are much longer than 

the internodes, which they overlap; they are rather rough in 

texture, and show a few cross veinlets; the ligule is small 

and much divided at the top into °a sort of fringe (though 

there are no hairs), and the recurved limbus is short, narrow, 

and very perishable. .At each node are a great number of 

branchlets, giving the plant a verticillate appearance. The 

leaf sheaths, purple in colour, have a very small ligule ; there 

are no hairs at the inseltion of the leaf. The leaves are linear

lanceolate, from 2 to 3 inches long by rather more than a 

quarter or nearly half an inch broad; they taper to a point, and 

end at the base in a dark purple petiole. The serration of the 

edges is very slight indeed. The leaves are striate, having no 
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cross veinlets, but a number of pellucid dots. There are 

from three to four secondary nerves on each side of the 

midrib. The surface of the leaf, which is very thin and 

papery, is a bright green with the purple hue of tlle petiole 

continued. along the edge, the line of colour being broad at 

first, and gradually narrowing till it fades away near the point. 

The lower face equally shows this purple edging, but is slightly 

more glaucous than the surface. The roots are crespitous. 

Although this Bamboo cannot be called entirely hardy, 

still it is more so than either ARUNDINARlA PALCATA or 

THAMNOCALAMUS FALCONERI, the only other two Bamboo. 

with striated leaves which are grown in our gardens. In 

ordinary winters the culms do not die, though the leaves are 

shed, but on the contrary in the spring new branches are 

formed in great profusion. Eight degrees of frost have ~ot 

sufficed to strip the leaves. But a prolonged winter of 

intense severity like that of 1895 kills the culms to the 

ground without, however, injuring the roots. In Cornwall the 

old leaves do not fan until the early summer, when the new 

ones are ready to come out. In the Midlands, then, we may 

regard ARUNDINARIA NOBILIS as a deciduous Bamboo, and to 
that extent hardy, Its gigantic stature, beauty of colouring, 

and elegance of form give it an ornamental value as to which 

there cannot be two opinions. 

It is, of course, a difficult plant to obtain, for where it does 

exist it is muddled up under wrong names with species to 

which it does not belong. The expert must seek for it pain

fully, and when he does find it, probably it will be under the 

name of ARUNDINARIA FALCATA, or ABUNDIlURIA KHASIAliA. 

It was under the latter title that it came into my hands. 



ARUNDINARIA ANCEPS 

A LOVELY waif, picked up at the sale of a dead nurseryman's 

effects by Mr. Jordan, the superintendent of Regent's Park, 

who very wisely bought the whole stock. What was its 

birth}llace, how it came here, must remain a mystery; for 

the only man who could tell the tale is dead, and his 

books destroyed or lost. However, it has fallen into good 

hands, where it will be well cared for, and will be a pleasure 

to thousands in one of the very best of our London gardens. 

I have carefully searched such descriptions as we possess of 

the Indian Arundinarias, and can make it tally with none, so 

I can only surmise that it may be one more treasure from the 

imperfectly }'ansacked Chinese Flora. Its nationality being 

uncertain, and the species showing no one conspicuous feature 

by which it may specially be recognised, and which would 

lead to the choice of a descriptive name,-though it is 

obviously as a whole perfectly distinct,-I have ventured 

'to name it ANCEPS,l the" Doubtful" Arundinal'ia. 

At a little distance the habit of this Bamboo is so like 

that of ARUNDINARIA NITIDA, that the two species might at 
first sight be taken for one another, but there are marked 

differences not difficult to detect: 1st, The stems of A. 

1 Sequor hunc Lucanus an ApulllS &nceps---
HoB. Sat. ii. 1. 34. 
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NITIDA are of a purple-black colour, whereaa tllOse or 

A. ANCE~S, purple at first, ripen to a greenish yellow or brown ; 

2nd, The leaf sheath in A. ANCEPS haa • circular fringe or 

short bristly white hairs at the insertion of the leaf: this 

is a feature not found in A. NITIDA, whose leaf sheaths are 

hairless j Srd, The petiole and edges of the leaves lack the 

purple tint which is conspicuous in those of A. NITIDA. 

The culms of ARUNDINARIA ANCEPS are tall, round, smooth, 

very slender and rush-like; I have seen them as much aa ., 

feet high, and shall be surprised if they do not attain a far 

greater development. The cavity in a 4-foot ~tem is very 

small indeed, not more than half the diameter of the wall. 

The nodes are fairly salient, the lower rim sharply defined, 

the upper rim more rounded and protuberant; the colour of 

the node is purple. The branches are purple in colour, very 

slender, with comparatively long internodes. In the leaf 

sheaths the ligule is hardly to be detected, but the little halo 

of hairs at the insertion of the leaves is very persistent and 

distinct, and markedly different from all the Arundinariaa of 

anything like kindred habit, such as FALCATA, SPATHIJLOU, 

NITIDA, NOBILlS, and FALCONERL 

The ~ender leaves-about 2 inches long by about a quarter 

of an inch wide, more or less-are of a very brilliant green, 

rather more glaucous on the lower face, liuear-lanceolate, 

ending in a sharp point, and attenuated to a rather short 

petiole. The tessellation is very minute and perfect. There 

are from two to three secondary nerves on either side of the 

midrib. Such serration as exists, and it requires a lens to see 

it, is more on one side than on the other. 



BAMBUSA DISTICHA 

THIS charming little Bamboo has hitherto been sent out 

by nurserymen under the name of BAIIfBUSA NANA, a title 

which belongs to a totally different and tender species 

described by Roxburgh. It has great beauty and most 

distinct characteristics, being quite unlike any other member 

of the family, and this alone would give it a claim to have 

a name.all to itself without usurping one to which it has no 

right. I have therefore called it BAIIfBUSA DISTICHA, on 

account of the peculiar arrangement of the leaves, which are 

carried alternately in two vertical ranks all along the stem 

and branches. 

The culm, which is about 2 feet high, is green, rarely 

clouded with purple, round, fistulous, and zigzagged; it is 

very siender. The internodes are markedly variable in 
length, indeed, capriciously so, for I have seen before me a 

stem, in which an internode all but 3 inches in length is 

followed by one three-quarters of an inch long, while that 

again is followed by one which measures over 2 inches, whereas 

in most Bamboos the internodes. short at the base, lengthen 

towards the centre of the culm in regular progression, 

and grow shorter again as gradually: the nodes, without being 

very prominent, are well defined. The sheaths are downy at 
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first, but this feature disappears .. they wit.her; the tiny 
ligule is furnished with Imall hairs, and the limbus is, .. 
might be expected, very small. The branch.... are Lome 
singly; the leaves are a bright green on both sides, tessellated, 

and serrated on both edges. They are very small, about 11 
inch to 21 inches long by three-eighths to a qullJ'ter of an inch 
wide. They have a very minute silvery down, quite impercep
tible to the naked eye, on both surfaces, especially towards tbe 

base. In shape they are lanceolated, ending in a very small 
petiole. Each side of the midrib has two to three secondary 
nerves. The distichous arrangement of the leaves it mOlt 
characteristic and singular. 

Altogether BAMBu8A DlSTICHA is a lovely and mOBt 
attractive little plant. It was rather roughly handled by the 

last two winters, but never quite lost iu lenes; wiLh the 
renewal of summer it sprang into beauty again, and, as tII8 

roots are great wanderers, soon began to make a thick carpet 
of brilliant greenery, full of character and individuality. 

The origin of this Bamboo is doubtful lIr Watson of Kew 
says, "it is most like Chusquea tessellata of New Granada 

(Munro) of any of the specimens in the Herbarium." It maT 
possibly be the same as the species which the Japanese call 

OXOSHIlIA CHIKU, but I am without any evidence as to its 
being indigenous in Japan. 



ell APTER YII 

FUTUUE rOS81DlLITIES 

TtlEUl is nothing finite in science-nothing finite ill the arts 

and crafts which are her handmaids. Certainly nothing ill 

gardening; fOf yenf by yenr, almost day by day, new Uensures 

are discovered, 01' old ones reveal new secrets; 1110re especially 

in the Dlatter of hardihood do we meet with surprises. For 

how many lustres was the Aucuba cribbed, cabined, nud 

confined as a tender l)lant in greenhouses, until some kindly 

but audncious hand Sl't it free? and now it is to be found in 

every London square, slllut-bl'g"imed and filthy, but glorying 

and rejoicing in its filth. And so it has been with many 

plllllts once marked with a capital G in every catalogue, but 

now t.hri,oing gaily in a climate to which they have 

accustomed themselves without difficulty. Not five years 

ago one of the most falUous of our gardeners, looking at my 

newly-imported starveling Bamboos, said with the sneering 

grunt of the unbelie';er, .. They'll all die.· The laugh is on 

my side now, for the rickety babies have grown into stalwart 

young giants, full of lusty lif~ with the joy of Dlany days 

ahead of them. And the best of it is, that the great and 

unexpected success which bas attended tIle acclimatisntion of 

those Bamboos which we already possess is but a herald of 
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further triumphs. For as yet we have only touched t.he 
fringe of what we may hope to achieve in the decoration of 
our wilderness gardens with the grace of these noyal 
Grasses. 

When we consider that in Asia and in South America 
alike there are Bamboos, known hitherto only (rOlD the 
dried specimens in herbaria, growing at incredible altitudes 

-that among the Andes, for instance, there is one species, 
CHUSQUEA ARISTATA, which has been found at an elevation 
equal to the height of Mont Blanc,-we must believe, nay, 

we know that there is many a Sleeping Beauty only waiting 
till some lover shall carry her oft' from her mountain 
fastness, to awake under the faint but kindly rays of an 
English sun. 

It must, howetrer, be remembered that altitudes in tropical 

climates by no means represent the same temperatures that 
they do in Europe. I am assured that in :l\Iadras and 
Ceylon snow does not fall below a height of 9000 (eet above 
sea-level; that in Khasia it does not fall below 7000 (eet, 

in Sikkim below 6000 feet, and that at a height of 5000 

feet the vegetation of Tenasserim is subtropical . But when 
these facts are discounted, it is still certain that the Hima
layas are full of treasures which we do not yet possess. In 
India, however, there are a Forestry department and Botanical 
Gardens, under the direction of men of science, and all the 
machinery for learned exploration, and shortly, it may be 

hoped, will appear lIr. Gamble's great monograph on Indian 
Bamboos, published under the auspices of the Government, 
which will throw a totally new light upon the subject. It 
is safe to prophesy, therefore, that all that is to be found in 
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the Himalayas fitting our climate will before very long be 
available. 

The exploration of the Andes is a less hopeful matter. 

They are rich in species with tessellated leaves, growing at 
heights of from 4000 to 15,000 feet above the sea-level, and 

assuredly they should be laid under contribution. The great 

difficulty will be, that in the absence of great botanical 

establishments, such as those of India, the burthen must 

more or less fall upon private shoulders. 

Africa is, so far as we at present know, a less promising 

field for the collection of hardy Bamboos; but it must be 

borne in mind that the chief authority to which we have to 

look is still General Munro's monograph, which appeared in 

1866, when the Dark Continent was still a mysterious fable

land. It is probable that since the European powers have 

penetrated its most hidden recesses many botanical secrets, 

as rich and as hidden as the gold which has so recently been 

discovered, will be brought to light. 

A short while ago I believed that we had already 

exhausted the resources of China and Japan. But since then 

we know that one species certainly, ARUNDINARIA NITIDA, 

and probably two others, A. ANCEPS and A. NOBILIS, must 

be referred to that source. Both the Chinese and Japanese 
are excellent gardeners and cultivators, trained by heredity 

in the art of improving and adapting wild plants to the needs 

of their civilisation. From time immemorial they have been 

engaged in ransacking their native forests and mountains 
'for the enrichment of their pleasure grounds, and it seemed 

to me most unlikely that such sharp eyes should have passed 

by any species of conspicuous merit in a genus which in 
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their view is the type oC all that is most graceCul and most 

poetical in garden Corm. Moreover, they are essentially 

a practical people, to whom the commercial and utilitarian 

value oC the Bamboo calls aloud with the chink of dollars. 

Our European collectors have Cor many years had free access 

to their gardens, and have thus had before them living 

catalogues oC all the daintiest and loveliest species, with the 

result shown by the enumeration which I have given in the 

preceding pages. For these reasons I was inclined to think 

that from those gardens we had not much more to hope for. 

This has already proved to be wrong. The Flora oC China 

especially is one of the richest in the world; our botani8ts 

are only now beginning to examine it by the light oC 

western science, and it i8 dangerous, there Core, to hazard any 

very definite opinion in regard to its capabilities. One oC 

our greatest botanists writes to me: II The Flora of North· 

Western China is essentially Himalayan, with a profusion of 

distinct rhododendrons; why not, then, of hardy Bamboos 1" 

Is it certain, even, that all the species actually in 

cultivation in Great Britain have come under the observation 

of experts? 'The three species 'which I have named above 

must have been here Cor years, yet such haa been the con· 

fusion of names that no one suspected their existence until 

a few months ago. A new enthusiasm, however, baa sprung 

up, and there is . a perfect craze for hardy Bamboos, so 

that it may be hoped that none will in future escape notice. 

The infection, moreover, is spreading in the New World as 

well as in the Old; hardly a week passes without some new 
and unknown correspondent writing to give or ask for 

inC ormation. This cannot Cail to give a great impetus to 
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collecting; and it is with the view of calling the attention of 

collectors in various parts of the world to the subject that I 

have drawn up a list of those species which appear to be the 

most likely to succeed in this country, and to which the 

numerous expeditions sent out in search of Orchids and other 

rare plants might, in passing, turn their minds with profit. 

I am aware that my list errs greatly on the side of hope

fulness; but a trial, at any rate, will do no harm, even though 

some species should be sentenced to death, others to imprison

ment in the temperate house; while every new plant 

flourishing in freedom will be a fresh joy added to our 

gardens,-in every sense a survival of the fittest. Many of 

these, no doubt, may only find a congenial home in the 

warmest nooks of our islands, but some there are which may 

assuredly settle down comfortably, cheek by jowl, with their 

Chinese and Japanese cousins in the ordinary English 

climate. 

I may be forgiven for once more dwelling upon the 

tessellation of the leaf as some evidence of hardihood. For 

this evidence I claim no more value than is afforded by the 

simple fact that no Bamboo without this character has 

proved thoroughly hardy in this country. There are, 

no doubt, tropical Bamboos with tessellated venation which 

we could not grow, and therefore the test is an incomplete 

one. But when we find it combined with a natural habitat 

of great altitude, subject to the influences of frost and snow, 

in plants surrounded by a non-tropical and alpine vegetation, 

we have such good warranty for the hardihood of the species 

that we may with· faith attempt to acclimatise it here. 

I append an index taken by continents of those species 
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described by Munro, with some others the name. of which 

have been kindly furnished to me by Sir Joseph Hooker, 

which I should be glad to see introduced with, doubtle88, 

many others unknown and undescribed:-

Asu. 

ABUNDUI'AIUA. WalGHTIA.'I'A (Neee).-TeeaeUated leavea. Xilghiri 
Mountaina. 

A.. LONGIBAliIEA (llunro).-Te8lleUated leave&. Hong Kong. 
A.. FLOBIBUNDA (Munro).-Te8I!ellated leave&. Ceylon. 
A.. GBlrFlTHIANA (Munro).-Te8llellated leaYe&. KhaaiaD Hilla. 
A.. WALItEBIANA (Munro).-TeueUated IcaYe&. A.dam', Peak, 

Ceylon. 
A.. DEBILl8 (Thwaites).-Habitat 6000 feet to 8000 reet abo," 

sea. Ceylon. 
A. IIITBBllEDIA (Munro).---Sikkim. 7000 reet to 8000 reet above 

Be&. 

A.. HooKBBIANA (Munro).-Native name PUOlfG (Hooker). Sik· 
kim. 4000 leet to 6800 feet above -. 

A.. PBAINI (Gamble).-3500 leet to 7800 leet .boyt -. N&f," 
Hilla, Upper A.ssalD. Not described by Munro. 

A.. CALLOSA (Munro).-Te8I!eUated leave&. .. Prickl,-jointed 
Bamboo." Native name UUONG (Hooker). 6000 feet aboyt -. 
.Khasian Hilla. 

A.. MBSUTA (Munro).-Teeaellated leavea. 6000 leet ahoY. -. 
Khasian Hilla. "SpinOWl et.ema" (Hooker). 

A.. KICBOPHTLLA (Munro).-TeueUated leave&. 6000 feet to 
10,000 reet above Be&. N.E. Himalaya&. 

A. RoLLOUA (Gamble).-5000 leet to 7000 reet ahoYe II!&. Naga 
HillIIo Not described by Munro. 

A.. .lA.UN8A.BEN818 (Gamble).-7000 reet to 8000 leet ahoY. -. 
N.W. Himalayas. Not described by Munro. 

PBYLLOBTA.CHY8 STAUNTONI (Munro). TeeaeUated leaye&. China. 
BAKBUBA NUTA.lI8 (Wallich).-5000 reet to 7000 leet aboy. sea. 

Nepaul, Sillie&, Khasia, Assam, Sikkim. Natiye D&DIe in Sikkim, 

" 1d..\aLO." 
B. GBlrFlTmAlIA (Munro).-Teaaellated leaye&. Only once 

lOlllld by Griffith in the extreme Jlorth of Bunnah, ILII8OCia&ed with 
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numerous tropical plants. Olily in..,rted here on account of tbe 
I~Uation. Probably not bardy. 

B. CASTORI (Yunro).-T~UuleJ leave... China. 
H. Apc", (Schulre.~-Te,s..,Uak.llea\·es. llount Sulak, Ja\"&. 
B. CORYl:TA (llunro).-Te88o:llat.:d leaves. -Jav&. Xative name, 

.. TRlSO EliSON." 

B. RITCHET! (Yunro).-TesseUut..-d lea\·es. Bombay, below the 
fuU of the Kula Nuddi. Xative name" CROOlUREE." 

B. MAIiTERi!1I (Yunro).-Tet!8o:llated lea\'es, Assam, Dibroogbur. 
Nalh-e name, .. BESTIRASS," 

C'EI'HAWllTACHYl:1II CAI'ITATl"1II (llunru).-TesseUated leaves. 4000 
feet 10 :1000 fet't above sea. Khasia, Sikkim. 

C. PALLIDl'1II (llunru~-India, lJi.hmee, Burmab, Patkaye. 5000 
feet allO\'e Ik'a. Native name, .. Bl."TEE BASS." 

DllWCHLOA TJA1'iltORRER (Buse).-Ineonspicuou8 te&;ellation. 
Philippine I.land.., and 4000 feet aoove sea in Java, llount Salak. 

AFRICA 

ARl·SDIYARU. TESSELLATA (llunro).-Tessellated leaves. 500 fed 
to 6:100 feet aoove lie&, llount Winterberg, Caffreland, llount 
Katberg. Closely resembling the ARUSDlliARlA IllACROSPZRIIIA of 
North America. 

XAlITUIi BORBOSICl'S (Kunth).-Te_llated lea\'~ Alpine, 1000 
feet to 3000 feet above lie&, I.lan.l of Bourbon or Reunion. 

C'EI'H.\LOSTACHTUIII CRAPZLIERI (llunro).-Tessellated leaves. 
lIadagaacar. A climbing 8teDL 

SOt:TH AlIERlCA 

.-\Rl'YDISARIA. RADIATA (Ruprecht).-Tessellated leaves. The 
forests of B~i1. 

A. AIIIPLI>lSUIA (Xees).-Brazil 4000 feet to 6000 fee~ above sea. 

ARTHROb"TYUDII:III LONGIFOLlUli (llunro)'-6000 feet above sea. 
Venezuela. 

A. ScHOliBURGEI (Yunro).-6000 feet above sea. Guiana. 
Xative name, "CUBATA." Lowestinternodea III feet to 16 feet long. 

CRC8Ql'U VLlGlliOSA (Philirpi~-Tes.oellated It'Avetl. Chili, 
Valparaiso. 

C. AliDlliA (Philippi).-Teasellatal leaves. Andes, on the fringe 
of the perpetual mow. 
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C. CULEOU (Gay, .. Flora Chili ").-'fe88ellated leave.. Chili. 
C. TE88111LLATA (Munro).-Conspicuously tessellated leavee. Andel 

of Bogota. 7 = B.ulBuiIA DISTICHA. 
C. ARISTATA (Munro~-Con8picuou8Iy tesaellated leave.. 13,000 

to 15,000 feet above sea in the Andet!, Ecuador, Quito. 
C. FL'iDLERI (Munro).-6000 feet to 12,000 feet above ~a. 

Venezuela, Ecuador. 
C. D0J4BBYANA (Kunth).-6000 feet ahove BeL Peru, New 

Grenada, Bogota, Tolima,Ecuador. 
C. QUILA (Kunth).-Te88ellated leave.. Chili, Valparaoo, 

V aMi via, Chiloe. 
C. SELLOVIl (Ruprecht).-Tesaellated leavet. Brazil. 
C. GAUDICHAUDII (Kunth).-Teuellated leave.. Rio de Janeiro. 
C. CAPITULIFLORA (Triniu8).-Te88ellated leave&. Brazil, Rio de 

Janeiro. Native name" QUIXIUMB," 
C. CAPITATA (Nees).-Te88ellated leave.. Brazil. 
NA8TIJ8 BARBATU8 (Ruprecht).-Te8sellated leave.. Mountain 

forests of Brazil. 
GUADUA ANGUSTIFOLU. (Kunth).-Te88ellated leavel!. 2400 reet 

above sea. Western elope of Andel, New Grenada, La Paila, Bogota, 
Ecuador, Peru. 

G. AI4PLEXIFOLIA (preel).-Te88ellated leavel!. 2000 leet above 
sea. Mexico, Santa Cruz, New Grenada, Venezuela. 



CHAPTER VIII 

APOLOGIA PRO BAMBUSIS MEIS 

THRRE are some folk who object to the planting of Bamboos 

in English pleasure grounds. They say that such manifestly 

exotic plants give a foreign and unllOmelike appearance to 

the garden; that they are out of place, fantastic, and what 

not besides! Are not the Briar nose, the Holly, the Gorse, 

the Hazel, and many others, far more beautiful than all the 

plants which have been brought from abroad with infinite 

pains and at great cost 1 No one denies the loveliness of the 

Briar Rose and its companions, but even their charms can be 

shown to greater advantage when set out with other and 

still more brilliant plants, which, though not natives, are at 

any rate willing refugees here. Uubies and diamonds are 

not found in England, yet our English women are no less 

fair for wearing them, and would be sorely troubled if 

sumptuary laws were to be passed restricting them to the 

use of British pearls. Our gardens, like 0111' dames, challenge 

the worM for natural beauty. Their ornaments, from time 

immemorial, they have drawn from over the seas. It is 

right that we should take everything that is beautiful 

wherever we may find it; it is certain that we shall hit 

upon some spot in which it will blend harmoniously with 
o 
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what already exists; and it is in the discovery of that fitting 
place that we shall show our skill and our knowledge. But 
there has been so much heretical doctrine preached upon 
this subject, that I would fain have my say in defence of my 
Bamboos and other fair plants which have been so unjustly 
vilipended, taking for my text Bacon's famous saying, 
.. God Almighty first planted a garden, and indeed it is the 
purest of human pleasures." 

Many years ago I was travelling with a companion in 
Asia Minor, and we passed some days in the Troad. It was 
before the days of Schlie mann's great discoveries, and we, 

full of young ambition and presumption1 thought that 
perhaps for us the centuries might have guarded the secrets 
of King Priam's treasure-house, and that to our lot might 
fall the glory of fixing the site oC the buried city. In vain 
we sought, thermometer in hand, Cor the warm springs at 

which the deep-bosomed Trojan dames were wont to wash 
peplum and chiton; in vain we tried to fix the positions of 
"the great gates, and dug in every mound for relics of the 

mighty dead. We were not possessed of the talisman 
which should charm the guardian Afrita· into revelation of 

the mysteries committed to their charge, and we went away 
no wiser than we came. Had we but been armed with 
King Solomon's seal we should have been famous, and 

Schliemann an unknown nonentity. Fate willed that it 
should be the other way. 

If. however, we did not find the city of Troy, we never· 
theless were not without our Homeric experiences. Well do 

I remember how, o~ one occasion, the god descended into 
"the river Scamander. and there was a mighty flood, and we, 
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wet to the bone under tOlTents of rain, were separated from 

our baggage for two days, and had to take refuge in a 

Turkish farmhouse, where, during the hideous nights, we 

fed the hungry myriads that formed the subject of the 

famous riddle which drove Homer to despair and death. 

Happily, however, memory makes light of mischances, and it 

is the loveliness and delight of the days that followed which 

remain crystallised in my mind-days when we wandered 

through the Ida Range amid scenes so entrancing that one 

understood how the buming imagination of the old Greek 

poets peopled them with gods and goddesses, wood nymphs 

and water nymphs, beings more ethereal and more beautiful 

than the children of men, and yet capable of revealing 

themselves to, and even of loving, and being loved by, those 

few happy mortals to whom the supreme gift of the favour 

of Olympus should have been vouchsafed. I remember how, 

during the lower part of the ascent of Mount Ida, we rode 

through the enchanted forest and among the pastures where 

young l'aris tended his flock, and Aphrodite used to console 

the solitudes of Father Anchises. (How hard it is, by the 

way, that I'aris should seem always young, as young to-day 

as when he went a-courting Helen; while Anchises, who 

charmed the Queen of all charms, is nothing but a blear

eyed wreck, in order to bring into relief the everlastingly 

priggish piety of pious lEneas! a strange case of poetic 

injustice! ) I remember how one longed to stop and dream 

away the lovely noontide under the shade of the great trees 

-Oaks and Chestnuts and Pines, and others whose names I 

knew not; but it was enough for me that they were the 

descendants of the very trees of Homer, as it was enough for 
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me to know that every tiny rill that whispered over the 

great m~wn stones. J;limmering through a carpet. of 
daintiest wild flowers. would fight ita w.y d01r1l to join the 

rushing Scamander in the p1ai.o. just as it had done in lhe 
days oC the ten yean' siege. It w .. my first ta.ste of the 

East. The sunshine was brighter, the shadows were darker 

than any that I had Been before" and over dell and glade and 

rockbound bum there was a glamour of aensuou.s beauty, 

new, strange, and bewildering. Nor w .. there room to 

doubt that Homer hilD8elC must han travelled through the 

mountain foresta that he described. For.. we went 

upward, the vegetation. so luxuriant below, became eca.ntier 

and scantier until it dwindled into mere acrub, and finally 

ceased altogether; then came a stiff climb acroa looee 

shingle. where hardly a lichen was to be found. and over 

which we had paiufully to drag our unwilling bonea until 

we reached the summit. There. wonder 01 woodel"ll! after 

the long and weary tramp OTer barTen rock, tl~re bum 

upon our view the Tery carpet 01 flowers which marked the 

spot where the Lady Hera, haring borrowed the ginlle oC lhe 

Goddess oC Love. decoyed tbe c1oud-compelling aUL 

Old Hower must have Been thia strange siglJt. and invented 

the pretty fable to account for it. He could Dot have been 

bom blind. 

Ah ! yother Ida I many-fountained Ida! -lour beauty 

haunts me J.ile a fever dl'f'lUD!. Crags and Mls. groYes 

and streams, all are visions of supreme lonliaesa. It is the 

gardening of the gods. inimitable, unapproachable. and yet 

conveying a great lesson. Happily for the world, tLoo~ 

there are few scenes &0 match those which Wl'ired the old 
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Greek poets, still there are not many countries where Nature 

has not dedicated some favoured school to teach man the 

same object lesson, if he would only profit by it. And yet 

there are still ruen whose ambition it seems to be that their 

Neptune shall throw up a spout of water a yard higher than 

somebody else's Triton, and who would fain, according to the 

measure of their means, spe the extravagant vulgarities of 

Versailles or Sydenham. They forget that these masses of 

stone abominations, though they may be triumphs of 

engineering skill, are no more gardening than are the 

fortifications of Vauban, and that the highest art being the 

concealment of art, that man is the greatest gardener who 

shall, on however humble a scale, have successfully imitated 

the master touch of Nature. In the garden of Eden there 

were no flower-beds, and the fairest and most bewitching 

scenes of this earth are those in which we can picture to 

ourselves Adam and Eve, before sin and carpet-bedding had 

been invented, wandering hand in hand, happy and contented 

with the mere sense of liCe and beauty and love, surrounded 

by the bountiful profusion of Nature, and soothed by the 

rushing music of sweet waters. Such a spot I can yet see 

in my mind's eye far away on an island of the Malay 

Archipelago,-a lovely vision of a crystal clear pool, fed by 

the glistening jewels of an overhanging cascade, sheltered 

from the heat of noon by a network of Palms and Bamboos, 

and strange vegetation draped with giant climbers. Birds, 

and butterflies as big as birds, of every dazzling colour of the 

rainbow, flit from bough to bough. The air is heavy with 

the scent of spices; Orchids and mysteriously-shaped flowers 

peep out as surprises amid the giant foliage; while great 
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. apes, chattering with uncontrollable fun, fight mimic battle. 

with tropical fruits for ammunition, or gravely assist in 

one another's toilet. Here again is the gardening or 

the gods-no formal beds, no torturing and trimming of 

Alternantheras, no setting out of geometrical pattern. with 

House-leeks. And yet what beauty of form I what incom

parable harnlony of colours I-a memory the light or which 

the changes and chances of thirty years have not been aMe 

to extinguish. 

It is good to be able to record the fact that though there 

are still found prophets to bless the so-called architectural 

school of gardening, and even to write books advocating ita 

adoption, the professors of these heresies find fewer acolytes 

year by year, while men more and more consult Nature 8S the 

true fountain-head of the gardener's craft. As for those 

books and their writers, have they not been pilloried and 

annihilated, and utterly wiped out by the accomplished 

author of the English Fluwer Garden,-himselC a trye apostle 

of Nature, and a deadly foe to the intrusions or the stone

mason . into the garden that he know. how to love. 

And yet I would guard myself 'against being misunderstood. 

There are, of course, many gardens where the natural 

configuration of the site has made a terrace, or even a 

succession of terraces, a matter of necessity, where, in fact, 

nothing could have been achieved without them. There are 

many such where great beauty has been attained by the 

skilful combination of architecture with plant life. Who 

can deny the merits and distinction of some of the famous 

Roman gardens, or of many of the Scotch and Welsh hillside 

pleasaunces? What I am chiefly concerned to criticise are 
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the acres of paving stones surrounded by balustrades, and 

bespattered by jets of greater or lesser size, which were dear 

to the French architects. In these stones there is no beauty 

and but one sermon-" Vanity of vanities, saith the preacher, 

vanity of vanities; all is vanity." Versailles is a wreck, and 

the rays of the Roi Soleil are extinguished for ever. 

In these heavy masses of masonry there is only dignity 

for those who admire that which is costly. The poetry of 

gardening lies in another direction. Who can conceive a 

Dryad making her home in an Orange-tree incased in a green 

wooden tub 1 'Vllat nymph who respects herself would bathe 

her dainty limbs among the glorified squirts of Sydenham? 

Another test: Could a painter paint these formal gardens of 

ashlar 1 Could a poet find inspiration in them ? Would 

Saint Bemard say of them what he said of the woodland, 

.. Aliquid amplius invenias in sylvis quam in libris" ? 

He who would layout for himself a paradise-I use the 

word in old Parkinson's 1 sense-cannot do better, having the 

needful leisure, than set out to drink in wisdom in Japan. 

Not in the Japanese gardens, for, as we shall see presently, 

nowhere is the gardener's work more out of tune with Nature 

than in that country of paradoxes; but on the mountain side, 

in the dim recesses of the forest, by the banks of many a 

torrent, there the great silent Teacher has mapped out for our 

instruction plans and devices which are the living refutation 

of the heresies of stonemasonry. There are spots among the 

HakonE! Mountains, not to mention many other places, of 

which the study of R lifetime could hardly exhaust the 

1 Paradis;, in 1I01e Paradi81tS lerrtstris, eu. By John Parkinson, apothecary 
of London, 1629. 
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lessons. One reason which makes Japan such. ricb field Cor 

observation is that perhaps in no other country will you find 

so many types oC vegetation within so small an area. The 

sombre gloom oC the Cryptomerias, the stiff and stately Firs, 

Pine-trees twisted and gnarled into every conceivable shape. 

flowering trees aDd shrubs in countle98 nrieties, combined 

with the feathering grace of the Bamboo, and .aU arranged as 

if the function of each plant were not only itself to look ita 

very best, but also to enhance and set off the beauty of ita 

neighbours-present a series oC pictures difficult to realise. 

Fancy a great glen all besnowed with the tender bloom oC 

Cherries and Peaches and Magnolias in spring, or blazing with 

the flames of the Maples to warm the chill October, and in its 

depths a great waterfall leaping from rock to rock for lOme 

hundreds of feet! Here and there the son brown tllatch of 

some peasant's cottage, or the quaint eaves of • Buddhist 

temple, jut out from the hillside, while far down below you 

are the emerald green patches of paddy field, with great white 

cranes stalking about in 101emn state. In such a glen you 

may sit hour after hour, feasting your eyes in wonder, and 

learning how to get the fullest value out oC your treasures at 

home. Few if any of the planta which you are admiring 

are too tender to be grown in England, and the fair 

landscape before you furnishes the key to their successful 

adaptation. 

The Japanese are true lovers of scenery; no people have 

a keener feeling for a beautiful landscape; to them a moon 

rising over mount Fuji is a poem, and their pil.,rrrimages to see 

the almonds in blossom or the glories of the autumn tinta 

are almost proverbial-and yet, strange to say, in their gardena 
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they seem to take a delight in setting at defiance everyone of 

those canons which Nature has laid down so unmistakably 

for those who will be at the pains to read them. The Japanese 

garden is a mere toy that might be the appanage of a doll's 

house. Everything is in miniature. There is a dwarf forest 

of stunted Pines, with a Lilliputian waterfall running into a 

tiny pond full. of giant gold fish,-the only big things to be 

seen. There is a semblance in earth and stones of the great 

mount Fuji, and in one corner is a temple to Inari Sarna, the 

god who presides over farming, and is waited upon by the 

foxes. Stone lanterns of grotesque shape spring up here and 

there, and the paths are made of great flat stepping-stones 

set well apart so as not to touch one another; shrubs, Cycads, 

and dwarf Conifers are planted, not without quaint skill and 

prettiness, but there are no broad effects, no inspiration of 

Nature. It is all spick and span, intensely artificial, a miracle 

of misplaced zeal and wasted labour. Attached to some of 

what were the Daimios' palaces in the old days there were 

some fine pleasure grounds, well laid out, rich in trees, and 

daintily kept. The gardens of the Mikado, by the shore of 

the bay of Yedo, are beautiful. But the average Japanese 

garden is such as I have described it,-a mere whimsical 

toy, the relic of an art imported from China, and stereo

typed on the willow pattern plate. 

In my little garden at TokiYO-such a lovely spot over

looking the bay I-there was a small pond in which myriads 

of mosquitos used to live and love, bringing up innumerable 

families, and making life almost intolerable. At last I could 

bear it no longer, so I filled up the pond and made a sort of 

bog garden of it, the chief feature of which consisted of great 
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clumps of Iris Krempferi. It was wrong, it was heterodox, it 
almost broke my gardener's head For if there are laws, 
sacred, immutable, as to the disposal of a few flowers in a 
vase, how much more is the laying out of a garden a matter 

not to be lightly tampered with! And yet when the iris 
came into bloom the following year, even the greatest 
sticklers for precedent among my Japanese friends were 
enraptured at the beauty of an innovation only pardonable 
in a barbarian. 

The secret of the success lay in the massing of the plants 

-another lesson learnt from Nature, but nowhere better 
taught than in some of those lovely valleys of Mongolia 
which lie beyond the great wall of China. I was travelling 

in those regions in 1866. I knew nothing, but my comrade 
was a good botanist and ardent lover of flowers, and I c:an 

well remember how he kept jumping oft' his horse, as it 
seemed to me every few yards, to gather some precious rarity. 
We must have trampled treasures under foot which I, blind 

bat that I was, should have ridden past uncaring and un
thinking but for my friend. Yet, ignorant as I was, it was 
impossible even for me not to be struck by the picturesque 

and bold grouping of tlte flowers with which the valleys were 
enamelled. Nature had laid on her colours from a rich and 
generous palette. I can even now call to mind a great isolated 
crag some five or six hundred feet high, standing out from the 

mountain wall, on the summit of which, by eft'orts little short 
of miracUlous, a small Buddhist temple had been made to 
perch. Every cranny and fissure of that great mass of rock 
seemed to be filled with lovely flowers and ferns, and at the 
base was a flame of scarlet Turk's-cap Lilies growing by scores 
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against a background of some scrubby Pin!! or Juniper. That 

day I felt that I learnt how Nature intended Lilies to be 

planted; and that was how Tarquin grew them,1 As I have 

said before, at that time my ignorance of plant life was com

plete; but I had a great leaning to all that is beautiful and 

picturesque, and so my travels in many lands were insensibly 

an education in gardening. It is true that it was the garden 

and not the flower that attracted me, but the joy that I took 

in the one led to the study of the other, and so the great love 

of both was built up. 

To return to my Lilies. It is strange how the value to 

be obtained by planting great masses of one flower together is 

forgotten or neglected. How often, for instance, does one see 

stowed away in some. corner a single plant of Erica carnea or 

Omphalodes verna, which ought to be grown by the hundred, 

or rather by the thousand! How rarely do you find the 

pretty little blue lobelia planted otherwise than in a thin, in

effective line I and how charming it is when you do come upon 

a great clump of it! I know a garden to the west of London 

where there is a really fine collection of plants, especially of 

herbaceous plants. They are grown with loving care; they 

are all planted in soil scientifically prepared to suit their 

several natures, and scrupulously labelled, so that every plant 

stands out with its rank and titles ostentatiously set forth in 

English and in Latin. No llew rarity is announced in the 

nurserymen's catalogues but what it at once finds its way into 

I Hortus odoratis 8uberat cultissimus herbie, 
Sectus humum rivo lene sonantis aqUal. 
llIio Tarquiniue JllUldata latentia nati 
Accipit, et virga lilia summa metit. 

OVID, Fasti ii. 703. 
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those all-absorbing borders, of which there are hundred. upon 
hundreds of yards. All the treastlres of the uttermost ends 
of the earth seem to be gathered together there; but none is 
allowed to gladden the eye by showing off ita true beauty. 
Background there is none; and if there be six, or sixty, or any 
number of one species, they are aU dotted about singly, 
separated froID their fellows, and compelled to consort with 

any uncongenial stranger that chance or the gardener's trowel 
may have established by their side. In winter, when the 

leaves have died down, the labels in the long dreary borders 
look like a procession of Lilliputian tombstones-a very 
necropolis of plants. Here are love, money, and labour 
lavishly expended, and a1110st for want of a little attention to 

that teaching which Nature so unmistakably gives us. If a 
man is making a pleasaunce for himself, then, as it appears to 
me, beauty is the first object, and this in any garden may best 

be obtained by having a few varieties liberally displayed in 
such a framework of other plants as will set them off to the 
best advantage. If a botanical collection be the aim in view 

that is another matter; but then the plants should be set out 
according to families and in purely scientific array. That is 

a great and a laudable object. But to turn what should be 

a garden of delight into a mere living illustration of the 
advertising lists-to look upon rarity and crackjaw names as 
the highest goal of the gardener's ambition, that is a view 
with which I for one have no sympathy. And yet it i. • 

vice of which there are many amateurs. Fiends there are 
who haunt flower shows, and are assiduous attendants at 
lectures, bores from whom there is no escape-mostly feminine, 

but some apparently neuter-flinging painfully-acquired 
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sesquipedalian names at their victim's heads with an air of 

conscious superiority. It is strange that one never hears of 

those plants a second time. I believe that if they ever 

existed they die of despair, killed by their names! 

When all is said and done, it is certain that though there 

are many bad and ugly gardens in England, still there is no 

country in the world that can show so mony really beautiful 

pleasure grounds, and that the number of these is increasing 

as taste improves and larger views prevail. "'ashington 

Irving is not the only traveller who has done homage to our 

skill as landscape gardeners. There are many reasons which 

combine to give England the pre-eminence in this respect. In 

the first place, there is the much abused climate. Foreigners 

may sneer as they please at our fogs and our gray skies, 

but with all their contempt where call they show such tUlf 

and such trees 1 and are not these the foundation of all 

gardening 1 It was a wise as well as a glillant Frenchman 

who asserted that the most beautiful thing in nature is an 

English girl, mounted on an English horse, on Ellglish turf, 

and under an English tree. True it is that the rays of the sun 

caress rather than scorch up our plants; but our vegetation 

is the greener, and our flowers last the longer, not meeting 

the fate of Semele. .After all there is some malice and not 

a little envy in the attacks upon us. If I were asked to quote 

the most insolent speech that ever was made in polite society, 

I think I should cite the reply of the Neapolitan ambassador 

(to Sir Robert Walpole, 1 think), when he was asked to ad

mire an effect of sunlight on the Thames at Chelsea, co La 

lune du Uoi mon maitre vaut bien votre solei!." .After all 

we may be contented with a climate that admittedly gives us 
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beautiful women, beautiful horses, beautiful turr. and beauti

ful trees. But that is not all; it is certain that, in 8pite of 

fickle weather, we can and do cultivate more varieties of 

plants than can be seen in any other country. What quarter 

of the globe is there that has not been laid under contribution 

to enrich and beautify our gardens 1 There are many English 

pleasaunces which are in themselves a liberal education in 

geography. Here are Pines from California, China, Mexico, 

Sardinia; Fir-trees from the Black Sea and Colorado; great 

Flame Flowers, Tritomas, from the Cape of Good Hope; a carpet 

of Acrena from New Zealand; Tulips and other bulbs from Asia 

MInor; herbaceous plants from Central Asia; Bamboos from 

China and Japan and the Himalayas; the Chusan Palm; the 

Edelweiss of the Alps; the Honeysuckle of the Pyrenees; and 

every recurring season tests the resisting power of some new 

plant. It is a never ceasing wonder that all these, and 

thousands of others, all different in nature and in origin, can 

find a congenial home in this Protean climate. Perhaps it is 

the very fact of the variations in our weather that gives us 

this boundless and varied wealth to choose from. 

Then there is the extraordinary power inborn in the 

Englishman of making a home for himself wherever he may 

be. Not only does he travel more than other people, but 

wherever his fonunes lead him-whether as colonist, soldier, 

or diplomatist-there he at once sets about establishing himself 

as if the remainder of his life were to be spent there, and his 

ambition is to .. settle," -a word untranslatable in any other 

tongue, because the idea is absent.. In a French colony there 

is no such thing as the" settler," - the man who comes prepared 

to stay if needs must, and perhaps even found a family. The 
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Frenchman, differing in this from us, dreams only of the day 

when he shall return to his beloved cafe on the Boulevards, 

and in the meantime is content to sip his absinthe in as good 

an imitation of that same cafe as circumstances will admit. 
The Spaniard, the Italian, the German are better colonists 

than the Frenchman, but the idea of making a home, even for 

a short time, is peculiar to the Englishman; and of his home 

the garden is an essential feature. In many lands are such 

gardens found, and they exercise an influence over much of 

the work that is done in this country. There are hundreds 

of gardens in England which have some feature inspired by 

the memory of the owner's little patch of pleasure ground 

thousands of miles beyond the seas; others there are that, 

furnished with seeds of plants from some banished friend, 

reflect the descriptions given in his letters. But even when 

men have simply travelled much, keeping their eyes open to 

see what is beautiful, without of necessity remaining for any 

length of time in one place, they come back with new ideas 

insensibly acquired, pictures indelibly fixed in their minds, 

which they cannot but strive in some measure to reproduce 

when the chance occurs. And so it is that in English gardens 

and pleasannces there is so often a memory of many lands 

enshrined amid the charms of our own scenery. 

As in all arts, so in gardening, there is a school which 

prides itself upon having purer methods than those which are 

followed by the general. To these purists it is a sin that we 

should introduce foreign trees into our pleasaunces. "England 

for the English" is their motto; and they resent the intrusion of 

any foreigner among their Elms, and Oaks, and Ashes, and 

Chestnuts. But then they should be consistent. It suits them 
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to forget that those very Elms and Chestnuts which they look 

upon as the legitimate ornament and pride of their landscape 

are themselves aliens, the one an Italian, the other an Asiatic . 

.. Time," say the objectors, "has washed them from the stain or 

birth and given them the rights of citizenship;" time will per

form the same kin~ly office for many another beautiful vlant. 

Sadly, indeed, would our plantations be shorn of their glories 

if all evergreens save those which are indigenous were to be 
banished from them, and we were restricted to the natives 

which you may count on the fingers of your two llande. No I 

our gardens, like our race and our language, owe their merits 

to the continual infusion of new blood. Indeed, iL would seelD 

as though race and langllage were in rar greater danl:,rer rrom 

intruders tllan our Flora, for every steamer that reaches our 

ports discharges a load of indigent aliens, while even in t.he 

days when Dryden was king over the wits or the coffee-houses, 

he complained that .. if 80 many foreign word. are pouJ't'd in 
upon us, it looks as if they were designed not to assist the 

natives, but to conquer them." 

In lightly using, then, the great gifts which we have 

received from beyond the seas, we IIhould, to borrow Dryden'. 

phrase, .. assist the natives," not" conquer them." For there 

are undeniably certain characteristics peculiar to the English 

landscape with which it would be treason to iukrfere. As I 

write, I look out upon a great rolling tract of park land 

studded with patriarchal Oaks tllat were slIplings in Planta

genet and Tudor days, giant Ash-trees, Elms, and Thorn. 

planted in the reign of good Queen Anne. Far be iL rrom me 

to introduce any change in such a scene. It is thoroughly 

English and perfect of its kind; no impious baud IIhould dare 
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to tamper with it. But flll'ther up the hill there is a spot 

snugly screened from the cruel blasts ,rhich come from north 

and east, where, when the great oaks and elms, shom of their 

summer bravery, are mere gaunt skeletons, there is still 

some shelw and some warmth. Here, amid the sparkling 

glitter of a holly grove, are all manner of beautiful evergreens 

-rare pines, sreepling fir-trees, rhododendrons, cypresses, 

junipers. A tiny rill trickles over the green velvet of the 

rocks, ""ith ferns peeping out of crannies in which many an 

Alpine treasure is hushed to rest, waiting the warm kiss of 

spring and the song of the birds, that, like Orpheus with his 

lute, shall raise the seeming dead from the grave. Tall rushes 

and ~fully arching Bamboos, hardly stirred by the wind, 

nod their plumes over the little stream from which the rays 

of a December sun have just strength enough to charm the 

diamonds and rubies and sapphires; a golden pheasant, all 

unconscious of a human presence, is preening his radiant 

feathers by tIle water side. It is a retreat such as the fairies 

might haunt, and where in the bitter Christmastide a man 

may fOI',;t't the outside world, and for one too brief hour re\"el 

in a Mid-winter Day's Drt'alU of glorious summer. In the 

planning of this sun-trap surely the most captious critic will 

not cavil at the addition of such strangers I\S may seem best 

suited to fill in a scene which may not be English, and yet is 

in harmony with, and lends a new charm to, the surroundings 

with which it is contrasted. 

Whatever may be the cause--and now that one may put a 

girdle round the earth in little more time than it took to ride 

~t from the Land's End to John 0' Groat's and back a 

hundred years ago, it seems e\ident that travel has much to 
p 
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say to it-the improvement in our gardens is most conspicuous. 

And in truth we have unlearnt as much as we have learnt. 

To own an historic house and gardens, like Levens, for in

stance, which have been undisturbed and unchanged by the 
revolutions of centuries, is a matter of which a man may well 

be proud~ Nor is it only the interest of antiquity which at

taches to such relics of a bygone age, for there is a certain 

impressive beauty in their stateliness which cannot be denied. 

Yet would it be unwise to plant in that way to-day. The 

stamp of nobility which time alone can give would be want

ing. Yew or box trees fantastically carved and tortured into 

all ,manner of whimsical shapes cannot be achieved but by 

patience and long years of waiting. Better results may be 

obtained with much less labour and greater rapidity, and 

the arB Topiaria is happily dead. Not so the bedge of holly 

or yew, which is a grave, dignified, and even necessary feature 

in many gardens, modern as well as ancient. Indeed, I have 

in my mind such a screen planted some thirty years since, 

she1te~ng a long row of beehives in a beautiful Scotch flower 

garden, the effect of which is most charming; but the birds 

and men, and beasts and ships and teapots, and the many 

other conceits of the pleacher,-nay, the very pleacher him

self,-are as extinct as the dodo or the great auk. 

Then there was a moment when the folly of fashion spent 

itself in the construction of abominations in the shape of 

grottos-probably inspired by the grand tour and the study 

of Virgil; when every man, who had completed his education 

by a journey in Italy, or if he could not afford that expensive 

luxury, by reading a friend's letters from Naples or Syracuse, 

must needs contrive in his garden a den, the walls of which 
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he lined with shiny pebbles, shells, bits of glass, and every 

incongruous rubbish that he could gather together. Among 

the most famous of these were Pope's grotto at Twickenham, 

"composed of marble, spars, gems, ores, and minerals," and 

that of the Duke of Newcastle at Oatlands Park, which was 

afterwards the residence of the Duke of York. Dr. Johnson's 

account of the former in his Lirts of the Poets is too good 

not to be transcribed ~ 

Here he planted the vines and the quincunx which his verses 
mention; and being unner the necessity of lUaking a subterraneous 
passage to a garden on the other side of the road, he adorned it with 
fOMil hodie!\, and dignified it with the title of a grotto,-a place of 
silence and retreat, from which he endeavoured to persuade his friends 
and himself that cares and passions could be excluded. A grotto is not 
often the wish or pleasure of an Englishman, who has more frequent 
need to solicit than exclude the sun; but Pope's excavation was 
requisite as an entrance to his garden. and as some men try to be 
proud of their defects, he extracted an ornament from an inconvenience, 
and Yauit,. produced a grotto where necessity enforc.:d a passage. 

After all, therefore, there was some excuse for Pope's 

folly, but what can be said for that of the Duke of Newcastle, 

over which the County history gloats with honest pride 'I-

The pleasure grounds are beautifully laid out; and a delightful 
walk through the shrubbery leads to a romantic grotto, which was 
constructed at a great expense for the Duke of XewcastIe by three 
persons (a father and his two sons), who are reported to have been 
employed in the work several years. It con8ists of four or five 
apartments, the sides and roofs of which are incrusted \\;th satin spar, 
sparkling ores, shells, crystals, and stalactites; some of the quartz
crystals are uuusually large and fine. There is also a bath-room, in 
which iii a beautiful (marble) copy of the Venus di Medici, as though 
going to bathe. The rocks forming the exterior are built up with a 
whitish-coloured perforated stone, a kind of tufa. In the upper 
chamber the late Duchess of York passed much of her time when the 
Duke was in Flanders during the revolutionary war with France. 
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Like a cavernous Madame Malbrook I Grotto. have gone 

out of fashion now; as Dr. Johnson pointed out. they did not 

suit the climate; and then they were 80 manirestly incom

plete: what is a spelnnca without a great clumsy Polyphemus 

ogling his Galatea with his one aaucer-eye , 

Of carpet gardening-a disgrace which has sat heavily upon 

us these many years-there is DO need to say much; it 

avails not to flog a dead horse, and this, ir not dead, is at any 

rate dying; as Bacon said of the fashion consequent upon it, of 

tricking out patterns in coloured earths, sanda, or pebbles, 

.. You may see as good sighte, many times, in tart&.· 

The truth is that in every good garden there is a pOetical 

or spiritual beauty with which these crude and flaunting· 

artifices are out of tune; the air which breathed o'er Eden atill 

in some mystic sense pervades our groves. " God planted the 

first garden;" and if man was formed in His image, Dlay we 

not believe that certain more favoured spote still reflect the 

idea of that first Divine Garden 1 To catch the spirit or these 

is the supreme art of the gardener, and lead a him to the 

realisation of the next proposition of the text, .. the purest of 

human pleasures." 

I look upon gardening as one of the fine arta, and, rightly 

understood, not one of the least difficult. The painter or the 

sculptor makes his effecte at once, and obliterates, or models 

and remodels, until he has attained that at which he ie 

aiming. But the gardener has to consider not what his work 

is now, but what it will grow into ten, twenty, fifty years 

hence. He has to take into account not the present aspect 

of bie materials, but what are their capabilities in the future 

and their relative powers of development. IC be bas a 
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backb'TOund ready made to his band he is lucky, but if he has 

to make it he has to do so with trees which are mostly far 

slower of growth than the more immediately effective plants 

which it is their office to set off. He has to balance questions 

of soil, light, moisture. All this involves not only the poetic 

sense, but also great and patiently-acquired knowledge. He 

has no Aladdin's lamp wherewith to bid trees spring from the 

earth and form a sheltering background, yet background is 

tbe soul of all gardening, rarely, alas! seen at its best by him 

who has devised it. If the background be unfitting all the 

work is thrown away. Colour, form, light and shade, 

grouping, all have to be studied in the composition of one of 

those living pictures which the gardener paints with living 

materials. 

In these days his choice of subjects is varied indeed, for 

there is scarcely a portion of the globe from which he cannot 

bon"Ow some landscape with the aid of the wealth of plants 

that the last half century has given us. Are all these chances 

and opportunities to be thrown away? Are the lessons that 

have been learnt to be a vain thing 1 It seems to me to be· 

rank folly that we should fetter ourselves by rejecting nIl the 

beauties of form as being incongruous, when no one dreams of 

excluding those of colour. No one ever repudiates a beautiful 

flower because it is an exotic; it is inconsistent, then, to refuse 

admission to a lovely tree. In nature it is to form, far more 

than to colour, that the fairest pictures owe their charm. You 

may have to hunt for a . flower, but the grace of a Palm or a 

Bamboo springs into notice of itself. 

So far as onr present knowledge goes, with the single 

exception of Fortune's Charu:erops, the hardy Bamboos are th~ 
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only plants which help us to give, in certain appropriate 

places, some faint idea of the mysterious vegetation of wann 

climates. Outlanders it must be confessed that they are, with 

the impress of their foreign origin stamped on every feature, 

differing in that from many an impostor, too often undetected, 

that raises its bragging head with as much effrontery as if it 
could trace an English pedigree back beyond the Crusades. 

The impostor is admitted without a word, but give a place to 

the more honest and charming outlander, and you are a Goth, 

a destroyer of the English landscape when, turning an alley, 

you bring the purist to some secluded spot framing a picture 

which he cannot understand, and in his superiority will not 

admire, but which to you brings back something like a subtle 

fragrance of the dim far-away. 



APPENDIX 

NOTE ON JAPANESE NOMENCLATURE 

As Japan must, for obvious reasons, during some years to 

come, be the principal source of supply of hardy Bamboos, 

it will be useful to collectors, and especially to nursery 

gardeners who are beginning to import these plants ill large 

. quantities, to have before them a list of such Japanese names 

as have, up to the present, been identified with their scientific 

01' European equivalents. The list is manifestly and neces

sarily imperfect, but it is at any rate a first contribution on 

the subject, which future knowledge will supplement aud 

perhaps rectify, though I believe that, so far as it goes, it is 

aCCllrate. Where any doubt exists I have indicated it by a 

mark of interrogation. 

Bl'SGOZ.\SA, SYII. GOllAIUSA 

(; . llADAKt, 8YII. K UIIODAK ~~, 9. t'. 

= PUYLLOSTACHYS KUlIIASACA (Munro), 
BAlIIBl'SA VUIINALIS (French gllrdens), 
B. RUSCIFOLIA (Siebold). 

HA'CHIKU =PHYLLOS'I'ACHYS HENONIS. 

HVIIAI.CHIKU, 8yn. TAIBO'l'RIKU= PHYLLOSTACHYS AUREA. 

HOTEI·CHIKU 

KAS·CIIIKl' 

sent out as BAMBUSA STERILIS by 
Japanese gardeners, apparently the 
SlIme as PBYLLOSTACBYS AURF.A. 

= BAllBUS.\ MARlIIORE.'. 
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KANZAN-CRIKU -ARU)lDI)lARIA HIIWI" (Munro), BAli-

Bt'U ERECI'A (French gardenl). 

KIKO-CRIKU, syn. KIIilON-ORIKU =PBYLL08TACBYI BETE8OCYCLA, BAli· 

BUU HIITEROCYCLA (Carriere). (The 

tortoise-.hell Bamboo). 

KIIIIIEI-CRIKU = BAIIBUBA (PIlYLLOITACBYM) CA"TILLO!'II 

(French gardeDl). 

KIIION-CRIKU, syn. KIKO-CRIKU, q .... 
KOKUIIAZABA = ABUIWINABIA VEITCBIl. 

KUMAZABA = BAIIBU8A PALIIATA, IOmetimea aloo 

ARUIIDINA81A VEITCRI!, ror which, 

however, KOltUIiAZABol or .. the IpJller 

KUIIAZAu"iathemoreappropriate title. 

KURODAKE, syn. GOMADAK!!, KUBO-CBIKU= PHYLLOIITACBYB )l1ORA. 

MADAKE =(!) PHYLL08TACBY8 It'LPHl'BIIA (French 

gardena). 

MI!:TAKE or HEDAK!! =ARUNDII'ARIA lAPO)lICol (8ieI>0Id). 

MOSO-CRIKU or MOUSO-CH[KU = PBYLLOIITACHYB IUTl8, PHYLL08TACBYA 

EDULIS. 

NAR[RIRADAKE =A8UI'DII'A.[A SIIIO)l[ (Carri~re). 

OROSRIMA-CHIKU (1) = BAIIBt:8A DIRTICSA. 

SHIBO-CHIKU, BYn. SR[W'A-CHIKU=PHYLLOITACHYB MAHLJACIIA (French 

gardens). 

SR[RO-CHIKU } 

SRIKAKU-DAKE 

" SUO-CRIKU . 

SUDZU-DAKE 

Tol[BO-CRIKU 

Tol[RO-CHIKU 

TA[M[N-CR[KU 

=BAIIBU8A QI1ADRAI'GULARIII. 

= BAMBUIA ALP~ON8E KARRI, a variegated 

rorm ()link and green) el BAIIBUBA 

NANA (Roxburgh), not "amy In thia 

country. 

= BAIIBt:8A IENA)lENBI8 (differing from the 

other a~eI.1.eo called B. IEI'AI'ElfllA, 

whick i. YAK[BAZAu=Arundinaria 

Veitchii), not known at preeent In tllia 

country. 

= HORA[-CH[KU, g.fI. 

=BAIIBU8A TITTATA AIlGElI'TEA (French 

gardena), a ailver nriegated variety 

or BolJlBt:1A )lol1U (Roxburgh), not 

hardy in thia country. 

=ARU)lDIJrolR[ol HIlI'DBII, mr. OIlAIII)lIIA 

eKew), BAMBU80l ORAJUlIEA (French 

gamens). 
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a tropical Bamboo (I B. VULGARIS) acclima
tised in the hotter parts of Japan whero 
it only puts forth shoots in late summer. 
Not hardy in this country. 

YADAKIt = PRYLLOSTACRYS BAIdBUSOlDES. (N.B.
Plants received from Japanese nurseries 
have not proved true to name.) 

YAKIBA-ZAHA (see al80 SUDZU-) 
DAKJ! = BAMBusA SENANENSIS, not to be dis-

tinguishedfromARuNDlNARIA VEITCHII 

In time, when more consignments shall have·been received 

from Japan, it will be easy to identify all the Japanese names 

with their European equivalents. The difficulty of doing so 

at present lies in the fact that formerly when plants were 

received their Japanese labels were lost or destroyed as 

valueless by European nurserymen who, of course, were un

able to decipher them; so the Bamboos were sent out under 

improvised and often inappropriate names, unless indeed they 

had the good fortune to be named by a skilled botanist, 

when some fitness of nomenclature was observed. Another 

stumbling- block has, been the great number of provincial 

'and even local names in Japan itself, while a third crux 

has been, created by the native nurserymen, who have not 

ulways been over-scrupulous in sending out plants true to 

name. Perhaps, however, it is hardly to be wondered at that 

in a family where the distinctions are often exceedingly 

minute and inconspicuous, there should be almost the same 

confusion among nursery gardeners in the East as in the 

West. The great impetus which has been given to the culti

vation of Bamboos in Europe during the last few years will, 

it may be hoped, be an encouragement to greater accuracy 

among the Japanese growers in future. 

It must be borne in mind that TAKI:: (in composition, 
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after a vowel sound, DAKE) is a pure Japanese word signify. 

ing Bamboo. CHlKU is a Japanese corruption of the Chinese 

word CBU, Bamboo. The former of these is applied only to 
the tall or arboreous Bamboos. The latter is generic and is 

used for dwarfs and giants alike. SABA, in composition USA. 

is a Japanese corruption of the two Chinese words HSIAO 

CBU, signifying small Bamboo, and i. only ftpplied to the 

dwarf specielS of Professor Sargent's" forest floor." I have 

alluded to this before, but it may be convenient to repeat it 

here. 
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ACOSTA, 40 
Africa, 187 
Anderson, Dr" 6 
Andes, 187 
Annesley, Lord, 176 
Apolu!Jia pro BambuBa ",cis, 193 
Arrow Bamboo, 72, 155 
Ar. Tupiaria, 210 
Al'throstylidelll, 41 
Arthrostylidium longifolium, 191 

" Scilombul'gki, 191 
AnlUdinaria, 41, 44, 53 ; and Phyllo. 

stRch),a compared, 44' 
amplissima, 191 
ancepa, 181·182, 187 
ari.tata, 176·177 
auricoma,47,96,100·101 
cnlloS&, 190 
chl'YSlLntha, 96·97 
dobili ... 190 
fulcata, 7, 8,10,73,74, 

145, 167,168, 171, 
173, 178, 180, 182 

Fulcoueri, 168, 169· 
171, 182 

ftoribunda, 190 
Fortunei, 57, 101, 102, 

103·104 

" 
auren, 101' 
viridis, 103 

Griffithiana, 190 
Hind.ii, 93, 108·109, 

111,216 
Vitr. gramine&, 110· 

111,216 

Arundinaria hirsuta, 190 
Hookeriana, 5,167,190 
hnmilis, 96, 98, 103 
intermedia, 167, 190 
japonica, 7, 8, 21, 34, 

45,48,49,69·72, 155, 
216 

jaunSILl'ensis, 190 
Khllsiana, 73, 74, 167, 

178, 180 
longiramea, 76, 190 
macrospermB, 44, 165· 

166 ; the typical 
Arundinaria, 165 

Maximo\\'iczii, 101 
microphylla, 190 
Ilitida, 73·76, 173,181, 

182, 187 
nobilis, 178·180, 182-

187; confusion 88 to, 
180 

pahnata, 77 
Praini, 190 
pnmila, 98·99 
pygm,pa, 49, 50 
racemosa, 174·175 
radiata, 191 
Ragamo\\'ski, 164 
ltolloana, 190 
Simoni, 2,11, 21, 25, 43, 

45,47, 48, 49, 50, 57, 
59-68, 70, 79,80,155, 
216; does not die 
after ftowering, 11; 
axillary buds, 62; 
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dimorphous chsracter of Ihoots 
and leaves, 63-65; rhizome, 63-
65; flower, 65-66; fruit, 66 

Arundinaria Simoni, Mr. Itriata, 
68,101 

Binica, 76 
.. Bpathiftora, 172, 174, 

182 
tesaellata, 164, 191 
Veitchii, 48, 49, 77-78, 

81, 163, 164, 216, 
217 

.. Walkeriana, 190 
" Wrightiana, 190 

Amadinalire, 41 
Automatic generation of moisture in 

Bamboos, 54 
Axillary bud of Arundinaria Simoni, 

62 

BACCIl'KR.III, 41 
Bamboo Praong, 9, 28, 190 
Bamboo Beeds as food in tinte of 

famine, 27, 28; beer made from, 
28 ; shoots of, as pickles and pre
serves, 30 

Bamboos, 2, 12, 19-26, 29, 54, 118; 
which flower annually, 4, 5; Are 
they reproduced from seed only 
after flowering' 9; give oft' Buckers 
from the root, 11; the native home 
of which is uncertain, 178; list of, 
not yet introduced, 190-192 ; some 
people object to planting in Eng
land, 193 

Bambusa, 77 

;, 

.. 

.. 

Alphonse Karri, 55, 216 
angostifolia, 85-86 
apus, 191 
Balcoa, 5 
Cantori, 191 
Castillonis, 216 
comuta, 191 
distichs, 44, 183-184, 216 
edulis, 120 
erecta, 108, 216 
fastuoaa, 105 
flexnoaa, 138 
Fortunei anrei, 101 

Bambusa, gigantM, 8 
" gracilil, 171 

graminea, 110, 218 
Oriftithiana, 190 

" .. 
" 

" .. 

goadua, 5 
Hermann!, 166 
heterocycla, 218 
Hooker!,· 63 
Kan-ehiku, 93 
Kanzab-chiko, 98 
Laydekeri, 92 
macroculmi .. 63 
marmorea, 93-95. 215 
Maatsraii, 190 
Maximowiczii, 68 
Mazeli, 22 
M~take. 69. See Aron· 

dinaria ja pon ica 
Nagaahima. 87-88 
nan .. 183, 216 
Naribira, 25, 68 
Neurnanni, 166 
butan .. 190 
palmata, 49,60 77, 79-81, 

82, 164, 216 
plicata, 68 
pygm", .. 48, 86, 112-118 
quadrangularia, 89-91, 218 
QuiIio!, 22. 25, 48 
Ragamowlki, 82-84, 101, 

164 
Ritcheyi, 191 
ruacifolia, 163, 164, 215 
aenanenois, 78 
.terilia, 116, 215 
strieta, 144 
tabacaria, 31 
teuellata, 82 - 84, 101, 

164 
tuld&, 118 
Veitcbii, 77, 82 
vene, 41 
Vilmorini, 85 
viminalia, 215 

.. vittata-argeotea, 65, 218 
" YUlgaria, 51, 217 

Batalin, Prof_, 74 
Bean, Mr., 25, 58, 63, 70, 71, 73, 

109, 166, lil 
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Beauty of form in plants, 1 
Bentibans, 191 
Betee Bans, 191 
Bicycles and tricyles, 35 
Birth of the bud, iiI 
Blanchard, lit, 166 
Bonpland, 6 
Bory de St. Vincent, 6 
Brandis, 6 
Bulu perindu, 31 
Bungozasa, 164, 215 

CALVERT, M., 33, 35 
Cane brakes sheltering runaway slaves 

in United States, 166 
Canes grown in Europe apt to split, 

33 
Carey, 166 
Carpet gardening, Lord Bacon on, 

212 
Carriere, M., 7, 59, 161 
Ceoille, Count, 130 
Cephalostachyum capitatum, 191 

• .. Cha pelieri, 191 
" pallidum, 191 

Chamrel'ops excels&, the one Palm 
hardy in this country, has tessel
la ted veins, 55 

Chiku, a Japanese corruption of the 
Chinese word chu, 218 

Chinese and Japanese exoellent 
gardeners, 187 

Choice of position, soil, and culture, 
18·26 

Choomaree, 191 
Chusquea andina, 191 

aristata, 186, 192; grow· 
ing at 15,000 feet above 
sea·level, 186 

capitata, 192 
capitulillora, 192 
cuIeou, 191 
Dombeyana, 192 
Fendleri, 192 
Gaudiohaudii, 192 
quila, 192 
Sellovii, 192 
tessellata, 44, 184, 192 
uliginosa, 191 

Chusqnere, 41 
Classification, 41 
Climbing habit of Japanese shrubs 

caused by crowding of dwarf Bam
boos, 50 

Commercial possibilities in England, 
12,35 

Confusion in nomenclature, 57; be
tween Arundinal'ia Falconeri and 
A. faleata, 170 

Culm of Phyllostachys, manner of 
growth, 52 ; of Arundinaria, 53 

Cultivation of Bamboos, 19; choice 
of position, 21 ; shelter necessary, 
19-20; sea air, 20; isolation of 
species desirable, 21; Chinese 
mode, 22; cutting down stems, 
22; preparing soil, 24 ; danger of 
disturbing roots, 24; mulching, 
25 ; transplanting established 
clumps, 25; best time for, 25; 
failures, 25 

Curata, 191 

DAIMIO'S PALACES, 201 
Dake, 218 
Dendrocalamus edulis, 5 

strictus, 5 
Differences iu buds of Phyllostachys 

group, 48 
Dimorphous character of shoots and 

leaves of Arundinaria Simoni, 63 
Dinochloa tjankorreh, 191 
Drought, 2 
Dyer, Mr. Thiselton, 56 

EAST INDIA COMPANY and China, 
1i8 

Economic culture in France, 33 
Elwes, Mr. H. I., 75 
English climate lends itself to the 

cultivation of plants from many 
countries, 206 

Eng/ish F/()Il'er Garden, 198 
Etymology, 39 

FENZI, Signor, 71 
Fh'St mention of Bamboos by Ctesias, 

39 
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Flora of China only I""rtially ell' 

plored,188 
Flower and fruit of Arundinaria 

Simoni,66 
Flowering, rarity of, '; sin:ultaneoua, 

5, 10; and seeding, death from, 
5; without death, 6; in Europe, 
7 ; of Anmdinaria japonica (Me. 
take), 7, 72; due to circumatanoee 
in the season, 11; a portent of 
evil, 36; of Arundinaria Simoni, 
65; of PhyllOltaeh,Y8 ftexuOllA, 132 

Flowera in Mongolian valleys, 202 
For""" Flora of Japan, 50 
Frost,.2 
Future ·possibilitiea, 185-192 
Function of the ligule, 52, 60 

GAMBLE, Mr., 74, 186· 
Garcia, 40 
Gardening R Fine Art, 212 
Gardens of the Mikado, 201 
Gomadake, 215, 216 
Gomaizaaa, 215 
Gray, 6,28 
Grottoes, 210 
Growth of BamboOl by night, 118 ; 

by daylight, 118 
Guadua amplexifolia, 192 

.. angustifolia, 192 
Gubernatis, De, 36 
Guillemin, Jrl., 33 

HA-cHIKU, 151, 215 
Hakluyt, .. Fitch" in, 41 
Hakone Mountains, 199 
Hance, Mr., 76 
Hardihood of Bamboos, 2 
Henry, Dr., 74 
Hilaire, M. Augu8te St., 5, 6, 9 
Hinda, Mr., 109 
Hooker" Sir Joseph, 6, 9, 10, 28, 38 
Hilrai-chiku, 114, 215, 216 
Hotei-chiku, 215 
Humboldt, 4, 6 

IlITERSODU at the Lase of Phyllo. 
staehys aurea, 115 

IntrOOuction of silkwonu', .ggw into 
Europe. 31 

1_ Morwg<lIari, 68 

JAPAN, variety of tYl .... of ngetatioo 
in, 200 

Jal'aneae New Year d""orationa, 37 ; 
ahmbs, cauae of climbing hahit of. 
50; garden .. 199. 201; the true 
lovert of scenery, 200 

Jordao, Mr., IUloerintendl'nt of 
Regent', Park, 181 

KAII·("HIIU:. 215 
Kanzan-chiku, 93, 108. 216 
Kerner and Oliver', Nalural IliMorv 

of Plant •• 48 
Kiko-chiku, 180. 216 
Kimmei-chiku, 1St, 216 
Kimon-chiku, 216 
Kokumazaaa, 216 
Kuma8&8&, confusion as to name. 163 
Kumazua, 81, 216 
Knro-chikn, 218 
KurodaU. 215, 216 

LATASIA BOIlDOSICA. 55 
LeaVell, teaaellated Yenation of, !iii· 

56 ; striated do .• 65·56 . 
Ligule, function of, 52. 60 
LimLua or blade diffen from leaf, 60 
Li7llCilOtn, (printed at London by 

John Wolfe, lS98). 41 
Loudon, 142 

JrIAUAKt, 216 
Jr[ahlo, 190 
Male Bamboo. 144 
Hany UIeI of Bamboos. 29 
Hanner of growth or culm of Phyllo

.tachy., 52; of Amndioaria, 53 
JrJarliac, H. Latour., 2, 21, 68, (13. 

105, 107, 159, 168 
H&II8ing flowera, 203 
Hazel, H., 125 
Helocanna bambuaoidea, 6. 30 
Hetake or JrJooaU=remale Bamboo. 

69. See Amndinaria japonica 
Jrlichaus, 165 
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Miquel,144 
Ma81\-chiku, 120, 216 
Mou80-chiku, 216 
Munro, Gen_, 4, 5, 42, 73, 76, 82, 

138, 144, 145, 162, 166,174, 187 
Mutis, 4,6 
Mylhologic d~ Plank", 36 

NARIIIIRA-DAKE, 68, 216 
Nast\18 barbatu8, 192 

" borboniclls, 191 
Native of the United States of North 

America, a, 165 
Natives of China and Japan, 59 ; of 

the Himalayas, 167 
Natural His/my of Plants, 46 
Nicholson, Mr_, 166 
Note BUr la culture du Bambou e/ ses 

1tBllges indus/riels, 33 

ORGAN PIPES, 36 
Oroshima-chikll, 184, 216 
Osborne, Mr_, gardener to Mr. Smith

BaITY, at Fota Island, Co. COl'k, 
170, 171 

PAG LEJ'CHA, 10 
PhyUostaohys, 41; and Arundinaria 

compared, 44 

" 
aurea, 42, 47, 48, 49, 

67, 114-116, 117, 
119, 122, 123, 124, 
147, 158, 160, 215 

bambllsoides, 57, 7'l., 
155-157,217 

Boryana, 3, 48, 127, 
147-148 

Castillonis, 152-154, 
216 ; valia tion from 
type, 154 

eduHs, 120, 216 
flexuosa, 8, 10, 48, 

122, 123, 124, 128, 
131-138; seeds with· 
out dying, 8, 136 

Henonis, 2, 3, 20, 42, 
48, 127, 147, 149-
151,215 

heterocycla, 116, 160-
161, 216 

Phyllostachys Kumasaca. See Ku-
D13sasa 

Kllmasasa, 78, 162-
164, 216 

Marliacea, 158-159, 
216 

MazeH. 125 
mitis, 1, 24, 25, 26, 

34, 43, 47, 48, 49, 
51, 53, 57, 59, 115, 
116, 117-121, 122, 
123, 124, 147, 158, 
160, 216; shoots of 
as food, 120 

nigra, 3, 25, 26, 34, 
42, 47, 48, 50, 142-
145, 146, 147, 158. 
216; the first to send 
up sboots each year. 
143 

nigro - punctata, 3, 
42, 48, 146, 147 

Quilioi, 25, 48, 57, 
119, 123-125, 159 

senanensis, 217 
Stauntoni, 190' 
snlphure.., 122, 216 
viminalis, 78, 164 
violescens, 48, 57, 

139-141 
viridi-glaucescens, 2, 

3, 20, 25, 26, 42, 
47, 48, 57, 123, 124, 
126-130, 131, 144, 
147, 150, 155, 158 

Planting out ncwly-imported Bam
boos, danger of, 23 

Praong. See Bamboo 
Pope's grotto, Dr. Johnston's de-

scription, 211 
Potanin, Mr., Russian traveller, 74 
Potash, 80 
Propagation of har.Jy Bamboos, 12-

18; by seed, 13, 14-16; by division, 
13, 16 ; by cuttings of the base of 
the culm, 13, 16-17; by cuttings 
of rhizomes, 18, 17-18; horizontal 
planting useless, 14 

Protection against water, 45, 46,60,61 
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Purista in gardening, 207 

QUILIO, Admiral Du, 125 
Quixiume, 192 

RAPID GROWTH 011' BAMBOOS, 118 
Rashleigh, Mr., of Menabilly, 178, 

179 
Regel, Dr., 74 
Rhizome, 17, 50, 51; of Anmdinaria 

Simoni, 63·65; of Phyllostachys 
nigra, 145 

Riviere, Messrs., 4, 7, 10, 12, 13, 21, 
35,54, 66,67, 70, 71, 125, 131, 145 

Roxburgh, 5, 6, 144, IS3 
Rumpf,36 

S1'. HILAIRE, Auguste, 5, 6, 9 
St. Vincent, Bory de, 6 
Sargent, Prof., FOl"cst Flura of Japan, 

49,78 
Sasa, or Zasa, a Japanese corruption 

of the Chinese words hsiao chu, 
218 

Saumarez, Lord de, 22, 116 
Shaw Stewart, Mr., 27 
Sheaths, 60 
Shibo.chiku, 158, 216 
Shiho·chiku, 216 
Shikaku·dake, ,216 
Shiwa·cbiku, 216 
Sleeman, Sir W., 5 
Siebold, Von, 10,71, 72, 114, 163 
Silica, 30, 31 
Simon, M., 59 
Simultaneous flowering of Arundin-

aria japonica, 7, 10, 72 ' 
Smith-Barry, lIr., 's, 68 
Sources of supply, 43 
Spence, 6 
Spilsbury, 6 
Spring-growing Bamboos, 42 
Stendel, 162 
Striated venation of leaves, 55 
Sudzu-dake, the .. Reed Bamboo," 

78,216 
Summer-growing Bamboos not hardy, ,I 

, 42 
Suo-chiku, 55, 216 

TUASHIB, a medicine IeCreted by 
uertsin Bamboos, 80 

TaiM-chiku, 114, 216, 216 
Taiho-chiku, 66, 216 
Taimin-chiku, 110, 216 
Taisan-chikil, 217 
Tak~ 217 
Talabot, 111. Paulin, 7 
Tessellated venatio!l of leav., 65·66 
Thamnocalamus, 41, 44 

.. Falooneri, 8, 44. 168, 
169-171,178,180 ; 
eeeds at Fota, Co. 
Cork,8 

apathillorll8, 172, 
174 

Thibaut and Keteleer, Messrs., 7, 8, 
131 

Toboca, 6 ; vanished forest' of, 9 
Transpiration, organa of, 46; pro-

tection against moisture, 61 
Triglossre, 41 
.. Tring-embon," 191 
Turrel, M., 8 

UPPER BLADES true leaves, 61. 8ee 
also Limbus 

Uses, customs, and superstitionl, 2i. 
38 

Uskong, 190 

V ARIETIU ur HEIGHT of Inow level 
in Ceylon and India, 186 

Veitch, lle88rB., 2, 78, 74, 172 
Venatiou, 65-56 
Villa, the brothers, of Genoa, 2 

W ALLICH, 6, 6 
Wang-bal canee made 01 rhizome of 

Phyllostachya nigra, 61, 145 
W ... bington Irving, 205 
Watson, Mr., 171, 184 
Waxy bloom, function of, 45, 61 

Y~-DAlti, 72, 155, 217 
Yakibazaea, 78, 217 
Yule, CoL, 39, 40, 41 

ZA8~, 218 
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TALES OF OLD JAPAN. By A. B. MITFORD, Second 

Secretary to the British Leg'dtion in Japan. With 

illustrations drawn and cut on wood by Japanese artists. 

Crown 8vo. 3s. 6d. 

ATHES.EU.lI.-" The r~ader will find much pleasant reading, which 

may be studied with advantage by all who are seeking for instruction about 

the country, or who are likely to have any relations with the natives. Th~ 

selection which Mr. Mitford has presented to us carries us through the 

ditTerent a..pects of Japanese life from the cradle to the grave." 

ILLl'STRATED LONDON KEWS.-" A work of unusual interest and 

unexceptionable authority." 

PALL MALL GAZETTE.-" These very original volumes haH all the 

value their author claims for them and more ...• They present us with 

l,ictures of Japanese life and manners not worked out in the monotony of 

minute detail, but dashed in with bold, telling touches .... Th~y will 

always be interesting as memorials of a most exceptional soei,>ty, while, 

regarded simply as tales, th~y are sparkling, sensational, and dramatic, and 

the originality of their ideas and the quaintness of their language gh·c them 

a most captivating piquancy. The illustrations are extremely interesting, 

and for the curious in such matters have a special and particular value." 

STAXDARD.-" Mr. Mitford has collected both sermons and stories 

from authentic sources, and done his work as a translator with great fresh· 

ne-ss, vigour, and clearne.ss of style." 

SAT!,-RDAY REI7EIV.-"Will be highly interesting to all .•. 

He has su • .eessfully render~d the Japanese idioms into pleasant and read

able English, and has added much to the interest of his work by the illus

trative commentary he has been able to supply on the manners and customs 

orthe people gathered from his own Hperiences in the Land of the Rising 

Sun.'· 
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BY ALFRED AUSTIN, 
POET LAUREATE. 

THE GARDEN THAT I LOVE 
Sixth Thousand. . Extra crown 8vo. 

With Illustration .. 
9a. 

TIMES.-" It ia a description in lucid and graceful prose of an old· 
fashioned garden and ita cultivation, interspersed with genial colloquies 
between ita owners and their guests, and enriched with OOC&8ional veroe. 
Mr. Austin, who ia greatly to be envied the poa8euion of this delightful 
garden, and not less to be congratulated 011 hia ,ympathetio appreciation of 
its charms, has rarely been so happily inspired •••• Some of his admirers 
will wish for more of Mr. Austin'. verse: for ourselTe8 we are oontent \\;th 
a volume which, though not in vers ... is unmista~ably the work of a IJOet." 

SPEOTATOR.-"We are glad to welcome Mr, Alfred AUBtin's delight
ful Gamen That I L01J6 in a compact book form. Itlr. Austin ia the laureate 
of gardens; he is, as Addiaon aays, 'in love with a country life, "'here 
Nature appears in the greatest perfection, and furnishes out an thOlte scenes 
that are most apt to delight the imagination.' The Gamen That I Lmv. i. 
sure of a large and appreciative audience." 

IN VERONICA'S GARDEN. 
Thousand. Extra crown 8vo. 

With Illustrations, 
9a. 

Fourth 

SPEAKEIl:-" The charm of his subject lies upon the book, 80 that 
even the list of flower·names becomeB fragrant." 

TIMES.-"Mr. Austin blend. in very d~lightful f .. hion hi. love of 
flowers and of aimple.rural delighta with his love of gentle thought. and 
gracious converse." 

By REGINALD BLOMFIELD and f. INIGO THOMAS. 

THE FORMAL GARDEN IN ENGLAND. With Illll&
trationa. Second Edition. Extra crown 8vo. 7 .. 6d. net. 
Large Paper Edition. Super Royal 8vo, 21 .. net. 

AOADEMY.-" A daintier little volume than this we have ""ldom 
handled." 

TIMES.-" A charming book, Cull of delightful illustrations." 

ST. JAMES'S GAZETTE.-" It ia a pleuure to read this clever and 
interesting little book." 

SATURDAY REVIEW.-"The reviewer'. difficnlty with this book 
consista in the fact that, at whataver page we !,pen. the desire ia not 110 mnch 
to express an opinion as to quote, and to go on quoting:: 
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